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Driven to art
PMA rolls out "The Elegant Auto: Fashion and
Design in the 1930s,"
an exhaustive
assemblage of
streamlined
Art Deco

designs.

OPINION • FREE

~IN

NEWS

Banking
on broken
promises
Stu Neal designed and
taught a course at
Windham High School
titled "Entrepreneurship."
But nothing in Neal's
experience as a businessman and part-time teacher
prepared him for his
Kafkaesque battle with
Fleet Bank of Maine.
Neal has filed a suit
against Fleet Bank, charging that the bank failed for
more than 20 months to
process two loans he had
requested. Yet during that
time, Neal said the bank
told him repeatedly that the
loans were coming.
Neal claimed that the
bank's inaction left his
business floundering,
forced him to sell personal
property, cost him
$800,000, gave him ulcers
and damaged his credit so
badly that he can't even get
a car loan.
Since Neal filed suit
against the bank on Aug. 6,
he said he's been swamped
with calls from small
business owners "who've
been put on hold by banks
while they're drowning."
''This represents more
than just me," Neal said.
''It's a landmark case for
small businesses in Maine.
When you make a commit~ent to a bank they hold
you to it. And when a bank
makes a commitment to
you they ought to have a
legal duty to fulfill that
commitment too."
Because Fleet didn't live
up to its commitment,
according to Neal, he has
sued the bank for negligence and breach of
contract.
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Industry waste
burning shelved

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: August 5 through 11, 1992.

Pollee Chief Mike Chitwood revealed at a
Scarborough grange meeting that Portland police are close to
wrapping up a six-month investigation of trash hauling scams in
the area. After letting the news slip, Chitwood declined further
comment. Chitwood later said he didn't realize the media was at
the grange meeting.
This summer be sure to visit abacus in
Portland, Freeport or Boothbay Harbor
and discover why we've been N\aine's
favorite source for American crahs and
fine jewelry since 1971 .

Portland lost Its bid for a $53 million paper recycling
plant that voters in Windham rejected in a June 9 election.
Engineering firm Stone and Webster announced on Aug. 10 that
they will build the plant in Auburn. The company cited easy
access to railroad lines as a key reason for choosing Auburn.
Windham's landfill will close on Aug. 22, now that
the town has signed a $850,000 contract with a Gorham company
to line, fill and cap the 40-year-old landfill. Windham will pay for
25 percent of the project, with the state picking up the rest of the
tab. Townspeople will still be able to dispose of their waste at
Windham's transfer station which will remain open.
South Portland will pull the plug on Channel One,

american crafts

18k gold single loop earrings by Michael Good

44 Exchange Street, Portland • 36 Main Street, Freeport. 8 McKown Street, Boothbay Harbor

if city Board of Education member Sheila McDonough has her
way. After receiving a barrage of complaints from parents,
McDonough called for the board to rescind its 4-3 vote to air the
commercial-laden video program in city schools. McDonough
had voted for Channel One in June. The board will vote on
whether to reverse its decision at its Sept. 14 meeting.

South Portland wants to avoid hiring ColeLayer-Trumble to handle the city's property revaluation. Last
year, CLT sparked taxpayer revolts in Portland and Westbrook
after appraising property in the cities. South Portland administrators want to hire another appraisal firm, M.M.C. Inc., even
though its bid was $22,400 higher than CLT's. City officials
argued that residents would have more confidence in M.M.C.,
which conducted the city's last revaluation in 1985.

RESURGAM
VJ

Cape Elizabeth will also revalue all property in
town by a door-to-door inspection, for the first time in 13 years.
The revaluation will begin later this summer. But the town won't
be hiring any outside firms. Town Assessor Gerald Daigle will
handle the task with an assistant he has yet to hire.

21 PLEASANT ST. PORTlAND 774·0016

LUNCH
I'\ON-FRI

11: 30- 2.:JO

DINNER
EVERV NIC;t1T

Yarmouth will Join the club if the Town Council
adopts Assessor Walt Hansen's revaluation plan. Property in the
town hasn't been revalued since 1982. Hansen proposed that
councilors hire an appraisal firm by next summer. "The town
desperately needs revaluation to eliminate an awful lot of
inequities," Hansen said.
Scarborough will start building a new town hall

') - 11

behind the current l09-year-old building in the next two months.
The Town Council voted 7-0 on Aug. 5 to borrow $500,000 to
complete funding for the $2.3 million project. Townspeople have
rejected funding for a new town hall in three elections since 1986.

A fish processor Is leaving Portland and taking
its 50 jobs to Portsmouth, N.H. Seatrade International, which
specializes in processing dogfish for the European market, can
get three times the space in Portsmouth for the same rent it now
pays in Portland, said company owner Steve Barndollar. The
company needs more space to handle its growth, he added.
A pile of counterfeit $20 bills was found by a
road crew working on Route 1 near the Scarborough-Saco line.
Secret Service agent Larry Stine said it's too early to tell if the
$1,500 in funny money was part of the same batch of bogus $20
bills that two Canadian students were recently charged with
passing in Old Orchard Beach.

AUGUST 15 - 30

40% OFF

Two men were Indicted on murder charges stemming

STOREWIDE

FIL6

Factory Outlet • Freeport Fashion Mall
2 Depot Street, Freeport • 865~0462

OPEN
9·8 Mon-Sat
10-6 Sun

from a death outside Danan's Bar in Portland on June 18. The
indictments of Steven R. Bennett and Michael J. Maldonado,
handed down by a Cumberland County grand jury on Aug. 7,
mean that police believe Maldonado played a larger role than
they first suspected in the beating death of Randal B. Toler.
Michael A. Tuck, who was initially charged with murder, was
indicted on three counts of aggravated assault.

Maine Energy has shelved
its plan to burn industrial
waste at its Biddeford
incinerator - for now.
The company withdrew
its proposal after residents
and city officials criticized the
plan at a meeting on Aug. 5.
But Maine Energy and the
city agreed to hired an expert
to review the plan Within 60
days.
Maine Energy's aim was to
charge industries to bum
wastes that are now buried in
landfills and pass the saving
along to municipalities that
use the incinerator.
City Councilor JoAnne
Twomey objected to the
company's plan. A propane
tank explosion that ripped a
20-foot-wide hole in the
plant's roof and a 8O-foot-wide
hole in a wall underscored the
danger of burning industrial
waste, Twomey said .
Other residents feared
increases in toxic fumes
emitted from the plant's
smokestack. " I don't feel the
residents have been protected. There is serious
concern about what's coming
out of that stack already,"
said Sue Murphy of Saco.
The Maine Department of
Environmental Protection
will also review the proposal
as part of the company's
application to renew its air
emissions license.

harmanlkardon

our neVi

Cafe

BEST

BUY

~~I.!;:l.f,;j {l?) Serving breakfast,
lunch &

9{g,w t£ng[and %- ~i

dinner daily.

(207) 883-41 73

ONE MONUMENT WAY-PTlD-772·729Q-FAX 772·9662

NEW NAME, STILL THE SAME

-FULL

COLOR-

Bring your color
photos & slides
to Generated
Image in the Old
Port and we will
make a
personalized
T-Shirt of your
vacation, pet,
child & FUN
TIMES!
FULL
COLOR

- Putumayo for Fall -

.

An enchanting coUection far !xJck w sc~l, based .on fabriC
motifs of our 19th Century ~mencCl;n Fronner.
,
Our Summer Sale continues With savings from 20%.

Tank 16.95
Short
sleeva 21.95

WE MAIL
ANYWHERE!

long

sleeve 25.95

GENERATED IMAGE
Monday· Friday 6-6 •
10 • 4
4455
Corner of Market & Middle Sis . • Portland· 774-

AMARYLLIS CLOTHING CO.
4 1 Exchang e St. Portland , ME 0410 I
772-4439

State to pay
gay rights foes

Continued on page 4

L1ST~

$285

Satu~ay

parking stamps avail able · ma n-sal 10·9 -30 • sun 12-6

A judge ordered the state
to reimburse Jasper Wyman
for legal fees he incurred
while fighting the state over a
referendum on gay rights
legislation.
.
Superior Court Justice
Bruce Chandler told the state
to pay $36,000 to Wym.a~,
head of the Maine Chnstian
Civic League. The payment
covers the costs of Wyman's
court fight to require voter
approval of any gay rights
legislation.
Chandler ruled that
Secretary of State William
Diamond violated Wyman's
rights last year by refusing to
let him even gather Signatures for his proposal.
Diamond rejected
Wyman's campaign because
he concluded the proposal to
require a statewide referendum on any gay right bill
approved by the Legislature
was unconstitutional.
But Chandler ruled that
Diamond was wrong to
interfere before Wyman had
gathered the 52,308 Signatures necessary to force a
referendum on the plan.
"This is a civil libertarian
issue," said Wyman's
attorney Samuel Lanham.
"What is critical is that every
citizen of the state must have
access to the process."
Lanham warned that the
tab could grow if the Maine
Supreme Judicial Court
upholds the ruling, which the
state has appealed.

HK 3300 AMIFM RECEIVER
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You got here from there.
Dining.

M_C\'ONlDg
270 U.S. Route 1, Falmouth
781-4771
Hu Shang
27 Exchange St., Portland
772-1000
Crickel8 Realaul'lmt
175 Lower Main St., Freeport
865-4005
Channel Cr08lling RCillaurant
231 Front St., South Portland
799-5552
Cadillac Jack.
442 Fore St. , Portland
774-7466
RCillaurant Sapporo
24 Free St., Portland
772-1233
The Village Cafe
112 Newbury St., Portland
772-5320
Walter'a Cafe
15 Exchange St., Portland
871-9258
Jameson Tavern
115 Main St., Freeport
865-4196
Snow Squall RCiltaurant
18 Ocean St., So. Portland
800-568-3260
DiMillo'8 Floating RCillaurant
Long Wharf, Portland
772-2216

3

Hu KeLau
Maine Mall, So. Portland
775-6388

Shopping & Services

You've finally arrived.
Whatever your plnn.J,
you '/1foUJ it ea.JY
to have a good tune, becall.Je the
American & cpre.J.J®Card
if

we/come at allY of the.Jc

fine e.Jtablifhment.J.

.'
Do n·1 lean· ho mt: wilholll il ,"

Brown Goidamitlu
1 Mechanic St., Freeport
865-4126
Onee A Tree
37 Exchange St., Portland
871-1484
Tavecchia
52 Exchange St., Portland
772-1699
A.H. Benoit and Co.
188 Middle St., Portland
773-6421
Play It Again
24 U.S Route 1, Yarmouth
846-4711

Fillhermen'a Net Inc.
849 Forest Ave., Portland
772-3565
The HoUIIC of StDea
125 Main St., Yarmouth
846-4232
Wille Trading Co.
498 Congress St., Portland
772-3932
Petel'8On & Co. Fine Jewelers
198 Maine Mall Rd., So. Portland
774-5919
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300/0 off

EXCHANGE
STREET
PORTLAND
871-0380

Chlldren's Summer
Straw Hats

Treat yoursellto our delicious gourmet popcorn, the perfect light
snack for munching on at home, at work, or on the go. Our
beautifully decorated canisters make excellent gills.
See us for parties fundraisers, ecl.. .

Monday - Saturday, 10 - 6

st leo Portland leo 772-2379
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I BUY ONE REGULAR FOOTLONG SUB, I
: GET ONE OF EOUAL VALUE FOR 9ge· I
I

with purchase of 22 oz. drink.

I
I
:
I
I
I
I

:

~

295 Forest Avenue
Shop N' Save Plaza
Portland, ME 04101
761-9558

I

not from African Elephants or Whales!
PrelWtoric

Mammoth Iwry

I
I
I
I
I
I
fOOdong sub must be of equal '" ,"':"'" price.
I
Limit: One coupon per customer per visit.
I
Not good in combination with any other offer.
I
·
Offer expires: 8120/92.
I
Valid at Forest Avenue location only. '

I
I
~----------------------

pens,
tie takes,
money clips
and
collectibles

Pendants, Pins and earrings made
from New Zealand Sea Opal..

Classic 1m

~------------------;

.~

~

A straigill .hOl from Brighton A.en"", 5 minWiesfrom Exit 8, MaiM Turnpiu
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""
""
""

''The common sense thing
to do here is to dismiss the
appeal," Lanham said, "Save
the people of Maine money."
But the state aims to
pursue the appeal, according
to Cabanne Howard, the state
deputy attorney general
working on the case. "We're
aware there's a risk ... but we
believe Chandler's just
wrong," said Howard.
The state is not challenging the ruling that Diamond
must wait until a referendum
petition is submitted to his
office before ruling on its
constitutionality. Instead, it's
fighting the finding that
Diamond violated Wyman's
rights in the case.
Wyman was on vacation
and unavailable for comment.
But Maine Christian Civic
League spokesman Michael
Heath said the petition
proposal at the center of the
dispute is in limbo, awaiting
the outcome of Portland's
November referendum on
gay rights. If Portland passes
a gay rights law, the state
Legislature is expected to
consider a similar law.

Standish loses
town manager

• BASEBALUSOFfBALL BAllING CAGES
Compare our prices - 18 to 28 pitches for $1.00 - We pitch strikes!
• MINIATURE GOLF Children $2.50, Adults $3.50, 2nd roWld $1
Everyone plays for only $2 before noon on weekdays .
• GOLF DRIVING RANGE • New balls (90 compression)
• New mats 'Two-level driving deck • Lots of grass areas
• Only $3 for large wcket
• AFFORDABLE GOLF LESSONS
• PAR 3 Greens in great
all day for $5; $6 weekends
• ICE CREAM

&~
"

•
reSSIOnS

51 Exchange Street· Old Port· 874-6980

WESTERLY WINDS
~
"The Family Fun Center"
I~ I854-WIND I

,=rl~\

FouiJited
Walnu ItIOry

kniws,

:

1.SocOnd
I
I
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Standish Town Manager
Tom Stevens resigned after
just five months on the job to
become Presque Isle's city
manager.
Stevens said he was
leaving for personal reasons
and not because of the town's
turbulent politics.
Still, his tenure was
marked by turmoil. He
inherited some residents'
scorn for previous Town
Manager Suzanne Kennedy.
Kennedy was so unpopular
that she spawned a movement to drop the manager
form of government. A
committee exploring changes
to the town charter is still
studying that option.
Stevens was also caught in
the middle when the town
ousted its police chief and
eliminated its police department. In June, Stevens
recommended that the town
reappoint Police Chief Tom
Jones. But he was overruled
by the Town Council.
Stevens insisted that he
was not pressured by the
council to resign. "My
decision was family-related.
It has nothing to do with
turbulence, the job here or the
police department Those
things are part of the job," he
said. Instead, Stevens said he
wanted to be closer to family
in Aroostook County where
he spent 12 years as
Limestone's town manager.
Stevens also said it's likely
that the Presque Isle job will
pay more than his $42,000
Standish salary. But Stevens
said he agreed with Presque
Isle city councilors not to

discuss details of his appointment until the city makes its
official announcement.
Stevens said he would
submit his resignation to the
Town Council on Aug. 11,
effective Sept. 11. He anticipated that Presque Isle would
confirm his appointment the
same day.

9
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-It's Almost Over!

Portlander joins
Amnesty board

1~

A Portland social worker
became the first Mainer ever
elected to Amnesty
International's 24-member
national board . Reza Jalali,
38, brings the experience of
being a political prisoner to
the job.
''To go from the prison cell
to the boardroom has not
been easy for me," Jalali said .
But then little has been easy
for Jalali.
A Kurd, Jalali was expelled from his native Iran at
the age of 15 for the crime of
possessing a Kurdish book
and writing Kurdish poetry.
In 1981, he was arrested in
India and jailed without
being charged with any
crime. Jalali believes he was
arrested because he protested
the Iran-Iraq war and Iran
had a trade alliance with
India.
After seven mon ths in jail,
he was released through the
help of Amnesty International. Jalali moved to
Portland in 1985, after
studying pictures of the
United States. Jalali said he
was struck by the beauty of
Maine's coast "Of course all
the pictures were taken in the
summer," he joked.
In April 1991, Jalali started
the Maine Kurdish Relief
Fund for Kurds ousted from
their homelands after the
Persian Gulf War. He visited
Kurdish refugee camps in
Turkey in September 1991.
Jalali begins his two-year
stint on the Amnesty International board, which meets
five times a year, in October.

!)t't.-

Continued on page 6

~ Try Our New
Zucchini Bagel

Full Service Copies will be 6¢ as of September ath, 1992

with veggie cream cheese

alpnugraphloo·

OPEN EVERYDAY AT 7 AM
15 Temple St. Portland 879-2425

Prn~

Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-8 p.m., Sat. 10 •. m.-S p.m

CHICKEN SALAD ............ 3.25
Served with lettuce. tomato and mayo.

·PORKEY'S NIGHTMARE ......
Ham , 3 melted cheeses, mayo , toma·
toes,onions & Durkees Dressing. the best I

Captain Chicken ............ 3.85
As above plus AVOCADO!
DEVILED EGG SALAD ... 2.99
Deviled egg salad. served With let·
tuce, lomatoes. onions and Swiss
Cheese. Not your ordinary recipe.

·PORKEY GOES HAWAIIAN ... 3.45
Above plus PINEAPPLE. An Island treat!
·CALIFORNIA DREAMER ... 3.65
Porkey's plus AVOCADO.
TRANS WORLD PiG ............ 3.25
SWISS cheese.
HUNGARIAN ham,
FRENCH mustard.
HAWAIIAN pine·
-~"'"I"" apple and PITA
bread. Aworld wide
taste tour.

151 Middle Sl. Portland, ME 04101
(207) 772·0704' FAX (207) 774-1908

Of"l'he FuhJe

Featuring Imported Ham

Non Meat Rollwiches
ORGANIC POCKET ...... ....... .. 3 .75
Swiss & Provolone. mayo. tomatoes, sprouls,
AVOCADO, Creamy Italian & lettuce. Onions
and Hot Peppers by request.
·GUACAMOLE ............... 3.45

Featuring Dolphin-Safe Tuna
LUAU ........................... 3.25
Tuna. mayo , lettuce, PiNEAPPLE. Simple.

Featuring Roast Beef

CAPTAIN ALBERT ......... 3.85
Tuna, mayo, AVOCADO. Tomatoes, lettuce
& onions. Our most popular tuna.

OWEN'S
SPECIAL
...... 3.85

Roast beef.
mayo , REAL
BLUE CHEESE,
lettuce, tomatoes
& onions. This one

Inner circle
Jumping ship
State Planning Director
Richard Silkman became the
latest member of Gov. John
McKernan's inner circle to
reveal his plans to jump ship.
Silkman said he will leave
his post by the end of 1992.
Silkman declined to say
exactly when or where he
was going.
As the McKernan administration nears the last half of
its second two-year term, the
defections are piling up.
Business regulation chief
Susan Collins left for a job
with the federal Small
Business Administration.
Education Commissioner Eve
Bither took a post in Washington. Human Services
Commissioner Rollin Ives
resigned to contemplate a run
for elective office. Economic
Development chief Lynn
Wachtel went to work for
Gov. Bill Weld in Massachusetts. And McKernan's legal

Less than one month
to go for
3¢ Copies

·TUNA MELT .................. 3.45
Tuna, mayo. melted swiss & provolone.

Mellow out with 3 melted
cheeses. tomatoes. onions,
mayo & Spec;al Sauce.

'i,S()RFiIY CHARLIE ............... 3.85
A Tuna Melt plus AVOCADO. Perfection!

is intense!

Featuring Turkey Breast

JAWS I ......... 3.45
A quarter pound of Roast Beef,
HORSERADDISH, mayo and onions; this
sandwich bites back!

Too, "d

JAWS II ............... 4.65
Twice as large. with twice the bite.

Featuring All Natural
Seafood or Lobster Salad

'ROUND·UP: Reg ... 3.45 Industrial ... 4.65
Roast Beef &melted cheeses with BARBEQUE
SAUCE and onions. TWO SIZES FIT ALL!

WHALE WATCHER ..... , ......... 4.25
Seafood salad, mayo, lettuce & tomato.

'FERDINAND .................. 3 .85
Three melted cheeses. mayo. onions.lomatoes
& 1/4 pound of Roast Beef. A bargain. No bu ll!

·GILDED LILy ..................... 4.99
The ultimate Rollwich . Seafood salad, mayo,
melted Swiss & AVOCADO! Glorious!

WHITE ANGUS ......... 3.99
Roast Beef. CREAM CHEESE. To·
matoes, lettuce & OOions. Aheavy
hitter lor BIG apetites.

: "''''.,~ •.''
'. •
~

PHILLI-O-FISH ........................ 3.95

CALIFORNIAN ... 3.85

CREAM~~,",
• .,. m,,,. ,~.o
.0 0.
.'
AVOCADO &~.

CHEESE, With lettuce.
onion & pickles. Try it!

·

~

LOBSTER MY WAY ... 6.75
1/4 pound of lobster, mayo, tomato &
lettuce, for the purist

.

JOHN ALDEN ... 3.45
PRISCILLA ...... 3.65
Turkey with CRANBERRY Sauce, mayo, let·
tuce, tomatoes & onions. She gets SWISS.
MONUMENT ............... 4.50
Turkey. Ham. Swiss. mayo. SpeCial Sauce and
either lettuce & tomato or avocado.
,WILD TURKEy ............... 3.85
Melted Swiss & Provolone. mayo. turkey .
AVOCADO,tomato & onion. HOTS?

KIDS Rollwiches

H\NGS

Mini Ham & cheese rollwlch.
de, Iced "Tea,
.' . ; :: ~
On . Lernona
Juices
Create your own
.;;' ."
., .,' .I\<. s\<.irn I'M\<.,
spritz,ers , odas
Need we explain?!
Rollwich from our
.:> ., '.: ::~; \ '
d Sodas.
nn ed s
ttle
.
d'
I'
:..
60
ieW 01 ca
d soups,
S
·BORING ............ 2.00
tngre lents 1st.
.... . .
p., Wide \far saladS an
COOKIE.,
Swiss, Provolone and
Priced accordingly . ~: .<, ".
fre shl), rna:ade Cp.,KE.S ~
e .. '
American, melted. Period.
• Served MELTED
\-Iorne
PLAIN & SIMPLE
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o\NKS &. l'

0"

Centrally located in DOWNTOWN PORTLAND at 82 EXCHANGE St. , by Tommy's Park.
..,----1 Phone or FAX orders at n4-0014. Five locations on Cape Cod plus Chicago, IL (New

in 92).1--7

Our goals are "Quality, Cleanliness, Consistency and Speed." Let US know how we're dOing!
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Banking on
broken promises
Continued from front page
Continued from page 5

SII<. 32452, retail $18,678, 5.pd.,
L. pacl<age, AIC, Pfw, cassette,
loaded,AMlFM stereo.

SII<. 1'2470. retail $t 8,685,4 wheel drive.
. AWFM .tereo, tilt, pIW. door locks. loaded.
5 spd, AlC.age, AIC.

14784*

$15,350*

$25,260*

NEW 1992
SUBARU lOYAlE

NEW 1992 SUBARU lEGACY

q'~~

SUBARU LEGACY 4x4

ScotIa Prince
tracks ozone

\

Retail $14.365. SII<. '2501 . air. Pfw.
door lock •• rear defro.t.
tilt wheel. cassette .

Retail $17,170. SII<. 32619, 4 dr. tilt,
floor mats, AIC, PiS AWFM stereo.

$1

TOP OF THE LINE
Retail $30,498. SII<. '2576 , 4 wheel drive.
auto • • poiler. CD player, loaded.

7*

Retail $14,440. SII<. # 2601, 5 .pd .. air,
Pfw, door locks, raar defrost,
tilt wheel, cassette. Loaded.

$10

11 890*

SEE US FIRST OR SEE US LAST, BUT SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY A NEW SUBARU!
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!
'PRlCES INCLUoe AI.L APPLICABLE INCENTIVES. PRICES EXCLUDE TlTLE.TAX. LICENSE. AND DOCUMENTATION. OPTIONAl., NON·STANDARD EQUIPMENT IS AN ADDmONAL CHARGE.

Come enjoy our new outdoor patiO

·PERSONAL INJURY. WORKERS COMP
CMLLmGATION

Enjoy a Panoramic
View of Casco Bay

JOHN J. SEARS

Specializing in Seafood and Homemade Desserts

Attorney At Law
*Free Initial consultation for Injury cases.
Fees pald only upon recovery.
Evening appointments available.

"

•

... ...,,,t• ••

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT

114-1500

BAILEY ISLAND, ME.
I,
I

1-800-870-4555
97 A Exchange St.,
Portland, Me.

833-5546
Open 11 :30 - 9:30, Seven Days A Week
Rt. 24, just 13 miles from Cooks Comer, Brunswick

Delicious. Homemade

MEXICAN l(\e
CoiS

Trading Co., Inc.
ESTABU Sl lED 1913

"Quality merchandise
and exp erie nce you can trust"

~~s

~

Live Entertainment on
the Patio all summer

We Buy Anything Worth Buying
- - -WE PAY CASH--Use our con ventent Lay-Away plan

14k Gold $13.95 per gram

BlTY-SELL-TEUUOE
5 Sto res to Serve You
498 Congress St. ,. Po rtla nd

AM:lGOS

MEXICAN FOOD SINCE 1972

~&~.

772-3932

330 lisbon St., Lewiston
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counsel, Derek Langhauser,
recently left for private
practice.
The exodus is inevitable
given the two consecutiveterm limit of gubernatorial
tenure in Maine, according to
Richard Davies, who served
as legislative liaison for
former Gov. Joe Brennan.
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with Nancy Carroll.
,
Callfor information.
780 Brid on Rd. (Rt 302) Westbrook· 854-0160

Along with passengers,
cocktails and shuffleboard,
the Scotill Prince is now
carrying equipment to
monitor ozone levels in the
Gulf of Maine.
The ferry has begun
measuring ozone levels as
part of a jOint study by
environmental agencies in
Maine and Canada.
The study aims to give
researchers more data about
how polluted air interacts
with the sea, according to
Andy Johnson, air quality
monitoring coordinator at the
Maine Department of
Environmental Protection.
The study also hopes to
determine how far ozone can
travel across water. Some
scientists have suggested that
air pollution created on the
East Coast travels across the
North Atlantic to the British
Isles. The study will run
through mid-September and
start again in the summer of
1993.

Maine near top
In prison costs
The Maine prison system
ranks near the top nationally
in the amount it spends on
inmates, according to a report
based on federal figures.
Maine's cost-per-inmate
was estimated at $22,656 a
year, higher than all states
except Minnesota and Alaska.
Similarly, Maine's ratio of
prison staff to inmates was
pegged at L6-to-1, which was
higher than any state except
Vermont.
Associate Corrections
Commissioner A.t. Carlisle
said Maine's prison costs are
high because of antiquated
facilities that require more
personnel to maintain
security than newer prisons.
Carlisle also said Maine
spends more on fuel and
electric bills for its prisons
than most states.
But the comparative
figures raise questions about
the efficiency of Maine's
prison system, according to
Tom Ewell, executive director
of the Maine Council of
Churches, which monitors
the state's prisons.
Calling for increased
alternatives to imprisonment,
Ewell said the state could

Stu Neal's ordeal with fleet Bank dates back to September
1990 when he applied through the bank for a $300,000 Small
Business Administration (SBA) loan for his company, Neal
Automotive Distribution in Westbrook.
The company sells service equipment, such as wheel alignment systems, to car dealerships and repair shops. Although the
company was growing rapidly, Neal said he needed more
capital to buy equipment in volume so he could get the price
breaks he needed to tum a profit.
Neal didn't expect any snags with the SBA loan. Since 1975,
he had received dozens of loans from Northeast Bank and
Norstar Bank before they merged with fleet in 1988.
From September to December 1990, Neal said that every time
he asked about his loan bank officials said they were working
on it. But in December 1990, fleet suddenly said it was too busy
to handle the loan, according to Neal.
Neal then sought a loan through Key Bank. But his request
was refused because the bank deemed him a credit risk. Neal
blamed fleet's delay in processing the loan for his company's
mounting losses and his sinking credit.
Neal returned to fleet and applied for a loan through the
Finance Authority of Maine (FAME). Neal said he had no choice
but to rely on fleet.
"Picture yourself out in the water," Neal explained. "On one
side is a boat and on the other side is land. You've been on the
boat many times, so you ask for a ride. The guy in the boat says
'Sure, I'll be right over: In the meantime you're treading water,
relying on the boat. After a while though, you don't have the
energy - or in my case, the credit - to shoot for the shore
anymore. You're dependent on the boat."
At the same time, Neal was worried about delinquent
interest payments on his home mortgage, which was also
financed through fleet. Neal wanted to refinance the loan. But
he claimed fleet officials told him not to worry and to wait and
do everything at once after the FAME loan was processed.
In July 1991, Neal received a summons for foreclosure on his
home mortgage. Again, Neal said a bank officer told him not to
worry about the summons because the FAME loan would be
closed within the 20-day period for responding to the summons.
But over the next year, Neal alleged that his loan - which
was approved by FAME in July 1991 - was held up by paperwork snafus and inaction by the bank. The bank said it had
"bigger fish to fry," according to Neal.
As the delays dragged on, Neal's financial obstacles
mounted. He sold some of his land, a Vintage Corvette, a rare
motorcycle and his gun collection to pay bills. At one point, the
bank wanted Neal to secure the loan with collateral that he had
sold to pay bills.
From December 1991 to February 1992, Neal said he called
the bank almost daily and was advised that the loan would be
closed within a couple of weeks.
But in early February 1992, Neal discovered that hi5 FAME
loan approval had lapsed and that the bank had never contacted FAME regarding the loan application. Neal claimed fleet
had repeatedly told him it had been in contact with FAME.
eal can't explain the bank's inaction on his loan.
Neal's attorney Bill Robitzek can only speculate on the
reasons why fleet treated Neal the way his suit alleges it did.
"They never specified why," Robitzek said . "Presumably it was
because (Neal) was seeking a low six-figure loan and they were
busy restructuring seven-figure loans. I guess they considered
him a small fish and figured they could let him hang because he
wouldn' t cause trouble."
fleet General Counsel Bill Saulfley declined to discuss
specifics of the case.
"BaSically we don't comment on dealings with borrowers,"
Saulfley said. "That's generally our confidentiality policy and
that has nothing to do with litigation."
Saulfley did confirm that fleet had received Neal's complaint
and will challenge it in court.
"Our answer will likely dispute the facts and the characterization of facts made by the plaintiff," he said .
Robitzek said Neal's ordeal is not uncommon, but that it's
rare for small business owners in such predicaments to sue a
bank. !'People feel they can't sue just for a delay because
ultimately the bank will catch up and put a package together,"
he explained.
Despite the complexity of lender liability laws, Robitzek
claimed Neal's suit should not prove difficult for a jury to
decide.
"If fleet made promises it can be held liable," he said. "An
oral contract is legally (binding.) We'll lay all the cards on the
table. We can show damages .. . the rest is up to jury." •

Bob Young
Continued on page 8
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• Our futons are 400/0-50% thicker than others· All are filled with "Joy' 100%
pure cotlon batting • Firmly tied tufts every 12" ensure no shifting. Written
workmanship guarantee • Futons made specially for us by ~d BoDj)
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The Futon Store
343 Forest Avroue, Portland, Maine 871-0578
Weekdays 10-7, Sat 9·6, Sun 12-5
Vis", MIIStn<AnI, AIIIericaJI Express, DtsCfJf)1!r alUi />WS0Aa1 cbeclls welcoMe' SatlsJacticfJ GuartUlleed
Exit 6B RL 195 • Plellty

Solidly built of hard Southern
Yellow Pine, our Cheapy Sleepy
offers seven different seating and
lounging positions.
Frame is easily transported - even
UPSable!
Available in twin, full and queen
sizes. All carry a written
workmanship guarantee.
Futons made specially for us by
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Weca~rt wood products from
rain forests.

Compare our quality and value.

FUTON FURNISHINGS
The Futon Store
343 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 871-0578
Weekdays 10-7, Sat 9-6, Sun 12-5
Vis", MasltltOlnl, AMerlaul Express, DtsCOOfr aIUi />WS0Aa1 cbeclls wdcottoe • SatlsJacticfJ Guat'rUIued
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Uou to taste alittle of our culture.
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~ATLRIAL SUMMER
starts
Mon •• August 17th
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sao Congl888 St. 0

Portland. ME
774·1241 . Mon. · Sat. 10:30-6
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Traditional Pakistani Dinners
llam·10:30 pm, Take·Out Weloome

629 Congress SI., Ptld .874·2260

Continued from page 6

featurinJ/
Authentic Tandoori Chicken Tikkas

bring costs down with less
expensive forms of punish·
ment.

"SUMMERTIME AND THE UVIN'IS EASY"'... at

Postal Jobs
stamped out

Music, theater, art, restaurants, shopping, special outdoor ac~vities ... it's all
right up the street or just around the comer from BACK BAY TOWER. Or if
you prefer the comforts of home· you can share a cool drink on the terrace
with friends, swim in the private pool, workout in the exercise room and
enjoy a sauna. Whatever you choose · out on the town· or the comforts of
home · Back Bay Tower can make your summertime living easy. We provide
state of the art security.
Stop by during the hours listed, or call for an appointment.
Open Sun. 12-4, Tues & Thurs 10-6. (Closed this Sunday, July 5th.)

772-7050
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HARMON'S
584 Congress Sireet
Portland

401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101

11711rown Street
Westbrook

774-5946
Free

854-2518
at both locations. All

orders.

Oops

Prelude to a kiss-off

In Newsbriefs for July 30,
we incorrectly identified
Halfway Rock as Halfway
Island.

Almost forgotten amidst the hoopla over Perot quitting,
Clinton surging and Bush floundering are three other presidential candidates lurking on the Maine ballot. The Libertarians'
Andre Marrou (less government), the New Alliance Party's
Lenora Fulani (more government), and u.s. Taxpayers Party's
Howard Phillips (1950s government) all qualified to scramble
after voters turned off by the major parties.
The Libertarians got 2,700 of the 560,000 votes cast in Maine
in 1988. Fulani got 1,405. Phillips wasn't around to embarass
himself.
This time the Libertarians claim to be putting on a big push
in the state to win at least 5 percent of the vote, the amount they
need to retain automatic ballot status. That'll require roughly 10
times more support than they've ever gotten before. Perot
remains on the Maine ballot, but his collapse could help
Libertarians pick up some of the none-of·the-above vote. It
remains to be seen how many ex-Perot maniacs will buy into
the party's extreme anti-government positions. Marrou and
veep nominee Dr. Nancy Lord have both whistlestopped
through Maine alread y in a bid for support.
Fulani is so sure of her popularity in the state she's doing
next to nothing.
Phillips has chosen Bangor dentist Randon Bragdon to
coordinate his campaign. Bragdon is best known for his highly
publicized refusal last year to treat people with AIDS.
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Best Pizza in New England
Boston Globe 1989

WBZ, Boston 1990

Foodee's: A World of Nutrition
.,
, ,.
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Are you a foodie,
searching the world
over for good food
that's good for you?
Well, the quest ends at
Foodee's. Here you'll
find a world of pizza,
each with nutritionallyingredients
balanced
that taste great.
Follow these clues -

• Nutra-Dough™ the finest, healthiest,
tastiest crust, with unbleached flour
and whole wheat fiber - ours alone.
• Low fat - low moisture skim
Mozzarella cheese.

• 20% of U.S. RDA of eight key
nutrients in every slice.
• Complete meals - high in protein
& complex carbohydrates.

• Low fat meat.

• No ugly words like preservatives,
fillers, modifyers, or enhancers.

• Low salt - a diversity of seasonings
provides great flavor.

• On a diet? Our pizza is lower in
calories.

• Low cholesterol - only extra virgin
olive oil.

• All fresh vegetables.

Been searching for the best Pizza?
The quest ends at Foodee's
At Woodford's Comer

£at In
Take out

688 Forest Ave. Portland, Maine

207-774-4100
FAX 207-874-4922

Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 11AM - 9PM
Frf.-Sat. 11 AM - 10PM
Sunday 12PM - 8PM

... Mainers won't have to
wait for the postal service to
get Elvis stamps. The tiny
island nation of St. Vincent
just released a set of EI vis
stamps, beating the U.s. by
nearly a year.
While the post office was
trying to decide between the
young and the old Elvis, St.
Vincent issued nine different
stamps showing Elvis in
every stage of his career.
Each of the nine stamps is
King-sized - about nine
times the size of the proposed
U.S. stamp. Each has a face
value of $1.
The postal service will be
issuing about 300 million
copies of the so-called
"younger EI vis" stamp in
]993.
"When you compare that
to the St. Vincent issue which
is a limited edition of a few
thousand sets worldwide,
rather than millions, you can
see the appeal that the St.
Vincent stamp will have to
stamp collectors and Elvis
fans," said Scott Tilson of the
International Collectors
Society in Baltimore, Md.
The St. Vincent stamps are
legal for postage in St.
Vincent and recognized by
postal authorities throughout
the world. Mainers all shook
up over the opportunity to
lick a likeness of Elvis can call
the International Collectors
. Society (800-873-2003) for
details on how to purchase
the St. Vincent stamps.

Imagine! Your hair!
Thicker, longer; more
beautiful!
The HairBuilders System
can make short hair
long ... thin hair thick. ..
sparse hair full ...

Love the one you're with
Democratic state Sen. Jerry Conley is in a tough spot. His
fellow Portlander and political ally, state Sen. Joseph Brannigan,
is running for president of the Maine Senate. But Conley has
promised his support to incumbent Senate leader Charles Pray
of Millinocket.
Pray asked Conley for his backing several months ago,
before there was any hint anyone would dare mount a challenge for the presidency. As one senator familiar with the
political etiquette explained, "When an unopposed senate
president asks for your support there's no good way to say no.
You either give it, or forget about having any influence."
But once a sitting president has an announced opponent it
beromes permissible to be politely uncommitted.
Conley is now trying to put the best face on the situation.
"Although Charlie and I've been involved in fights such as
workers' comp, he always backed me up. He's given me
leeway. He always let me make my arguments, and has never
used his power to tilt the scales against me."
Conley is pro-choice on abortion and supports gay rights,
two positions that are at odds with Pray's and in line with
Brannigan's. "I have tremendous respect for Joe," he said, "but
his timing is not the best."

weird news
i

By Al Diamon

The u.s. Postal Service's
plan to cut 30,000 administrative jobs has put the jobs of 60
Portland postal workers in
jeopardy.
But the job cuts, designed
to avert increases in stamp
prices, will not effect mail
carriers and handlers,
according to Joseph Meuse. a
spokesman for the postal
service.
The postal service won't
decide until the end of
August how many jobs might
be eliminated in Portland,
Meuse said. The Portland
post office might actually see
an increase in jobs depending
on how staffing is reorga·
nized in the state, he added.

Reported by Bob Young, Michael
Reagan and The Associated Press
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mistakes

Our unique process uses
your own hair to create
more hair permanently!
Wear it in any style you
like.
And it's all perfectly
natural!

HairBaildczr's
for mcm

883·8400
Oak Hill Plaza
Scarborough, ME

LOCATION IN: BURLINGTON, VT., SCARBOROUGH & BANGOR, ME

Philiphose
Chiropractic
Clinic
If you think chiropractors just treat

Last of the true believers
Speaking of the Libertarian Party, their candidate for Congress in Maine's 1st District has finally surfaced - sorta.
Malcolm Norcross of South Portland said he decided to run last
November, but didn't seek publicity because ''I'm not a politidan."
Norcross, who calls himself "semi-retired," used to be a
Republican, but switched to the Libs "when Bush said he
wouldn't abridge gun owners' rights, and then agreed to a ban
on the import of semi-automatics," Norcross said. "It really teed
me off."
He dismisses his rivals for the congressional seat, Democrat
Tom Andrews and Republican Linda Bean, as both wanting
"more and more government." He sums up his platform as
"fewer taxes, people minding their own business and looking
out for themselves."
Norcross won't be on the November ballot with Andrews
and Bean because of "archaic laws" that require candidates to
get signatures from a thousand members of their parties. Since
it's doubtful there are a thousand registered Libertarians in the
1st District, he didn't even try.
Norcross does not plan to make a formal announcement of
his candidacy ("The Libertarians already know I'm running"),
nor does he plan to campaign much ("I'll do some padding
around on my feet, and rely on word of mouth"). Because of his
non-ballot status and his low-key campaign style, Norcross
does not expect to convert many voters.
"I'd like to get 5 percent but I know I can't," he said. "I'll be
happy if I can get the Libertarians in the 1st District to vote for
me." •

r. womczn

Call for an
appOintment today

backaches, disc pains, sciatic problems or
whiplash ... you don't know modern
chiropractic.

$25--------------------------$25
$25,00
•
•
•
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This Coupon Worth
When Presented By New
Patients For Services Rendered on Initial Visit.
Offer Expires September 30, 1992.
Philiphose Chiropractic Clinic
778 Main Street South Portland 828-1490
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$25

.------------------------~
Today's
chiropractor does much more
than just get backs to work.

Real Health Care For Real Problems
778 Main Street, South Portland

828-1490
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and then something will come along and put Tundra back
on the map - sometimes something very big.
"Rod Stewart was supposed to play at SeaP AC when
Hurricane Bob hit," says Thompson. "He had a deadline to
meet for the tunes he was going to put on the AIDS benefit
album released last year, songs written by Bernie Taupin
and Elton John.
"Rod had to do 20 or 30 takes on ("Your Song") because
he was not in good voice," Thompson says, "so Tom
(Blackwell) had to take all those tracks, piece them together
and basically tell Rod that, 'Yeah, that take was not happening: and all that. There were mistakes on every track, and so
Tom had to take this multitude of tracks and piece together
the keeper vocal track which they could then use on the
album. They actually used Tom's production of the track.
They loved the work, and I hope they'll be back."
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92 Exchange Sl. Portland
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open Every Day

doubt - that's why I'm here. And I think that, when they
come, those people will linger.
"I went to New York City to visit Bob Ludwig once," he
says, "and there was a tenseness there that isn't really
conducive to creativity. So I think the artists who come up
here are going to spend more time here, rather than just
flying in for a couple days, doing their mastering, and flying
out."
And how will this affect Tundra Studios, Ltd.?
"Our 'A' room is the best room north of Boston," he says.
"A room like that in New York sells for $180 an hour. But
right now the block rates for that room for bands can be as
low as $400 to $500 for the day. If a band has an engineer
who understands the sophistication of the A room, they can
come in here and do the graveyard shift - work all day and
all night - and come out of here with a real high quality

An optimistic cynic

Escape!

Leave the crowds behind and
hide away on our Garden
Terrace. Freeport's best kept
Enjoy a whole lobster or
homemade lobster roD,
sandwiches, snacks, fuD dinners
or Just a cocktail. Wine, tool Top
It off with our homemade Ice
creams or sorbets. Cones
aVailablel All while overlooking
our beautiful summer gardens.
Easy Parking. Easy living.
Subject to advance bookInl/!l. Call lor
Inlort1\lltlon or reservations.
86~1085
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Portland's recording scene gets a big boost
• By W.D. Cutlip

Turtle power
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£i1.~ MAINE

£284-45
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AQUARIUM

Route 1 , a.co, Me
Open 7 days a week 9am - 9pm

CB W photos/Colin Malakie

Big rooms, big sounds, big deals
Recording operations in Greater Portland range from onehorse, four-track studios suitable for knocking off lowquality demo tapes, to multitrack digital sound labs capable
of synthesizing a moth fart into a Mahler symphony.
Some of the better-equipped studios are located in private
residences - often in rooms no bigger than the average
water closet. There are in fact only two recording operations
in the area with rooms big enough to accommodate more
than an organ-grinder-and-monkey combo comfortably:
Tundra Studios, Ltd. (in Portland), and Joe Brien's Big
Sounds (in Westbrook),
The flow of business through studios like Tundra and Big
Sounds is a fair gauge of the local music scene' s health;
when the local recording scene is healthy, the local music
scene is healthy.
By this gauge, Portland's music scene appears to be
headed for the hospice. Few local bands can afford to rent
the big rooms these days. Oub revenues are down, and gigs
are increasingly rare. It's a situation that depresses many of
Portland's musicians, songwriters and recording engineers .
But a wave of optimism swept through Portland's music
scene last month when Bob Ludwig and Dan Crewe (of
Gateway Mastering Studios Inc., New York, N .Y.) announced that they were moving their business to Portland.
Ludwig's stature in the music industry cannot be exaggerated; his client list includes Bob Dylan, Bruce Springsteen
and the Rolling Stones, to name a few.
Gateway's presence in Portland begs a few questions. If
Bob Ludwig comes to Portland, can those big names be far
behind? What effect (if any) will this have on Portland's
recording industry and the local music scene?
Gateway's presence in Portland also begs another question: If Bob Ludwig wants to come to Portland, how bad can
things be?
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At Big Sounds, Joe Brien (left), Pete Webber .nd Tony Rivers listen to. pI.yblKk of
their I.test t.ke.

Tundra Studios, Ltd. is the brainchild of Bob Thompson,
local guitar wizard and veteran of innumerable Portland
bands. During the late '80s, ThompsOn lost a significant
portion of his income when the advertising market dried up,
and calls for studio musicians (to play on radio spots, etc.)
suddenly became few and far between.
When the recession finally hit the clubs he'd been playing,
Thompson found the situation intolerable. He complained to
anyone who would listen - and, whattayaknow, a miracle
(of sorts) occurred.
Sometimes it pays to kvetch .

"One of my guitar students, Kelly Meeks, happened to be
Kevin Eastman's brother-in-law," says Thompson, a tall,
bespectacled man sitting uncomfortably on a short chair in
"B" room, one of Tundra's four recording suites. "At the
time, Kevin Eastman was in the process of building a micro
entertainment conglomerate from the ground up with the
money he (and Peter Laird) had earned by creating the
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles."
Eastman's flagship company, Tundra Publishing, started
out as a publisher of comic books and graphic novels.
Eastman has since broadened his horizons, and has acquired
companies working outside the publishing field - most
notably companies that produced animation and feature
films. Before Thompson entered the picture, the only media
mill Eastman had not acquired was a recording studio.
Meeks suggested that Thompson put together a business

I
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Thompson's experience has given him a unique perspective on the local music scene; it has also made him exceedingly cynical, especially when the conversation rolls around
to the prospects of a Portland-based artist making it big in
the world at large.
"In the last 15 years," says Thompson, "Tim Tierney, the
business manager here, has had some degree of contact with
every working band in New England. And the only two
bands that have been signed (by record companies) are
Devonsquare and Tom Pirozolli. That's it. These acts have
been around for years. They both have limited distribution
and reasonable airplay in the adult contemporary market.
But you're not hearing them in heavy rotation on WBLM or
WCLZ - and these are local stations, people who should be
supporting their local artists.
"So if you must record," says Thompson, "record to
archive your wonderful original material. Record because
you want to interact on a much deeper level with other
musicians in the recording process. Record to hopefully sell
some tapes over the stage or get more bookings.
"But keep the focus realistic," he says. "Don't think that
you're going to come in to the studio, spend $10,UOOwhich is a very low budget for a quality master - and then
go out and nail a (record) deal. Because it just isn't going to
happen."
So much for Bob Thompson, seasoned cynic. Mention the
coming of Bob Ludwig and Gateway, and it's, Hello Bob
Thompson, rabid optimist. Suddenly, many things seem
possible - at least in the recording field.
"I'll tell you what's going to happen," says Thompson.
"Bob Ludwig's client base is literally the entire spectrum of
the industry, and these people are going to be coming to
Portland, Maine, the best city on the East Coast, without a

BE
ATTITUDE
Celebrating the
Ufe of the Spirit
in

Worship, the Arts, &
Community Service.

SWEDENBORGlAN CHURCH
302 Stevens Avenue
Portland, ME 04103
1207) 772-8277
Rev. Ken Turley
SeNice: lOam Sunday
Magical Music
Childcare provided

"There will be people from the Industry
coming and discovering
Portland.
It might take some time,
but It's going to happen."
Joe Brien

project for a minimal amount of money.
"Now, obviously, the Rolling Stones are not coming in
here to record," he says. "Rod Stewart is not coming in here
to record. Bruce Springsteen will be coming to Portland very
shortly - but he's not coming here to record .
"But suppose Springsteen comes to town and happens to
come in to do some roughs (recordings) or something," he
says. "He might go back to New York, walk into his record
company and say something like, 'Y'know, there's this cool
little studio up in Portland, Maine - the nicest city on the
East Coast that I've experienced:
"And perhaps the label has some newly signed artist,"
says Thompson, "but they don't want to spend $180 an hour
in Manhattan to do development work, in which case they
might say, 'Fine. Let's fly 'em up to Portland and put 'em up
at the Sonesta: And they'll come and experience a good
mid-level facility."
Yes indeed. And they may even decide to base themselves
in Portland, the "nicest city on the East Coast," while their
Continued on page 12
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• IN THE PUBLIC
INTEREST
The Civilian
Conservation Corps
(1 hr)

"Keep the focus realistic.
Don't think that you're going to spend
$10,000
and nail a (record) deal."

• PRINTMAKING
(1 hr)

• OPEN SPACE LECTURE:
Cemetaries...
Eternal Spaces
(1 hr)

Bob Thompson

Programs premiere Fri. 7·1Opm, and are
repeated Sat- Mon.1-4 & 7-10pm and
Tues .• Wed .• & Thurs. 9am-noon.
Cable Channel 37 In Portland, So. Portland. Cape EHzabe1h. Fllmou1h, & Scarborough. Channel varies In Gorham.

plan for a new studio and present it to Eastman and Tundra
Publishing, which Thompson did - with alacrity. Among
other things, Thompson's plan called for the purchase of
Portland's two surviving major studios (Megaphone and
Studio 3), and the hiring of Tom Blackwell, a local audio
engineering phenom.
Eastman liked the idea. A deal was struck, money
changed hands, and Tundra Studios, Ltd. (located in the
Walker Manual Training Building on the comer of Casco
Street and Cumberland Avenue in Portland) began operations in January of 1991. Since then, the studio has served as
a subsidiary of Tundra Publishing, producing a broad
variety of audio products, from audio books to movie and
animation sound tracks - and, infrequently, recordings by
local bands.
''The primary focus of the studio is not the local market,"
says Thompson, "because there's just not enough business in
Portland to support one major studio."
Indeed. Sometimes it seems to Thompson & company that
there isn't enough business in the wide, wicked world to
support one big studio anywhere, period. But every now
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At Tundr. Studios, nm n......, (selded), Bob Thompson and Arnie Dietz discuss. recording In one of the
production rooms.
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'Over 25 years Expetlence..
Estimates PIck Up &. Delivery'

883-3880
617A US

Rt1. Scarborough
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ARTISTS JOHN HOLUB & R. N. COHEN
EXHIBIT AT WCSH SIDEWALK ART FESTIVAL
August 15, Spaces 287 & 288 Comer of Congress & Brown Sis.
R. N. COHEN his recendy released I sen.. of 6 Old On:hard Beach SIN Limited Editiat Prints.
JO}JN HOLUB will be s/"..ing his oil & watercolor paintings of Portlllld and rural Maine.
COI7II! and see 1M ill/est painlings and pfllIIs.

547 Congress SI
Portllllld·207-m-0633

Gal/ery HOUTS:
M -F /0 -5:30
S&S /0-4

An Open Invitation To The Community
, '.\

Introd uctory
Hands-on
Design
Class
Using
Desktop
Publishing
For More
Effective
Communications
Instruction by
Bruce Kennett
local typographer
& photographer

..

August 28
9AMto4PM
$295
(lunch will be provided)

-~-

Joe Petty, co-founder of the Kopterz, works out a tune
In the Isolation room at Joe Brien's Big Sounds studio
In Westbrook.

•

Connecting Point' lID- - - COMPUTERCENTE R - - -

Vessel Series, Monoprinl by NalaSha Mayers

Women's Perspective
New works on paper by Sylvie Jolovitz, Natasha Mayers,
Wendy Newcomb, Evelyn Winter, and Diane Bowie Zaitlin,
and ceramic pottery by Marjorie Moore.
Saturday Evening Opening
August 15. 4:00pm-6:00pm

Please call
Jennifer Chandler
to register:
seating IS limited
1-800-443-6070 or

772-1156

PORTLAND. HOME

Through Labor Day until Sept. 13

CR'lOF

7 days S-M
9am-8pm

I
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655-5060
Rte 302-

OO~

ART GALLERY • FINE GIFTS

South Casco

Nancy K . Davidson, curator
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LIFE
RlJBBING
YOU THE
WRONG

"

On Thursday.
September 10, you're
invited to explore
Casco Bay Weekly's
exciting issue that
spotlights home
furnishings and
everything else
around the home.

Portland at Home
features a different
editorial theme ...

WAY?
WE can help!
WE no\v offer
FULL BODY MASSAGE!
Carolann Present, cerlified massage
therapist and member of AMTA comes to us
with RAVE REVIEWS!

i.

'.

Make an appointment now
and let us rub you the RIGUl' WAY.

773-4457
We're Maine's only A'v'EDA concept salon

NOW OPEN ltIOl\lJ)A¥S:
ONTHE CORNER OF MIDDLE & EXCIIA.IIIGE STREETS
INTIrE OLl) PORT

... helpful advice on
home furnishings,
gardening and
outdoors. Everything
that makes your
house a home.
Don't miss this one!
Advertising deadline
is Thursday,

September 3.

'ftH1i:m

l'I'm3rJ
For more information
on this advertising
opportunity call your
CBW representative
at (207) 775-6601.
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BIG ROOMS
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before you buy.

Continued from page 11

soon-to-be-stellar careers burgeon and blossom. Stranger
things have happened.

Hello, stranger
There are already a few nationally known rock stars living
in Portland, For instance, Portland is now the part-time
home of Cindy Bullens, a singer / songwriter / rock musician
who has twice been nominated for Grammy Awards. Bullens
(currently on the road somewhere between Nashville and
Los Angeles), shares a home on the Eastern Prom with her
husband, Dan Crewe.
Crewe manages the business affairs of the redoubtable
Bob Ludwig, the best-known (people who know say "the
best-damned") mastering engineer in the music business.
(Audio engineers concern themselves with the ''basic'' task
of getting good sounds on tape; mastering engineers mold
those sounds into their final form - the "master," what the
consumer ultimately hears.) As mentioned above, Crewe and
Ludwig are about to open the biggest music venture Maine
has seen since the days of Rudy Vallee.
And why, one asks, are they doing it in Portland?
"The number one reason was lifestyle," says Crewe.
"Ludwig and I had been talking for some years about
moving out of New York. He just wanted to get out of the
city himself, but he never thought it would be any further
than Westchester (N.Y.). But when I made the decision to
move to Portland, he got very excited, because his folks live
up in Stockton Springs, up near Blue Hill."
This may all be very well for Crewe and Ludwig - who,
after all, are familiar with Portland's bucolic charm - but
isn't Portland a little far off the beaten track for the average
rock legend?
"I don't see any diminishment at all," he says. ''We did an
in-depth study of our client list, and we determined that
there would be no appreciable change. Those people who
have come to the studio in the past will continue to come to
the studio. Whether it's the Springsteens, the Bryan Adams
or any of those people, they'll continue to come.
"In fact, Bryan called the day before yesterday from
Turkey," he says. "He wanted something to be mastered,
and when Bob informed him that we would be moving to
Portland, Bryan said he knew and loved the city, and he'd be
happy to come up here and work."
This is news. And what do Crewe & company, informed
outsiders that they are, think of the local music scene?
"You know, it's interesting," Crewe says, ''The Portland
Continued on page I4

at BULL MOOSE we want you to know what you're
buying - that's why we have CD players for your use &
an eager staff to help you find exactly what you need!

BULL MOOSE, the everything-always-in-stock,
new-and-used-cd's & tapes, funky-t-shirtsand-postcards, special-orders-overnight,
conveniently-located, guaranteed-lowest-prices -

MONDO MUSIC STORE.

BULL MOOSE
CD'S • TAPES • ETC
151 Maine St.
Brunswick

Shaw's Plaza - Rt. 302
No. Windham

725-1289

893-1303

,

Maine's Largest Independent Music Store
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In the beginning,
the Sonesta said,
"Let there be
brunch." And all of
Portland saw that it
was good. Actually,
it was delicious! So
delicious, in fact,
each Sunday
friends and
families break
away from the
routine and relax in
the Rib Room's
comfortable setting
to be refreshed by
hot Belgian waffles
and fluffy
omelettes to order,
eggs benedict,
award winning
pastas, savory
seafoods, salads,
children's brunch
table and an array
of fresh-baked
desserts made the
Sonesta way. Free
Valet Parking. Let
there be brunch in
your life!
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Sundays from
10:30-2 pm
Only $1L95 for
adults
Children 6-12 just
$5_95
Reservations
recommended
In the Rib Room
call 775-5411

for Reservations
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~ ~~Sonesta
Hotel
~ Portland
~
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157 High Street
Portland, ME
04101

I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS
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Accordionist Frank Martin pauses for a smoke during a sound check at Big Sounds_

BIG ROOMS
Continued from page 12

scene, from everything we have been able to perceive, is
more exciting than most of the places I have personally been
involved with, including New York City. There's many
more venues, many more things going on.
"It doesn't seem like many people grow out of Portland
though," he says. "And that's unfortunate, because I think
there are a lot of very talented people here. There seems to
be a very healthy inner Portland scene; but I don't see many
people up here culling the field, looking for talent."
Is it possible that someone might come up here in the
near future and "cull" this particular field?
"I think that might happen," he says. "I think we're going
to become a lightning rod to other people in our industry. If
you have the number one mastering engineer in the world
suddenly in Portland, Maine, other people in the industry
are going to see this as a viable place.
"I mean, when Prince came out of Minneapolis (Minn.),"
says Crewe, "suddenly Minneapolis was no longer looked
upon as just another Midwest town, but as a serious musical
entity. And it's still looked upon that way - and now there
are some very viable music businesses in Minneapolis.
"I think the creative potential in Portland is imr:tense," he
says. "The truth is there are some terrific musicians and
some wonderful people here, who should be heard. The
problem is there's no professional operation going on (in
Portland) to speak of. By that I mean there's no outlet for a
record company, or people who are farming this area. I
think our move here is going to awaken a little bit of interest
• in that regard - at least I hope so.
"And the people who stick it out," says Crewe, "the Bob
Thompsons and the Tundra Studios, should be doing much
better, because they have a lot of wonderful talent on tap.
The trouble is, no one is asking them to record it."

Live room, good sounds
'

tim ferrell
joanne chessie
kevin shone
,

Evening Chemical Dependency
Treatment Program

every thursday nite
at8 pm $3
at the cave 31 forest ave
sponsored by:nJ1(.1:m

r:i~-~~~
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It's Wednesday night at Joe Brien's Big Sounds, a recording studio conveniently located at the dark end of Terminal
Street in Westbrook. Inside Big Sounds' big room, the
Chadbourne brothers are trying to cut a few clean tracks,
which mayor may not become a demo someday. The
Chadbourne Brothers - Mike on vocals, Steve on guitarare a local phenomenon looking for a place to happen.
This might be the place. Big Sounds' big room is a "live
room" very much like Tundra's, an acoustically correct
space with no parallel surfaces to interfere with sound as it
rolls around the room. While it is not as famous in the world
at large as Tundra, some of the sounds emanating from Big
Sounds have been heard around the world.
"(Blues artist) Eddie Kirkland did a show at Father
O'Hara's on Easter Sunday last year," says Brien, an intense,
mesomorphic man with shoulder-length brown hair. "He
had been recording tracks all over the country, and he had

CB W photos/Colin Malakie

compiled 30 or 40 songs, I guess. The studio was available, so
he came in and did three cuts - and used two of those on
his new CD."
And, as any blues aficionado will tell you, this is a big
deal.
The Chadbourne Brothers have brought some adroit
musicians into the big room tonight: Frank Martin (from the
Blue Roots and the Judy Michaels Band) on accordion; John
Martin (Frank's son) on guitar; Pete Webber (from the
Kopterz and Wild Hearts) on drums; and Joe Brien himself
(also from the Kopterz) on bass.
Brien is not in the big room but in the control room,
standing over the console, watching the rest of the musicians
through the studio window like a cyberpunk version of Phil
Spector - pushing buttons, picking out bass lines, making
wisecracks in the breaks.
Brien runs Big Sounds with the help of Paul French,
guitarist with The Whigs. Brien and French have been
straining against the surface tension of Portland's music
scene since time immemorial, and the advent of Bob Ludwig
and Gateway Mastering Studios, Inc. has given them the
biggest psychological lift in recent memory.
"There's no reason why the Whigs can't be on Capital
Records," says Brien. "People have been telling me for years
that there's no reason the Kopterz couldn't get signed. 'The
Smithereens got signed, why didn't the Kopterz get signed?'
The Kopterz didn't get signed because we were playing in
Portland, Maine, every weekend, and no one came up here.
We kept thinking people were going to discover us in
Portland, Maine - which is not the way it happened.
"But now, people might be getting discovered in Portland,
Maine," Brien says, "because there will be people from the
industry coming and discovering Portland. It might take
some time, but it's going to happen."
Sure it will .
In the meantime, Joe Brien is going to concentrate on
producing those big sounds - which is all he wanted to do
in the first place. Musicians, like recording engineers, (like
artists everywhere), are romantic capitalists; they're not
really in it for the money. If they were, they'd be in business
school. Artists do what they do primarily because they find
the thought of not doing it unbearable.
Take Steve Chadbourne, for instance. Chadbourne hasn't
plotted out his career path yet, but if you ask him what he
wants to do with his life, you' ll get a fast answer.
"I want to do this," says Chadbourne, scattering cigarette
ashes in the general direction of the mixing console and the
big room. "I want to keep on doin' it, too. When an opportunity comes to play, I'll play. Meanwhile, I'll just keep on
doin'it."
He will, too. And maybe one day he'll be doin' it for a
national audience. Who knows? Look at Bob Lud wig, a guy
with Maine roots who has made a name for himself in the
world at large.
Anything can happen, even in Portland, Maine . •

W.D. Cutlip masters telephone answering messages fOT the IRS .

Now you can go on with your life while you deal ,with
your chemical dependency problems
. ,"

Jackson Brook Institute's new Evening Outpatient Program is designed so that
you can have access to the specialized programs and chemical dependency
treatment professionals you need to improve your life - without a hospital stay.

The Evening Chemical Dependency Treatment Program is private, confidential,
affordable - and convenient. So, please, donlt wait another day to get help with
your alcohol or drug problem.

Call Jackson Brook Institute today at the number below and ask to talk to a
professional about our Evening Outpatient Program for chemical dependencies.

Evening Chemical Dependency Treatment Program
Manage Your Life While You Deal With Your Problems

Jackson
Brook
Institute
175 Running Hill Road
South Portland, ME
207·761 ·2200

1- 800--IBI-2200
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Steps toward restoring democracy
Citizens are not participating in the
electoral process because they "feel shut
out of the process." As a result, democracy is dying.
That is the message delivered by the
Rev. Jesse Jackson to the National Association of Secretaries of State, gathered in
Portland recently. And that is the lesson
to be taken from each of the last dozen
major elections, in which only half of
eligible citizens voted, in which more
than a third never even registered.
Maine's electoral system is better
than most. This is one of the few states in
the nation where voters can register on
Election Day. And thousands of Mainers
have registered through the state's fledgling "motor voter" program. These are
steps in the right direction.
There are more steps to be taken.
Among those Casco Bay Weekly would
recommend to Bill Diamond and the
other secretaries of state gathered here:
Simplify voter registration President Bush's veto of the national "motor
voter" bill was an arrogant, unconscionable and desperately self-serving act.
Write the bill again, and keep tryil!g until
it is passed.
Simplify the ballot Who among us
has not walked into a voting booth think-

I
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ing they understood an issue, only to find
themselves confused after reading the
actual referendum question? Let's get rid
of ballots where "yes" means "no" and
"no" means "yes."
Toss away Tuesdays The tradition
of holding elections on Tuesdays is
meaningless in this age of instant information. Weekend-long elections - with
polls open on
both Saturday
and Sundaywould enable many more working-class
people to vote.

Take away party privileges
Maine should stop discriminating against
the Libertarians, the Greens and other
new parties struggling to get candidates
on the ballot. And the Rs and Os should
stop manipulating the election laws to
their benefi t.

Provide free media to all major
candidates Published statements of
position and weekly direct-access electronic media - such as call-in shows should be provided free so that citizens
can learn more about not only the top
two candidates, but the top four or five.

Require candidates to make
their positions clear Demand that
candidates use free media to publish a

.

list of their priorities, and to detail how
they would go about tackling the problems they prioritize.

Allow only Individuals to contribute Ban campaign contributions
from PACs and corporations, outlaw
contribution ''bundling'' and restrict
individual contributions to $100 per
registered voter, per campaign. (Primaries and general elections would count as
two campaigns.)

Emphasize local government
Allow local municipalities more leeway
in raising revenue and tackling problems.
Eliminate redundancies between federal,
state and local government services by
eliminating the federal and state providers.
Reforms of this nature would encourage citizens to participate. As a result,
these reforms would also attract consistently stronger candidates - thereby
addressing comedian Jay Leno's famous
complaint, "If God had meant us to vote,
he would have given us candidates."
With citizens and public servants
working together, we could restore here
in the United States the kind of simple
democracy that people long for in every
nation.
(MLP)
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There has been much in the media lately about
baseball and Old Orchard Beach. The sad story of
the Maine Guides/Maine Phillies has been a cause
for alarm. Why, people ask, should money be put
into improving Hadlock Field to attract a Double A
minor league team when there's the possibility it
might fail, a la the Old Orchard Beach contingent?
It's a good question. But Old Orchard Beach is
not Portland. To apply its minor league history to
Portland is a mistake. Portland has had its own
minor league boys of summer ... and they've been
good summers.
One could tell many a tale of teams such as the
Blue Sox (Lewiston's team, alas, was the Red Sox!),
Hustlers, Mariners (yep, and long before hockey
came here), Gulls and Pilots. Hugh Duffy, who still
holds the major league high batting average (he
pounded out a rather substantial .438 in 1894!) for a
single season, owned and managed the city's team
- modestly called the Duffs - from 1913 until 1916.
He termed Portland, quite simply, "the finest minor
league city I ever saw."
Duffy moved on to become baseball coach at
Harvard in 1917 and sold his club to a group headed

by showman Hiram Abrams. But Portland's romance with baseball continued. For the team's 1917
"Getaway Day," as Opening Day was known in
those days, Abrams arranged for silver screen stars
Fatty Arbuckle,
Norma Talmadge
and Adolph Zukor
to attend festivities
at Bayside Park. And the Daily Eastern Argus
headlined: "5,000 See Movie Stars and Go Away
Happy."
Now I know 1913-1917 is a while ago, but the
1940s are within memory's grasp. Tap most any oldtime Portlander and he or she will recall the Pilots with warmth and affection. The Pilots (they were
called the Gulls in ] 946, but after sporting a 20-99
record it was decided a name change was in order)
were part of an eight-team loop known as the New
England League from 1946-1949. It was a league, a B
league then, that would be equivalent to a Double A
League today. It operated on an on-again/off-again
basis from 1886 until 1949. And it spawned some
marvelous players: Nappy Lajoie, Christy
Matthewson, Bucky Walters, Roy Campanella, Dale
Long, Don Newcombe and many, many others
learned their craft in the New England League. But

citizen

it was generally a weakly financed loop. In 1949, for

example, four of the league's original teams folded
before the season's end .
But while the league was a failure - Portland
was not. It was one of the four teams that did finish
out in 1949. More important, in 1948 - the last
season the NEL operated in its entirety for the full
schedule - Portland led the league in attendance.
We led it by a wide margin.
And we led it over conSiderably larger citiesSpringfield, Fall River, Lynn, Manchester and
Pawtucket among them. Yep, we outdrew
Pawtucket, renowned now as the long-standing
home of Boston's Triple A Pawsox.
The point to all this is that Portland minor league
baseball has not failed. The league has. We are now
bidding for a berth in the Eastern League, a solid-asa-rock loop that's more than held its own for seven
straight decades. The Eastern League will not fail.
If the city votes to bring Double A baseball to
Hadlock Field - as I certainly hope it does! - we
shall not fail either. Let's play ball, Portland!
Will Anderson was a good-fielding, weak-hitting high school
catcher. A resident of Portland, he is author of the recently
published book, "Was Baseball Really Invented In Maine?"
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Portland police officer John VJrglnlo calls In an "untyplcal" accident at the
7-Eleven on Washington Avenue on the night of Aug. 2.
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Relief and
release
Not to extoll provincialism, that's only for people
who write i.o.u.'s and incur
trillion dollar debts, but your
paper has been more than
timely as a source of relief
and release for the active
minds.
To me this state is reaching
and getting oppression,
humanitarian needs and
environmental surroundings
in order, but anyway your
paper reflects this and more.

~~

Mark Foster
Portland

Oppose all
oppression
I have rarely responded to
hate letters, but individuals
like Mr. Lawrence and Mr.
McKellar (6.4.92) and the
prejudice they represent are
the reasons that I am an
organizer. DiScriminatory
attitudes like theirs are one of
the root causes of oppression.
And if we oppressed peoples
(and we know who we are)

are ever to achieve equality,
we must meet our oppressors
head on and let not one
hateful incident or prejudicial
remark slip by without taking
action. Every day of our lives
we must in word and deed
peacefully fight back. This is
one of my good deeds for the
day.
Why is it that when we,
persons with disabilities,
demand our rights we are
called "bitter." The same
reason my black brothers and
sisters are called "uppity."
We are not staying in our
places where we belong. To
Mr. Lawrence that is evidently still riding on segregated buses. We have the
right to integrated transportation, people of color and
people with disabilities. It is
not, nor has it ever been a
matter of how much you
should do for us but rather
what our rights are.
Mr. McKellar, there is a
legal complaint filed against
your building because its
inaccessible front entrance
was built in violation of the
law. Access is our right, it is
not only if you think it is
"feasibly possible." As for
being "a martyr," there have
been too many who have
died while fighting for
peoples' rights worthy of that
title for one of us still living
to strive for it. We are all too
busy taking to the streets or
taking people like you to

c01;d.fl rt~
Ka;~~nis

Portland
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United Way: Stand
on united feet
I can't believe the United
Way bases its delay in
reviewing discriminatory
practices of organizations it
funds because of United
Way's unwillingness to
"push to judgment." ("United
Way supports Boy Scouts,
anti-gay bias," 7.9.92).
Hogwash. When obvious
discriminatory practices exist
in any organization we
should rush to judgment as
fast as our civil liberties will
get us there. The United Way
is engaging in the same
narrow-minded discriminatory practices as the Boy
Scouts of America by upholding, through funding, such
policies.
It would be heartwarming
to most decent-minded folks
to see and hear the United
Way stand on its two united
feet and say, enough is
enough, Boy Scouts. Get on
with educating your young
people that one's sexuality
hasn't got a friggin' thing to
do with leadership capabilities - be it as den mothers or
fathers. It's a real world we're
all a part of and that real
world needs all the real
leadership it can get.
No ticket, no shirt.

(/J.a;t' ~/!
Pat Knoll
Brunswick

AIDS already
plagues Maine
Dan Short's allegation of
an "AIDS scam" (7.16.92) and
his misrepresentation of the
devastation of the HIV
epidemic and those working
to raise badly needed funds
for HIV c;are, research and
prevention are examples of
the deep denial that continues to plague Maine communities about AIDS and HIV.
We needn' t rook to the
future to see an "AIDS
explosion." It's already in
Maine. Between ]984 and
1988, the first hundred cases
of AIDS were diagnosed in
Maine. That number doubled
in just two years. Currently,
there are 303 cases counted in
Maine, but case loads of
AIDS service organizations
across the state show that
these figures are just the tip
of the iceberg. The official
figures don't include those
who were diagnosed in other
states and moved to Maine to
be with friends or family.
They also don't include the
estimated 2,500 people
believed to be HIV pOSitive,
some of whom are very sick
but don't qualify for an AIDS
diagnOSiS.
Fear-based fund-raising
has never been an effective
means of raising money for

• By Colin Ma/akie

important work. People
support AIDS care and
prevention in their communities because they believe
people who are sick deserve
decent care, they are moved
by the countless deaths of
people in the prime of their
lives and they want to help
stop the spread of HIV
disease.
We work every day to
help people wake up to the
epidemics of AIDS and HIV
disease. Because public funds
are woefully inadequate to
meet current needs for HIV
care and prevention, we must
also work hard to raise funds
to pay for both clien t services
and education. We hope
people won't wait for the
future to take action in their
own lives. The current
realities for hundreds of
Maine families living with
HIV should be motivation
enough.
~.

·~LoLoJe..

M aTJ<me ve
Executive Director,
The AIDS Project

letters
Casco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letten.
Please limit your thoughb
to 300 words, Include a
daytime phone number
and address to: Letten,
Casco Bay Weekly,
551 A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.

1. Casco Bay Weekly

The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
and stay
amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be
received In writing on the Thunday prior to publication.
Send your Calendar and Listings Information to
Ellen Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.

Admission is free, but
offerings are used to
educate children in Uganda.
For more info, call 773-8146.

Entertainment

• The African Children's
Choir will sing tonight at
7:30 at St. Dominic's
Church, 163 Danforth St.,
Portland. The choir is a
group of 17 Ugandan
orphans from Uganda, ages
5-12, selected from especially needy children in East
Africa. They perform
children's songs, popular
gospel tunes and handclapping traditional spirituals. Friends of the West
formed the group in 1984,
after working among
Uganda's persecuted
Christians on human rights
issues during Idi Amin's
reign of terror in the '70s.

• See the work of 70 Maine
artists at the Danforth
Gallery's Second Annual
Members Exhibit tonight
from 6-8. The opening
features a buffet which costs
$8 for members, $10 for
non-members and $4 for
kids. The gallery's located at
34 Danforth St. Summer
hours are Tues-Thurs & Sat
11-3, Fri 4-8. Call 775-6245
for more.
• Human resources: Drop
by cafe no tonight (and
tomorrow) to hear Human
Feel, a Boston-based quintet
who've been together in one
form or another for eight
years. The band - comprised of current and
former Seattle-area musicians Jim Black on drums,
altoist Andrew D'Angelo
and tenor Chris Speed, with
Boston guitarist Kurt
Rosenwinkle - is making a
name for itself in East Coast
thrash and impressionist
jazz. Call the cafe - located
at 20 Danforth St. - for
details at 772-8114.

cheap thrill

A good egg Is hard to find
Patrons of The Good Egg Cafe - may its charred and
scrambled remains rest in peace - are putting on the 1st
Annual Community Benefit for the homeless. Their goal is to
raise funds for and consciousness about homelessness; all
proceeds go to local soup kitchens.
"We just saw a need to get a group of people together to
make a difference in the Portland community," said group
member Mary Harbison. "Because of federal and state
cutbacks, local soup kitchens haven't had the quality of food
they'd like to have."
The benefit takes place Aug. 16 at 6 p.m. at the Wherehouse,
29 Forest Ave., and features music by The Xmen, Bicycle
Thieves, Love Cactus, Psychovsky, Mark Turner and The
1750s Guys, and food donated by Portland-area restaurants.
Admission's $10 - not cheap; on the other hand, it's less
than you'd pay for a cheap hotel room, which is more than
the homeless have. For more info call Alberta's at 774-0016.
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See a fellow who's really
got something on the
ball Friday, Aug. 14.
PhotolJim Moore

• Play ball: Michael Menes,
the "Thinking Man's
Juggler," performs tonight
at Celebration Barn Theater
on Stock Farm Road, just off
Route 117 North in South
Paris. Menes is a virtuoso
juggler with a lyrical style
and an extensive background in dance & theater.
Doors open at 7:30 p.m. for
the 8 o'clock show. Tickets
are $6 for adults, $3.50 for
children ages 12 and under.
Call 743-8452 for more info.
• Swan song but no "Swan
Lake": Head up to Lewiston
for the Bates Dance Festival
Finale, an informal student
showing of modern dance
pieces choreographed by
students & festival faculty.
Admission's just three
bucks. Call 786-6330 for
more information .

• Blowing their own horns:
Heavy Metal Horns has
good reason; the fourmember group just captured the Boston Music
Award for Outstanding
Club Act and gave two
stand-out performances at
the Montreal Jazz Festival in
July. Tonight they'll blend
R&B, funk, jazz and reggae
into an upbeat, danceable
mix at T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd
St., Portland. Call 773-8040
to hom in on the show.
• Meet some crabby
denizens of the deep: The
Grumbling Gryphons invite
you to Maine State Music
Theater's "The Ghost Net,"
which aims to hook kids on
the importance of protecting marine wildlife and
conserving ocean resources.
Hear "Sludge" do a rap
song, sing a calypso number
with the coral fish on a
tropical island, and watch
ou t for the deadly ghost net
which stalks the open seas
- today at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. in Pickard Theater,
Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Tix are $6 or $4;
make reservations by
calling 725-8769.

• Ukrainian picnic: Sample
ethnic dishes to the strains
of balalaika music today at
11 a .m. at the American
Legion picniC grounds,
Carding Machine Road, off
Route 197 in Richmond.
Donations are welcome. For
more information call the
Association of Ukrainian
Americans of New England
at 737-2972.
• Are we running out of
room? Join a public discussion on the effects of the
exploding population on
natural resources and our
future with Professor AI
Bartlett, tonight at 7:30 in
Luther Bonney Auditorium,
USM Portland. Call the
Sierra Club at 761-5616 for
more info.
• Blueswoman Debbie
Davies is unusual in the
male-dominated electric
guitar blues genre. But she
has won high praise from
Albert Collins (with whom
she played for three years),
John Mayall, and a host of
music publications, inc\uding Guitar World, which
said: "Sure there have been
some great female blues
guitarists over the years, but
this girl is killin'." Hear her
tonight at Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave. Call So.Me.
Blues Society at 865-3455 for
more colorful details.

• "Over Portland," an
exhibit of 21 black and
white photographs by
Lloyd Ferriss, opens today
at the Lewis Gallery of
Portland Public Library.
Sponsored by Greater
Portland Landmarks, the
show depicts a number of
historically important
Portland buildings, most of
them from vantage points to
which the public rarely has
access.

Ferriss is a staff writer for
the Guy Gannett Publishing
Co. and a long-time photographer who does his own
printing. He took his
inspiration for the show
from the work of Berenice
Abbott, who photographed
New York in the 1930s.
Since the library no longer
has an art desk as a result of
recent budget cuts, you'll
need to call the library's
main number for info at
871-1700, and ask for the
Development Office.

• Make your day: Mosey
on out to Hoyts Clark's
Ponderosa to see a new
twist on an old tale - Clint
Eastwood and Morgan
Freeman in an anti-Western
Western, "Unforgiven."
The two ex-gun slinging
pardners are lured by a
reward out of peaceful- if
unexciting - retirement
down on their respective
farms to avenge the disfigurement of a prostitute in
Big Whiskey Wyoming of
1880. Eastman can barely
mount his fleabitten nag;
Freeman just wants to stay
home and eat beans with
his wife; and their young,
untried partner is eager for
blood but can barely see
beyond his own nose.
They're greeted in Big
Whiskey by Sheriff "Little
Will" (played by Gene
Hackman), who'd rather be
home shingling his new
cabin.
"Unforgiven," with its
unl)urried pace and
thoughtful examination of
violence, shows the' West in
all its forlorn lawlessness
before it was "won" by a
bunch of inept losers. Great
flick. Call 879-1511 for show
times and prices.

• Find infinite love, peace
& happiness: Join Asha Ma,
master of Kundalini Maha
Yoga, in meditation and
conversation tonight (and
several other nights this
month) at The Yoga Center
at Thompson's Point,
Portland . She'll speak about
"Tools To Still the Mind"
and answer questions.
Beginning as well as
experienced meditators are
welcome. Call 799-4449 or
775-0975 for other dates and
more info.
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• One part Lily Tomlin, one
part Studs Terkel, two parts
originality: See comedienne
Judith Sloan perform her
one-woman show, ''The
Whole K'Cufin' World,"
tonight at 8 at the Ionta
Institute's Center for
Sensational Living on Peaks
Island. Tickets are $6. Call
766-4454 for reservations.
For more info see Stage
preview on page 23.
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NlUSIC
on -the
PATIO
Join us for a lunchtime
concert by the

Sarborough Sax Quutd
Sat., Aug. 15, from 11:30-12:30
Good food • Good Music
Breakfast M-F 6 to 11 :30AM
L~ M-F.ll :45-2PM
All Day Breakfast
Sat 6AM-2PM Sun SAM-2PM

98 Portland Street
Opposite Main Post Office
Portland 773-2096
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I ONLY 2-1/2 MILES TO l.l. BEAN
I
Come to Freeport,
I
and Visit...
I
Desert
I · :.-:: of Maine

music

U LL· great beer &wine
• Auguat13

SCOIT REEVES QUINTET

• August 14 & 15
from Booton

HUMAN FEEL
• Auguat19

Maine's Famous
Natural Phenomenon

Duncan
Slade

Giant Sand Dunes 0 Narrated
Coa ch Tours. Nature Troils
o Sand Artist 01783 Bam
o World's ltirgest Sand Painting
• Gift Shop. Store

H:30am to 1:00
Most Days

VINTAGE REPERATORY
COMPANY
preaenbl

"JACQUE BREL... "

TUESDAY. AUG 18th,
2 of maine's best

• August 20
from Booton

TilE CHRIS NEVILLE TRIO
reeervation. welcome-

clooed .undoy. ,ilIl.bor day
c100ed mOlnt!~r_'

CDs

Opm U HoIUJ G DII" 7DGp GW,d
548 Congress Sl
Portland· (207) TRY-ABES

0

TAPES

0

VIDEOS

Or/y 15 min. from Por1tond

YARMOUTH MARKETPlACE
Yarmouth. ME (20n 846-47 11

Open 7 days a week. 1010 10

bands playing

all originals. $3.21+
next fri. aug 21-jamaican reggae masters THE ITALS

773.8187 • 31 FOREST AVE

Hear
this
woman
play
a blue
streak
Sunday,
Aug. 16.
Cari Pike

j
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• "Side-byside by
Sondheim" in
Brunswick:
See the 42nd
Street
Theater's first
full-scale
production
tonight at 8 as
they present a
musical. revue
of Stephen
Sondheim's
work at
The Theatre
Project, 14
School St.,
Brunswick.
Tix are $12,
$10 for
seniors &
students.
Call 833-5952
for reservations.

• On the rocks: Learn about
the types, origins and ages
of Wolfe's Neck park's
rocks from Dr. Arthur
Hussey, chair of Bowdoin
College's geology department and foremost researcher on Casco Bay
geology. "Bedrock Geology
of Wolf Neck and Vicinity"
begins today at 2 at the big
signs by the end of the
second parking lot, and is
free with admission to the
park. Call 865-4465 to rock
'n'roll.

Off U.S. Route 1 and 95
• Desert Rd .• Dept. CB •
Freeport 04032
Open May 8th
to October 12th
Tel. (2Q7) 865-6962
WITH THIS AD, $1 OFF
ADULT ADMISSION
liMn ONE COUPON PER PERSON

ALSO , CAMPING AVAILABLE

HI/1(ii;qg@
~

AND GALLERY

Claudia Whitman,
Painter
Exhibition Opening
August 13
4 p'.m. to 8 p.m.
ExhIbition continues
through August 26
Gallery hours: 11 p.m. 10 6 p.m
Weekends, 10·6 • Open 7 days
at the Peaks Island Mercantile
115 Island Avenue
Peaks Island. ME 04108
(207) 766·5631

20 Olsco Bay Wukly
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• COLORING

IVJ[~HAIR

• PERMING
• WAXING

.9l :Fu£[Service Salon!

• EAR PIERCING

Appointments taken
Walk-ins welcome

• MANICURES
865-9214
13 Royal Ave (off School St) Freeport. M-F 9-7. Sat 8-4

Let
the good times
float!
Portland's newest nightclub sails Casco Bay:
Casco Bay Lines.

Adults Seniors Children

MU8ic Cruise
lfIig Chief &: The 3 hrs. Sundays 5 PM

$10.00 $9,00

$5.00

Continentals

(Over 21 only; State ID Required.)
Jenny & The

3 hrs. Wed.IAug. 19: 7:30 PM

$JU.OO In advance

~odMen

8rokenMen

3 hrs,

fri.lAug. 21: 8:00 PM

$10.00 In advance

Bicycle
Thieves

3 hrs.

Wed.lAug. 26: 7:30 I'M

$10.00 In ad\'ance

l{edUght
Revue

3 hrs. PrU Aug. 2B: 7:30 PM

$10.00 In advance

And much more scheduled throughout
the summer season.
Tickets available at Casco Bay Lines Ferry Terminal.
Cash bar. No.one under 21 admitted. Official State ID only.
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. Casco Bay Lines
Casco Bay Ferry Terminal, Commercial & Franklin Streets, Portland

774-7B71

Owned and operated by the Olsca Bay Island Transit District.

RUSH
Jason Patrick and
Jennifer Jason Leigh
star as undercover
narcotics officers Jim
Raynor and Kristen
cates, partners who
become lovers· and
addicts· as they
infiltrate the local
drug scene in order to
bring down a
suspected drug lord.

~

HOME VIClEO

4i8.i0I11E-Vision VIDEO
Now open In the Shop 'n Save

Entertainment

Plaza, Oak Hill Plaza, Scarborough

EllIrtll"I,""I'
r.. Til Y,ars'

OmtinKed from 10-dily CALENDAR

SILVER
SCREEN
Boomerang
Eddie Murphy stars as a womanizer who
changes his ways when he falls in love
with another exec at his company (Robin
Givens) who's as hard-boiled and professionally driven as he _ and as unaHainable romantically. Features Halle Berry
and Grace Jones. directed by Reginald
Hudlin ("House Party").
autry the Vampire Slayer
Buffy.aCal~omiahighschoolcheerleader
(played by Kristy Swanson). discovers
that she is the latest in a long line of
women destined to slay vampires. It·s a
good thing too. for a team of vampires.
playedbyRutgerHauerandPaulReubens
(a.k.aPe&-weeHerman),decldetopuliup
stakes in Romania and move to the San
Fernando Valley. Also starring Luke Perry
and Donald Sutherland.
Death 8eeom. Her
Two narcissistic, age-obsessed women
-anactress(Meryl Streep)and an author
of beauty books (Goldie Hawn) _ vie for
the love of a plastic surgeon (Bruce Willis).
Both are wining to go to any lengths to
defy the aging process, including swallowing a potion they believe wil grant
them etemal youth - with dire cons&quences. Directed and produced by Robart Zerneckisand Steve Starkey, the team
responsible for "Who Framed RogerRabbit" and the "Back to the Future" trilogy.
Dlgptown
James Woods plays an ex-con man who
arrives in Diggstown. a Southern town
obsessed with boxing. to promote the
boxing career of "Honey" Roy Palmer
(Lou Gossett Jr.). He and Roy find themselves teaming up to rescue Diggstown
from the corrupt clutches of powerful
promoters. Also stars Bruce Dem.
H.r My Song
A comedy set in Ireland about an inept.
but charming, concert promoter and his
search for legendary Irish tenor Josef
Locke, who fled Ireland 25 years ago
amid a tax evasion scandal. The promoter
believes his business and personal ife.
both close to ruin, can only be saved if he
can lind Locke and convince him to come
back to Ireland and give a concert performence.
Honey, I . . . . Up the Kid
WayneSzalinksi(RickMOIlInis) thesame
scatterbrained inventor who ~rank his.
kids. now finds his problems magnified
when he accidentally zaps his son Adam
with an enlarging ray. Not surprisingly.
the towering toddler. who grows to t t 2
feet. wreaks havoc on his family's unsuspecting community. Also starring Marcia
Strassman.

"-rd. End

Prelud. to a KI ..
Meg Ryan and Alec Baldwin play newlyweds whose ives are dramatically a~ered
by an uninvited guest at their wedding
reception. When the guest. a terminally ill
old man. kisses the bride. his soul switches
places with hers. challenging the
bridegroom's unconditional love for his
new wife. Also stars Kathy Bates. Patty
Duke and Ned Beatty.
Ral. . the Red IAnt.m
A 19-year-old Chinese woman of the
19209 refuctantly leaves her university
studies to marry a wealthy Chinese merchant who already has three wives. At
first. the headstrong young woman rebels
against the intrigue and rivalry displayed
by the other wives to win the master's
favors. but soon she too gets caught up in
the covert battles. Directed by Zhang

ymou.
Ral.'ng Cain
John Uthgow stars as a psycho psychologist who beepmes obsessed with
raising his chid. As his obsession grows
he takes a couple of years off to raise his
daughter and begins to monitor her every
move. Finally. seeking total control. he
kidnaps his child and frames his wife's
innocent ex-Io_ for the crime. Also starring Lolita Davidovich and Steven Bauer.
Directed by Brian De Palma. responsible
for"Carrie.""TheUntouchables" and most
recently. the infamous "Bonfire of the
Vanities."
Slngl. White ... "",1.
Allison Jones' (Bridget Fonda) search for
a roorrmate ends when the seemingly
dernure Hedra Cartson (Jennifer Jason
Leigh) arrives at her doorstep. But this
perfect setup turns into roommate hell
when Hedra also moves into the most
personal aspects of Allison's ife, imitating the way she dresses, walks and talks.
winning over her friends and finally seducing her boyfriend.
SI.t.r Act
Atrashy lounge singer (Whoopi Goldberg)
goes into hiding in a convent after witnessing a crime. She takes over the choir
and transrrutes them into suparb jazz
singers, thereby attracting the atlention
of the thugs involved in the murder.
stay Tuned
A suburban couple want to put some
excitement back into their marriage. and
lacking even a modicum of imagination.
they choose to do this by installing. on a
trial basis. a mega-channel satellite dish.
Once connected, they are pulled into an
alternate television dimension called
Hellvision. Approptiately starring John
Ritter and Pam Dawber.
Stranger Among u.
Melanie Griffith stars as Emily Eden. a
hard-nosed Irish cop who goes underco_to find a kiUerin the insularcolTYT1Unity of the Hasidim. an orthodox sect of
Jews. During the investigation she falls in
love with the rrurd8nld man's best friend
(Eric Thai). who is slated to be the
community's next reb be. or spiritual
leeder. Directed by Sidney Lume!.
Three Ninja Kid.
An FBI agent is ordered to track down an
evi martial arts master. In retaHation. the
master plots to kidnap the agent's three
sons. Little does he know that the boys.
ages6-12. havebeoo instructed in the art
of ninjilllU by their grandfather and are
more than a match for any bad guy.
Unf~1ven
..
Clnt East~ plays an agIng gunshn9er
wholea~hlSsecure.butperhapssloppy.
hfe as a pog farmer to pursue the $1.000
bounty placed on the .heads of two men
who attacked and dIsfigured a young
prostitute in Big Whiskey Wyoming of
1880. He and his ex-pardner (Morgan
Freeman) are joined by a young. would~ bad guy who. wants .to shoc:ot every~hing on soght but I~ practically blond. Wrth
its unhumed pacIng and thoughtful examinationof~. "Unforgiven"paints
a do~-to:earth picture of how the West
was won by a bunch of Inept losers.
Also. stars Gene Hackman and RIChard
Hams.
Unlve.... 1 ~dl.r
A reporterdoscovers a secret government
experiment to create the uHimate fighting

In this adaptation of E.M. Forster's novel.
the clash between different segments of
early 20th-century British society is ....
ftected in the relations between the bohemian Schlegel sisters and the convootional Wilcox family. Starring Vanessa
Redgrave. Anthony Hopkins. Emma Th9fflPSon and Helena Bonham-Carter.
The Inner Clrcl.
A young man of good peasant stock
moves to Moscow and wins a job as
stain's personal projectionist. As he rises
through the ranks. his blind devotion to
mach,"es.genetocallyeng,"eered~dlers
his boss intensifies and overshadows his
made fro,,:, dead Gis .. But a flaw n the
prograrrmong of the SIX prototypes enlove for his new wife. When she tries to
adopt a child whose parents have been
abies them to b~k free from theor masarrested by the authorities. a crisis enters. In the ensUIng battle. one (played by
sues and she becomes in his eyes an
Jean-Claude Van Damme) struggles to
enemy olthe people. Di~ted by Ru~lan
reg~in his lost h~manity. subdue his ramexpatriate Andrei Konchalovsky. Stars
pagIng COmpent~llS and protect the ....
Tom Hulce. Bob Hoskins and Lolita
porter. Also stamng Dolph Lundgren.
Davidovich.
Whl ...... In the Dart.
Mo' Money
A New York shrink is haunted by recurring
Damon Wayans playa Johnny Stewart. a
sexual dreams after hearing kinky stories
con man who decides to put his shady life
about a patient's lover. The doctor's own
behind him when he falls in love with
existence feels empty and lonely. Her
Amber Evans (Stacey Dash), a rising exspirits pick up when she meets Doug
McDowell and begins a passionate love
ecutive at Dynasty credit cards. He gets
an honest job in the Dynasty mail room to
affair with him. Shortly after she leams
be near his new love, but then decides he
thet McDowell and her patient's lover are
needs money to impress her. He starts
the same man. the patient is found murstealing dead people's cred~cards out 01
dared. starring Annabella Sciarra, Anthe ma~, but is caught by his manager _
thony laPaglia, Jamey SherIdan and Alan
who'. doing the same scam on a larger
AIda.
scale with mobsters and coerces him to
join their operation. Peter MacDonald d~
reels Wayans' screetlplay.
PI_hlo
Disney'aanimatedclassic about a wooden
puppet who must prove himself worthy of
~ng a real boy.
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WHERE'S
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FINE AUCTION
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN ART
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19, 1992 1 P.M.

Due to scheduling changes after

caw goes /0 press, movie goers

To be held at Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring Street, Portland, Maine
Previews: Tuesday, August 18, 5 P.M,-8 P.M. and
Wednesday, August 19,9 A.M.-12:00 Noon
Catalogues: $25, postage, handling, and price key included
Maine residents please add $1.50 (6%) sales tax.

are advised to confirm times
with theatres.

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland
774-1022

Dates effective Aug 14-20
Lethal Weapon 3 (R)
9:30
Whispers In the Dark (R)
12:45, 3, 5:15, 7:30, 9:50
Boomerang (R)
7:10,9:40
Honey, I Blew Up the Kid (PO)
12:15, 2:30, 4:45. 7:20
Stranger Among Us (PO.13)
12:20,2:45,5:10,7:30,9:50
Buffy the Vampire Slayer (PO-13)
12:30,2:40,5,7,9:10
Death Becomes Her (PO-13)
1,3:15,5:30. 7:40,9:50
Stay Tuned (PO)
1 :10,3:20.5:25,7:35,9:45
Plnocchlo (0)
12:30,2:45,5

INCLUDING AND FEATURING
PART I
THE EDWARD H. CLOUTIER COLLECTION OF AMERICAN ART
19th Century Artists Indigenous to the State of Maine
"The sale of the Edward H. Cloutier Collection represents something of a watershed in the state's cultural history.
It is composed of the very best paintings by Harrison Brown, Franklin Stanwood, Charles F. Kimball, and
others", ..William Barry, author and former Curator of Research, Portland Museum of Art
"Very likely the most impressive private collection of its
type in existence" ...Chris Huntington, collector and former Curator, Colby College Museum of Art
131 fine paintings, many of them exquisite, that finnly re·establish the artists' significance in
American art on the national scene

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland
879-1511

Dates effective Aug 14-20
Sister Act (PO)
1 :10,4,7,9:10
A League of Thalr Own (PO)
12:40,3:30,6:50,9:30
Mo' Money (R)
1:40,4:30,7:40,10
UnforglvH (R)
12:30.3:20,6:30,9:20
Raising Cain (R)
1:20,4:10.7,9:55
Three Ninja Kids (PO)
1:30,4:20,6:40.9
Dlggstown (R)
1,3:50, 7:20, 9:50
Single White Female (R)
12:50,3:40,7:10,9:40

Delbert Dana Coombs
John JQ6eph Enneking

Twilight, Laf. Autumn, Rocky Brook
Oil on canvas

Ol.arles Frederick Kimball

Hamson B. Brown

CcGl Sheds, Topsham artd Bromswick, MAin.

View to the Whit. Moun/airts from fhe Locks,
Naples, Maine
Oil on canvas

20" x 24"

($6000/9000)

OH on canvas

211;'''x36"
($6000/9000)

13" x 24"
($8000/12000)

Railroad Brid~ and Falls, Auburn and
LewistOll, MAine
Oil on can vas
16" x 30"
($5000/7000)

PART II

The Movies
10 Exchange St., Portland

772-9600
Matinees Sat & Sun
Ral. . the Red Lantern (PO)
Aug 12-16
Wed-Fri 7, 9:30: Sat-Sun 1-7
The Inner Circle (PO·13)
Aug 15-18
Sat-Sun 3:30, 9:30:
Moo-Tues 7. 9 :30
Hear My Song (R)
Aug 19-23
Wed-Fri 7, 9: Sat-Sun 1,7

EUROPEAN ART

AMERICAN ART

A few very fine European paintings from several
Maine estates and other collections

Many fine American 19th century paintings largely from Maine institutions and
collections including academic, impressionist, and marine paintings and naive portraits

Nickelodeon
Temple and Midcle streets,
Portland
772-9751
Dates effective Aug 14-20
Basic Instinct (R)
12:50, 3:40, 6:50, 9:35
The Player (R)
6:35,9:15
Unlawful Entry (R)
12:40,3:15,7,9:45
Beauty and the Beast (0)
1:20,4
Prelude to e Klsa (PO)
1:10,4:10,7:10,9:40
Far end Away (PO-13)
1,3:50. 6:40. 9:30
Howards End (PO)
12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:20

Pride's Comer Drlve·ln
651 Bridgton Road, Westbrook
797-3154
Dates effective Aug 14-20
Universal Soldl ... (R)

8:05
Patriot Oa_ (R)
9:55

ContinKed 011 /HAS' 22

Antonio Jacobsen

Portrait if an Ameriam Yacht Flying the
Flag of the N= York Yacht Oub
Oil on canvas

William Louis Sonntag

A.c. Goodwin

Autumrt in the Mountains
Oil on canvas

Park Street Oturch
Oil on canvas

30" x 44"
($20000/30000)

321;''' X 40"
($15000/25000)

IS" x 22"
($9000/12000)

Mario Sironi

Composizione Con Figura
Oil on canvas
29" x 17"
($20000 /300(0)

Heal, Becker, Betts, A. Bouvard, Bower, Bowie, Bricher, HB. Brown, Bundy attr., Burpee, Calder (silkscreen), Chadwick, S, Chase, China Trade, Cozzens,
Crane, EG. Crosby, Dati, Dall'Oca Bianca, M.F.H DeHaas, Dickinson, Dieghem, Eby, Enneking, Farley, Faulkner, Fiene, Goodwin, Graves, Hartley, Hirsch,
after Homer, J.B. Hudson, A. Jacobsen, HB. Jones, Karfiol, Kroll, Laer, Langlais, Laurent, Lee, M. Lewis, Meltzer, Montgomery, Morgan, Mygatt, Olinsky,
Peirce, Pleissner, Rouault, Seaver, Sironi, Sisson, Smillie, W.G. Smith, Sotter, Sonntag, Sprinchom, Squier, Steinberg, Tamburini, Thieme, J.K. Thurston,
Tubby, Valenkamph, Vmcent, Ward, Weber, L. West, Whorf, Wiegand, Wmter, Woodbury, Woodcock, Zorach (marble), and others

Annette and Rob Elowitch"
Fine Art Consultants and Auctioneers
P.O. Box 9715
Portland, Maine 04104
TEL 1 207 772 5011
FAX 1 207 772 5049
"Me. Lic. #00795
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Entertainment

Brunch so tasty you'll
to lick your plate.

I/TO;T''lIft''

erving Sundays 9·2
oTony" ComedbeeflUsh oOmlenes oEggs Benedict
oFruit Filled Crepes oSalmon & Eggs oCheese Blintzes
oLisa's Baked Beans -Greek Soul Food oAlmond Crusted
o Serving Bloodies & Ceasats

: The Good
Table
Restaurant :
bn·akfa...
h
S(' n 1Il~

•

t . lUlU:
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TUES.-SUN. TICKETS: $15 / $17
AT MAD HORSE THEATRE • 955 FOREST AVE. PORTlAND
BOX OFFICE: 797·3338

"STUNNING... DON'T
MISS TIllS SHOW."
Jane Lamb. Press Herald

"A PERSONAL
CRY FROM
THE HEART."

STAGE
"Baby"
Maine State Music Theater stages Maltby
and Shinl's conte~ry rrusical comedy Aug tt-22 - Tues-Sat. 8 pm; Wed.
Fri &Sat (first week of each new program),
2 pm: Tues, Thurs. Sat (second week), 2
pm - at Pickard Theatre. Memorial Hall.
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Tix: $t2$24. For reservations call 725-8769.
Bat.. Dance Festival F1l111le
An informal student showing of modem
dancepiecescholeographedbys1udents
and faculty at the festival Aug 14- Fri. 8
pm - at the Alumni Gymnasium. Bates
College. Lewiston. Tix: $3. 786-6330.
aat.. Dance F..tlval - Worka In
Progresa

!\ew 'York TImes

Four Maine
dance companies
present a festival
of dance
Portland Ballet Com pany
Ram Island D ance
Maine State Baller
Casco Bay Movers

Dance P o r t l a n d
FRI & SAT, AUGUST 28 & 29 AT 8PM SUN, AUGUST 30 AT 2PM

RelatedActivities on Saturday, August 29
12PM Fo rum Discussio n - Free + 2PM Performance by Perennial Effects - $5
Tick.,;: $ /2. Cnli 771-0465 Portland Peiforming Arts Center. 25A Forest Ave. Port/"nd

Sponsored by Casco Bay Weekly and WCIZ

A sampling of the dance works developed during the festival by young artists
in IheEmerging Choreographers Program,
and a preview of "Survivance." by chor&ographer-in-residence Doug Varone Aug
13 - Thurs. 8 pm - at the Alumni Gymnasium. Bates College. Lewiston. Ti.: $3.
780-6330.
"Bo.e,.: A Collection of Shorte·
The Young Company of the Theater
Project presents a series of 10-minute
one act plays Aug 7-14-Sun, Tues-Sat,
7:30 pm - at the Theater Project, 14
School St. Brunswick. Tix: $5. 729-8584.
"a..aklng Leg.'
Ogunqu~ Playhouse presents Gary Sandy
as a wimpy professor who tries to get his
play produced Aug 10-22 - Mon-Tues.
Fri-Sat. 8:30 pm; Wed-Thurs. 2:30 pm
and 8:30 pm - on State Road. Ogunquit.
Tix: $t9. 646-2402.
"Camlv"l"
Windham Center Stage Theatre presents
a musical about a young orphan girl who
ioins the camival July 31-Aug 16 - FriSat. 7 pm; Sun, 2 pm - at Windham
Community Center. Windham. Ti.: $8. $5
seniors and children under 12 . $1
preschoolers. 892-0241 .
Comedl"ns Tim Femtll, Joanne Cheasle
& Kevin Shone
ask the age-old question: Do you fear
mimes. sad clowns and puppetry? Then
you'lIlove the improvisational comedy of
this demented trio, who take audience
ideas and transform them into two hours
of comic mayhem. Admission is $3. Every
Thursday at8 pm at the Cave. 29 Forest
Ave. 879-0070.
Country Bunday
Maine Counby Music Association pr&sents a varie1yshow and dance. featuring
Country Lads. Fingers Three and more
Aug3O-Sun.12-5pm-atNicholodeon.
Route 121 . Mechanics Falls. Ti.: $4. $3
seniors. $1 kids. 966-2771 .
"The Gh ...t Net'
Maine State Music Theatre presents a
children's show addressing cuneot marine environmental issues with music and
humorAug 15-Sat. 11 am and 2 pmat the Maine State Music Theatre at
Pickard Theatre. Memorial Hal. Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Tix: $6. $4. For reservations call 725-8769.
"Here Co..... Trouble'
Ha'Penny Theatre presents their newest
family show featuring hand puppets.
shadow figures and live actors Aug 15Sat, 8 pm - at Celebration Bam Theater.
Stock Farm Road, S. Paris. Tix: $6. $3.50
kids. 743-8452.

SAVE
UP TO

$12

"Jacqu_ a .... I. Alive and Well ancl
Living In P1orl.·
Vintage Repertory Company presents a
musical review of the wor1<s of Jacques
Brei, 8elgiansinger/songwriter. from June
26-Sept4-Fri,8pm-July 15&29.Aug
12- Wed,8 pm-atJordan Hall. Temple
Avenue. Ocean Park, Old Orchard Beach.
Ti. : $7, $9. Performances also July 22,
Aug 5& 19at6 pm at cafe no,20 Danforth
St. Portland. Tix: $10. For more info call
826-4654.

00

K idS'StuH
THE QUALITY RESALE SHOP

Gently Worn Items for Children
Always Buying· All Seasons· Infant - Size to
Drop Off or Call for an Appointment
: Mall Plaza' S. Portland (by Ames and Bookland) • Mon.-Sat. 9:30am - 8:30pm
772-733~

0I I-?OO-5.64-7333

"M8CbethThe Theater at Monmouth presents William

"The Music Man'

The F....I""d ....
Freeport Community Players present
('60s & '70s rock) 12 pm. Canal Plaza.
Meredith Wilson's classic musical Aug 7,
Portland. Free. 772-6828.
8.14 & 15 - Fri-Sat, 7:30 -at Freeport Harmony Uncler the Tent
High School. 30 Holbrook St. Freeport.
(barbershop) 5:30 pm. VICtOria Mansion.
TIx: $8, $6 gen1o""students. 885-6041 .
l09DanforthSt.PtId. Tix: $15. 772-4841.
"Noodle Doodle Box'
The Vintage Repertory Company presents
West Germany's most popular children's
play Aug 5,12 &19 -4 pm-at Jordan
Hall. TerT1lfe Avenue, Ocean Park, Old
Orchard Beach. Tix: $4. 826-4654.
Stevie & the aleckout.
"Of the ... and the South'
(rockabily) 12 pm. Monument Square.
The cape Theatre group presents a bit·
Portland. Free. 772-6828 .
t8fSweetComedy about firntloveand loss Timbrel
Aug 7. 8. 14 & 15 -Fri-Sat. 8 pm - at
(folk) 8 pm, The Curtis Little Theater, The
Cape Elizabeth High School Auditorium.
Chocolate Church. 604 Washington St,
Ocean House Road. Cape Elizabeth. Ti.:
Bath. Advance ti.: $8. Tix at door: $10.
$6. $5 seniors.students wI 1.0. 767-4344.
729-3185.

FRIDAY 8.14

"01.".,..

City Thaaterand the Summer Youth Program present the l1'lJSical adaptation of
Charles Dickens' "Oliver Twist" Aug 1316 - Thurs-Fri, 7:30 pm: Sat-Sun. 2 pm
-at City Theater. 205 MainSt, Biddeford. Calumet String Quartet
Ti.: $5. $3 kids. 282-0849.
(works of living Maine composers) 7:30 pm.
South Congregational Church. Temple St.
..... Perh.m
Kennebunkport. Til(: $9. 967-2793.
Maine humorist performs Aug 15 - Sat.
a pm - at the Center of the Arts at the H..."" Metal Hom.
Chocolate Church. 604 Washington St.
(brass dance band) 9:30 pm. T-Birds.126
Bath. Tix: $10, $8 for students. seniors
N. Boyd St. Portland. Ti.: $4. 773-8040.
and children under 12. 442-8455.
"PIlIp.., of the Wnt.... World"
The Theater at Morvnouth presents this
romantic comedy set in Ireland - Aug 8.
13. t6. 19.21 &25 at8 pm; Aug 1 &29 at
2 pm - at Cumston Hall, Main Street. Contemporary "creel Mu.lc
Monmouth. Ti.: $16, $14 seniors. $10
(works of living Mainecomposers) 7:30 pm.
students. 933-9999.
South Congregational Church. Temple St.
Kennebunkport. Tix: $9. 967-2793 .
... Int ..... n·
The Theater at Monmouth presents Debbie D"vl..
GeorgeBemardShaw'splay-Aug9, 14
(blues) 7 pm. Raoul·s. 865 Forest Ave.
&27 at8 pm; Aug 15 at2 - at Cumston
Portland . Ti.: $5. 773-6886.
Hall. Main Street. Monmouth. Ti.: $16. Tony To ........
$14 seniors. $10 students. 933-9999.
(tribute to Louis Armstrong) 7:30 pm.
"SIde By Side By Sondheim"
Kennebunkport Inn . Dock Square.
The 42nd StreetTheater presents a mus~
Kennebunkport. Free. 799-7980.
cal rewe ofthe work of Stephen Sondheim
Aug 20-30 - Thurs-Fri . 8 pm: Sat. 5 &
8:30 pm: Sun. 7 pm - at The Theatre
Project. 14 School St. Brunswick. Ti. :
$12. $1 Oseniors and students. 833-5952.
Dougla. Clegg
"An Unflnl.hed Bong'
(folk) 12 pm. Maine Savings Plaza. PortMad Horse Theatre Company presents a
land. Free. 772-6828.
new musical by James J. Mellon about
searching for love and fulfillment in the
modem world July 21-Aug 16 - TuesSat. 8 pm: Sun. 7 pm - at the Mad Horse
Theatre. 955 Forest Ave. Portland. Ti.:
$15 Tues-Thurs. $17 Fri-Sun. 797·3338.
"The Whole K'Cufln' World"
AI H"wk..
(countrylbluegrass) 12 pm. Tommy's Park.
Actress. comedienne. performance acPortland. Free. 772-6828.
tivist Judith Sloan presents her onewoman show Aug 21 - Fri. 8 pm - at Robert Lon
(classical organ) 7:30 pm. Portland City
lonta Institute's Center for Sensational
Living. Trefethen Landing and Island Ave.
Hall Auditorium. 389 Congress St. PortPeaks Island. Tix: $6. 766-4454. Perforland. Donation. 874-8683.
mances also Aug 22 - Sat. 8 pm - at
The Center for the Arts at the Chocolate
Church . 804 Washington St. Bath. Ti.:
$t O. $8 seniors. sIudents and kids 12 and
under. For more info call 442-8455.
Jeff Rice
(contemporary) 12 pm. Congress Square.
Portland. Free. 772-6828.
William Tortolano
(classical organ) 12:15 pm. Cathedral of
Community little Theat ..
the Immaculate Conception. Franklin
will hold aud~ions for ~s lall production of
Street and Cumberland Ave. Portland.
Stephen Sondheim's musical "AssasFree. 773-7746.
sins. " Aug 23-24 at 7 pm at the Performing Arts Center. Great Falls Sehool, Aubum. Parts are available for 11 men, four
women. one boy and a small chorus. For
more info can 783-9008.
Wo....n'. Theat .. Group
Bonnie Raitt and Lyle Lovett
seeks women with production. visual and
8/22/ 92 (blues & country) 8 pm .
musical skills to work on an experimental
Cumberland County Civic Center, 1 Civic
theatre piece. which will beproduced late
Center Square. Portland. Ti. : $22.50.
Oct/early Nov. For more info call 775$24.50. 775-3458 or 775-3331 .
6558 by Aug 15.

SATURDAY 8.15

SUNDAY 8.18

MONDAY 8.17

TUESDAY 8.18

WEDNESDAY 8.19
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CERTS

Shakespeare'stragedy-Aug8. 12, 15. 18
&28 at8 pm; Aug 22 at 2 pm -at Cumston
Hall, Main Street. Monmouth. Til(: $16. $14
seniors. $10 students. 933-9999.
"Melody Hour Murd. .•
at The Mystety Cafe Dinner Theatre, "'rlcen Children'. Choir
Baker's Table Banquet Room. 434 Fore
(African music) 7:30 pm, S1. Dominic's
St. Portland. Shows every Saturday at 8.
Church. 163 Danforth St. Portland. DonaFor info and reservations call 693-3063 or
tions accepted. 773-8146.
H!OO-834-3063.
Bleck ~ Chamber Ensemble
"A Mld... mmer Nlght'a D.... m·
(classical) 7:30 pm. S1. Alban's Church .
The Theater at Monmouth presents Wi II lam
885 Shan> Road. Cape Elizabeth. Tix: $4 .
Shakespea'ra's comedy - Aug 7, 11 .20, 26
767· 7375.
& 29 at 8 pm; Aug 8 &30 at 2 pm - at CIuInd ...... Band
Cumston Hall. Main Street. Monmouth. Til(:
(pop) 7 pm, Fort Allen Park. Portland.
$16. $14 seniors. $10 students. 933-9999.
Free. 874-8793.

THURSDAY 8.13

CLUBS
THURSDAY 8.13
The Scott R....... Quintet Oazz) cafe no,
20 Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Backyard and Damn It Jim (original
grunge rock) Geno's. 13 Brown St. Portland. 772-7891.
Moxie M... (rock) Granny Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse. 55 Mari<et St. Portland.
761 -2787 .
Elderberry Jam (rock) Leo's BiIWards, 379
Fore St, Portland.
Eyea of the Condor (latin American) The
Living Tree Culture Club. 45 Danforth St.
Portland. 874-0022.
Aarl.1 Suite (rock) Moose Atley. 46 Market
St. Portland. 774-5246.
The Regular Eln.teln. (rock) Old Port
Tavem, It Moulton St. Pllnd. 774·0444.
Schooner Fa.. (folk) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave. PtId. 773_.
Deejay Rocket Rusty (karaoke) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St. S. Portland.
767·4627.
Continued 011 1"'ge 24

One-woman show plays Peaks Island

Sloan's voices are satirical, versatile
Nobody likes me," Sophie responds, "What do
you expect? Your hair is orange."
Then there's Aunt Ethel from Miami, who
speaks wryly of the Persian Gulf War. "Myron
and I went to Israel in 1986," she recalls in her
rising Yiddish accent. "Saddam Hussein was
threatening to bomb Israel. For 10 years, he' s been
threatening to bomb Israel. It
took President Bush to get
him to do it."
Sloan claimed that, like
Sophie and Ethel, we're all
stereotypes. 'The guy down
the street from me in
Sedgewick is a typical
Mainer if I talk to him for
five min~tes. If I talk to him
for an hour I get to see
what's behind it."
It's that complexity to
which Sloan said she is
trying to give voice.
Muriel is another character who undermines the
audience's initial expectation
of her character.
"Muriel's your typical
lockjaw W ASP," said Sloan.
"But the stereotype is
cracked when she mimes
pulling a penis out of her
pocket for a job interview,"
when it becomes obvious
they're looking for a man to
fill the position.
And Muriel is running for
. president on the platform of
Women Exploring Women's
Occupancy of the Whitehouse Action (pronounced
WEWOW A). Her campaign
catch phrase is "Peace is just
another word for nothing left
to kill."
Then there's the punk rock
beautician Rheba who leers out from
behind her frizzy locks like Ozzie
Osborne and who, with her band, the
Comb Outs, has just released a record
on the Permanent Wave label. Not to
be confused with New Wave.
Sloan bills herself as a feminist
performer, shattering the myth that
feminists are often accused of having
no sense of humor. "By identifying as
feminist, I'm not just a stand-up
comedienne - my material walks the
line between serious and funny," she
said. "I'm not about doing material
on the war between the sexes. I'm not
50phle the Jewbh grandmother lOnd Rheb. the punk rock
interested in just talking about my
....utlclan .N just two of 510.n's m.ny frtends.
period, or my husband or my
weight."
Of the many characters through whom Sloan
During one of her shows, Sloan reinterpreted
delivers her one-linen; and social commentary,
an assemblage of Mesdames Bush, Powell and
Sophie is the character she has spent the longest
Schwartzkopf with their husbands at a meeting of
time developing.
"Men Who Kill and the Women Who Love
According to Sloan, Sophie was created from
Them."
the stories gathered in an oral history project
Sloan said she gleans much of her material
funded by the Connecticut Humanities Council,
from the items buried in the back pages of
in which Sloan interviewed European Jews in
newspapers like The New York Times - things that
their 80s and 90s in New Haven, Conn.
should be headlines.
"Sophie is
In corroboration with her partner and husband,
the grandWarren Lehrer (writer,book artist, performer,
mother with
composer), Sloan used all these deadline media
unconditional
tidbits in a weekly satirical news commentary
love. She has a
See "THE WHOLE K'CUFIN
called The Whole K'Cufin World Report on a radio
granddaughter
WORLD ... and a few more
station in New York. "We used K'Cufin instead of
who isa
things" Aug. 21 .t 8 p.m.
fuckin' because it's allowable on the radio. K'Cufin
lesbian, and
at the Peaks Island lonta
is a slap in the face to the F.C.C. and the Jesse
she gets her
In5lltute, and Aug. 22 at 8
Helms of the world.
wisdom from
at the Chocolate Church In
"What are they going to do," laughed Sloan,
listening to her
Bath. TIckeb are S10/S8;
"censor it, bleep it out? It's not even a real word ."
family fight,"
call 442-8627 for reservaBut even if it were to be added to the FCC
said Sloan.
tlons.
naughty list, Sloan would probably be pulling it
"At first
out of hiding. She's certainly not afraid to take on
sight and sound she's your stereotypical Jewish
other loaded issues like homophobia, bigotry and
grandmother," Sloan said, "but after the first beat
antisemitism, to name a few .
she breaks through. If you stop at the stereotype, .
"So many of the things considered taboo in our
there are no surprises. Without a twist or a turn,
society are going on all over the place," she said.
it's just like something you can see on TV."
'The real taboo is on talking about it ."
Sure enough, this stooped old woman, with
Sloan said this taboo often affects comics as
her hair net and her solid black work shoes, has a
well . "Performers often hide who they are unless
few surprising things to say about punk fashion
they are on the fringe, A lot of times their work is
and her worries about having enough oil to heat
not as radical as they are. I try not to hide."
her apartment come winter.
"If they'd stop spilling it all over the ocean,
maybe we'd have a little," she comments.
And when her grandson comes to her and
Mishe Pietkiewicz
says, "Bubbe, I fit in nowhere. I have no home.

Tired of Credit Companies Calling You?
Interested in a Fresh Start?

"I take my comedy very seriously," said New
York-based performer Judith Sloan. What Sloan
does is not exactly performance art. She calls it
"performance activism."
'These last few yean;, the country has just
gone overboard," she said. 'There are so many
lies around. I just feel it's my job to point them
out,"
. Often billed as a stand-up
comic, Sloan's humor is drawn
from her wry political satire and
the polished theatrical skill with
which she portrays up to six
diverse characters in her onewoman show.
Sloan said she's doing a lot of
material now that wouldn't have
been as acceptable in the late 'BOs.
"People are angrier now they're unemployed," she said.
'The illusion has been smashed.
Twelve yean; of trickle down just
hasn't come through ."
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STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE, ESC.
Attorney at Law
SO EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAI'oJD MAINE

ECOLOGY HOUSE
Gifts of Environmental Consciousness

Ecology House is commited to being a positive factor
for increasing environmental awareness, action, and public
involvement. Most of our gift selections are in the image of
wildlife or symbolic of humankind and the environment.

• Products Supporting Animal Issues
• Educational Games • Recycled Paper Products
• Ecological Items
A portion of your purchase is donated to envlrorunental causes.

775-4871

775-7441

49 Exchange St. Old Port· Maine Mall, S. Portland
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Open

7:30 am
to 5:30 pm

FREE PARKING

at our

OLD PORT SHOP

205 Commercial SI.

205 Commercial St•• 773-2217 • 263 St. John St. • 773-5466

August 13, 1992
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SPIRIT SHELLS
PAINTINGS
PRINTS
POTTERY
QUILTS
HAND PAINTED TEES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PHOTOGRAPHY
BOOKS&CARDS
WEAVING
WREATHS
NEEDLEWORK
GIFTS
KNITTING

Continued from "..gt 22

The Creators Guild is a consignment gallery.
Participation is open to all individuals who have
suffered from mental or emotional illness. We
provide members a means of displaying and
marketing items they have created.

• JEWElRY

CREATORS GUILD
Art & Craft Gallery
81

Entertainment

Ocean Street, So. Portland, 207 799-8575, call for Gallery hours.

H . .dllner Comedy Night (comedy) TBirds. 126 N. Boyd St, Ptld. 773-8040.
The Broken K.n (acoustic) Wharfs End,
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.
M,J. Brink (acoustic) The Wrong Brothers'
Pub at Port Biniards, 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944.
Homel_ Ben.flt with Low C.ctua, X·
Men, Psych ..... ky.nd Bicycle TIII_
(rock) Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland.
773-8187.

CLUBS
Jenny Wood.... n (rock) T-Birds. 126 N .
Boyd SI. Portland. 773-8040.
Deelay aNSI Pow.,. (karaoke) Tippe<ary
Pub. Shernton Tara Hotel. S. Portland.
775-6161.
Open MlcwlthJlmDutfy(b.y.o. acoustic)
The Wrong Brothem' Pub at Port Biniards,
39 FOI9SI Ave, Portland. 775-1944.

FRIDAY 8.14

MONDAY 8.17
TIle Rallera (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
Open Mlc with Ranely Morabito (b.y.o.)
Flaoul's Roadside Attraction. 865 Fores'
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Open Mlc with Ken Orl.... l.y (acouslic)
Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, PIlei. 773-0093.
Lummox, MHlatrom andTwlated Roots
(rock) lootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland.
773-8187.

TUESDAY 8.18
Open Mlc with Nell Colllna (electric)

ART
OPENING
Cry of the Loon Art Oallery
Route 302. S. Casco. Opening reception
Aug 15 for 'Women's Pempective: the
wor1< of seven Maine artists. Showing
through Sept 13. Galleryhours:Tues-Sun
9:30-5:30. 655-5060.
Hardware Car. • Oallery
115 Island Ave. Peaks Island. Opening
reception Aug 13 for the paintings of
Claudia Whitman . Through Aug 26. Gallery houm: Mon-Fri 11-7, Sat-Sun 10-6.
766-5631.
Maine co...t Artlata
Russell Avenue, Rockport. Opening reception Aug 15 for "On the Edge: Forty
Years of Maine Painting," a show of over
100 paintings by artists associated with
Maine. Gallery houm: daily 10-5. 23&2875.
Main. Emporfum
85 Yor1< St, Portland. Opening receplion
Aug 13 from 6-8 for "Human Rights: Prisonem of Conscienca." a USM senior exhibit of installations by Marcella
Manoogian. Through Aug 30. Gallery
houm: Mon-Sat 11-6, Sun 12-5.8710112.
Portland Portrait Ga lIery
4 Milk Street, Portland. Opening reception Aug 19 from 5-8 for portraHs by Alex
Gnidziejko and BruceKaminski. Showing
through Sept 26. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat
11 - 5. or by appointment. 77'3-7665.
The Trov. Gall.ry
112 High St, Portland. Opening reception
Aug 13 from 5-7 for "From the Inside
OUt." a show of incised gouaches on
paper by Suzanne Mcleod. /VI artist's
talk follows from 7-8. Showing through
Aug 31. Gallery houm: Thom5-8, Fri-Sat
12-5, Sun 12-4. 772-1961.

Graooy Kilam's Industrial Drinkhouse, 55
Mar1<et SI. Portland. 761-2787.
Tom Kennedy (acoustic) Bramhall Pub,
Pop Chronlcl. . (rock)otd Port Tavern. 11
769 Congress St, Portland. 773-9873.
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Hu.... n Feel (jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St,
Chrletlne lavin (folk) Raoul's Roadside
Portland. 772-8114.
Attraction. 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773.....t Dog and Th. Wannab_ (original
6886.
rock/rockabifty)Geno's. 13 Brown St. PortOpen Mlc Night with Peter Olea.on
land. 772-7891.
(acoustic) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickltlt
Shockra (skallunk) Gramy Kilam's IndusSt, S. Portland. 767-4627.
trial Drinkhouse, 55 Mar1<et St, Portland.
Jim Duffy and MariJane Brink (acoustic)
761-2787.
Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St. Pilei. 773-0093.
Skeleton CNW(acoustic) leo's Billiards,
379 Fore St. Portland.
Swinging Hot (swingfJ8zz standards) little
Wilie's, 36 Mar1<et St, Portland. 773-4500.
TIle Warrior: Paul...n Kalu (Nigerian
music) The Living Tree Culture Club, 45
Jenny Wood.... n (rock) Casco Bay Lines
Danforth St, Portland. 874-0022.
SUmmer Music Series, Casco Bay Lines
Ume Rocketa (rock) Moose Alley, 46 MarFany Terminal, comer of ColTllTlE!l'Cial &
ket St. Portland. 774-5246.
Frank~n streets. 774-7871.
The Regulllr Elnetelna (rock) Old Port
Open Mlc Night (b.y.o. acoustic) Geno's,
Tavern. tl Moutton St, Plid. 774-0444.
13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 .
LII' Ed & the hnperlala (R&B) Raoul's
Mercy (alternative rock) Granny Killam's
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave,
Industrial Drinkhouse, 55 Mar1<etSt, Port- African Import. and N_ England Alta
Portland. 77~.
1 Union St, Portland. Original artwor1< &
land. 761-2787.
Midnight RIder (rock) Spring Point cafe,
advice to collectors. Houm: 10-9 Monlittle
Jimmy. the ..... , Cata (souO The
175 Pickett St, S. Portland . 767-4627.
Sat, 12-6 Sun. 772-9505.
Living Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth St.
J.nny Woodman (rock) T-Birds, 126 N.
Alberta'.
Portland. 874-0022.
Boyd St. Portland . 773-8040.
21 Pleasant St, Portland . "Intimate All&Bach.lon' NI9ht (topless) Moose Alley.
Tom Dyhrberg (acoustic) Tippe<ary Pub,
gories." recenl photographic posters of
46 Mar1<et St, Portland. 774-5246.
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Plid. 775-6161.
Denise Frohlich, showing through Sept 5.
BeBop Jazz EnMmble ijazz) The PortShark lendwlch (rock) The Wrong BrothHoum: 7 am-l0 pm. 774-0016.
hole Restaurant, 20CustomHouse Wharf,
ers' Pub at Port Biliards, 39 Forest Ave,
Th. Baxtar aallery
Portland. 772-5575.
Portland. 775-1944.
619 Congress St, Portland. "Integration:
Pop Chronlclea(rock)otd Port Tavern, 11
Chuckl.head (funk) lootz, 31 ForestAve,
Genderand leIen1Jty." an exhibition curated
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Portland. 773-8187 .
by Dozier Bell. On view through Augusl
Lou and Skeleton Crew (Dead cover
14. Gallery houm: Moo-Fri9-4. 775-5152.
band) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St. Portland.
Chamber of Comlll4lt"C. of the Oreater
773-0093.
Portland Region
Open Mlc Night with The Cool Whlpe
145 Middle St. Portland. Group show of
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothem' Pub at
11 local artists, inciuding Gerda/VIdersen ,
Port Biliards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
Tom Kennedy (acoustic) Bramhall Pub.
David Dupree, Raymond lord, Stuart
775-1944.
769 Congress St .• Portland. 773-9873.
Nudelman, Salazar, Steve Sechak, leif
Hu.... n Feel (jaZZ) cafe no, 20 Danforth St,
Johnson, Glenn Murray, lyda Pola and
Portland. 772-8114.
laurie Hasty. On view through August.
Bon_ of Contention and Sky Children
Gallery houm: Mon-Fri 8-5. 772-2811,
(original pop garage rock) Gene's, 13
ext. 223.
B.-own St, Portland. 772- 7891 .
Cong.... Square aallery
Knota • C ........ (folk) Granny Kilam's
42 ExchangeSt, Portland. "Coastal landInduslrial Drinkhouse, 55 Mar1<etSt, Portscapes," the oil paintingsofHeam Pardee
land. 761-2787.
and Gina Werfel . Through Sept 1. Gallery
houm: Moo-Sat 10:30-5. 774-3369
Skelorlon Crew (acoustic) leo's Biliards,
379 Fore St. Portland.
Danforth Gallery
34 Danforth SI. Portland. Members' exSwinging Hot (swingfJ8zz standards) Little
hiM, showing from Aug 14- 28. Gallery
Winie's, 36 Mar1<et St. Portland. 773-4500.
houm: Tues-Thum11-3, Fri 4-8, Sat 11-3.
Rockln' VIbration. (reggae) The living
775-6245.
Tree Cutture Club, 45 Danforth St, PortElena'. Caf.
land. 874-0022.
606 Congress St, Portland. Paintings and
Jenny Wood .... n (rock) Moose May, 46
drawings of Portland artist looCain through
Mar1<et St, Portland. 774-5246.
Sept 1. Hours: Mon-Wed 11 am-12 am,
The Regu18r Elnetelna (rock) Old Port
Thurs-Sat 11 am-3:30 am. 871 ~933.
Ootta Dance, Inc~ Thompson's Point.
TaYMl, 11 Moulton St, Ptld. 774-0444.
Second Floor Bldg lA, Portland. Smok&- Free Street studio
Arto Weat (blues) Raoll's Roadside Mand chem-free dances wHh swing. latin &
8 City Center. Portland. Sculpture by lyn
traction. 865 Forest Ave, Plid. 773-6886.
ballroom music Fridays from 9-12 pm &
Mir and paintings by Chris Mir. Showing
Only Motlona (rtlythm & groove) ShamSundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558.
through August. Gallery houm: Mon-Sat
rock, 436 Fore St, Portland. 78(}.1111.
TIle living T ... Culture Club, 45 Danforth
10-7, Sun 12-5. 774-1500.
otrthe Wall (rock)Spmg Point Cafe, 175
St. Portland. African , world beat, reggae Froet Oully Oallery
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
and aftemative rock. Open Tues-Sat from
411 Congress St, Portland. Wor1< of galHeevyMetal Homa(brass dance band)T8 pm; Sunan day. Fri-Sat bnaaktast served.
lery artists. Gallery houm: Mon-Fri 12-6,
Birds. 126 N. Boyd St, Ptld. 773-8040.
Tues: reggae and world beat; Wed: alteror by appoinlment. 773-2555.
Paragon (pop/rock) Tipperary Pub.
native rock; Thum: women's night a ...nhut Gallerl. .
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. PIId. 775-6161.
women get discounts on drinks; Fri: c0m146 Middle St, Portland. New mixed Ill&Shark lendwlch (rock) The Wrong Brothedy and singles night; Sat: live band; Sun:
dia wor1<s on paper by Alison Goodwin.
em' Pub at Port BMliards, 39 Forest Ave,
chem-free.874-0022.
Through Aug 31. Gallery houm: Mon-Fri
Portland. 775-1944.
Maine Ballroom, 614 Congress St, Port10-5:30. Sat 10-5. 772-2693.

WEDNESDAY 8.19

AROUND TOWN

Nancy Margolla Gallery
367 Fore St, Portland. Ceramics, jewelry,
glass, wood and metal work by 52 area
artists. Throughthesummer. Houm: MooSal 10-6. Sun 11 :30-4. 775-3822.
Me.nder Oallery
40 Pleasani St, Portland. "Mythscapes:
Aboriginal Dreaming." showing through
Oct 31. Gallery houm: Tues-Sat 12-8. or
byappointment..871-1078.
Plna T ... Shop & Bayvl_ Oallery
75 Market St. Portland. "Three VieWS of
Maine," the paintings of David little, Brian
Kliewer and Ron Goyette. Showing
through Aug 28. Gallery houm: Mon-Sat
9:30-5:30. 773-3007.
Photography Co-Op
547A Congress St, '33, Portland. "BHs
and Pieces:TheChanging European City,"
the color photographs of T .D. Nelson.
Through Aug 22. Gallery hours: T ues 108, or by appointment. 799-0180.
Planata
27 Forest Ave. The paintings of John
Oakes, showing through Aug 22. Houm:
Tues-Sat 5 pm-I am. 828-0112.
Portland Mu.aum of Art
Seven Congress Square, Portland. Houm:
Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat 10-5, Thum 10-9.
Sun 12-5. Admission: adults $3.50, senior c"izens and students wtth 10 $2.50,
children under 18 $1, group rate $3. Museum admission is free 10-noon Saturday_ 773-2787 .
°Endangered Landacapea
lynn Butler photographs places threatened by development, from New Yor1<'s
Coney Island to the south of France.
Through November 1.
°Th. Holocau.t
Contemporary American sculptor George
Segal has distilled the meaning of this
atrocity in a life-sizecomposHion ofhaunling white plaster figures. Through Oct 18.
"Th. M.y Family Collection
Twenty-two wor1<s from the 19th & 20th
centuries that unite the cu~ural diversity
of America from East to West. Showing
through Sept 6 .
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DANCING

SUNDAY 8.18
BIg Chlef&the ContI_ _'-(R&B)Casco
Bay Lines SUmmer Music Series, Casco
Bay Lines F any T8fTllinal, comer of C0mmercial & Franklin streets. 774-7871.
D.J. Landry (acoustic rock) Geno's, 13
Brown St, Portland. 772-7891.
Open Mic Night (b.y .o.) The Living Tree
Culture Club, 45 Oanlorth St, Portland.
874-0022.
TIle FblI..... (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, PorUand. 774-0444.
Debbie Devlea & Band (blues) Raoul's
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave,
Portland. 77~.
Oeorve Oordon (acoustic) Spring Point
cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. PIId. 767-4627 .

land. Every Sat 9-midnight. Cost $5. No Jewel_Work
reservations required . 773-0002.
30 Exchange St. Portland. /VI exhibition
The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
of jewelry by eight designer.l. No set galnightly, 8 pm on ... Naked Thirstdays: no
lery houm.
cover, drinks $125 & drafts 25¢; Fri-Sat .Jewell Gallery
until 3 am; Sm-Mon: chern free. Cover:
345 Fore St, Portland. Impressionist and
$3. 772-1983.
realist oils and watercolors by Bil Jewell,
. .Iut. ., 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nightly
Paul Black, Cynlhia McMullin and other
unij/ 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
local artists. Stained and painted g iass by
BiftJewelland BurtWeiss. On viewthrough
T -Blrd'a, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun:
August. Galery hours: Mon-Sat 10-5, or
comedy night; -'<days: special events;
by appointment. 773-3334.
Frt & Sat: rock & roll, dance. 773-8040.
WlIenho...
Club, 29 Forest Ave, L_laalllery
Portland Public Library. 5 Monument
Portland. Progressive music. Fri: chern free,
Square, Portland. "Over Portland." an
all ages w~h deejay; Sat: women's night
exhibit of black and wh"e photographs
from 9-1 with deejay Deb. 874-9770.
by Lloyd Ferriss. showing from Aug 17ZooIz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed: chemSept 30. Gallery houm: Mon, Wed & Fri 9free; Thu: cutting edge dance; Fri: live na6; Tues& ThlrS 12-9; Sat 9-5. 871-1700.
tional acts; Sat: deejay till 2:30 am, live at
The Cave; Sun: request night. 773-8187.

o.ne.

The 42nd St. Theater
presents

THURSDAY -

SUNDAY

August 2.0 -

THURSDAY -

August 2.7 -

2.3

SUNDAY
30

fOR RISERVATIONS
AND
INfORMATION
CALL 833-5952

Sponsored by
Rousseau Enterprises, Inc.

and
Goodwin's Chevrolet

ELVIS ARON PRESLEY

Presented at
The Theater Project
t 4 School Street
BrunswIck, ME 040 t I

We Miss You
Join us for

ALL ELVIS I ALL DAY
Sunday, August 16 only
In celebration of the Father
of Music Video

FREE 3-DAY RENTAL
on ALL tapes in our pouplar
music section *

VIDEOPORT
151 Middle Street, Portland, ME
*No purchase required / Limit 2 per customer

watercolors and drawings continues

SATURDAY 8.15

:ACCENT-TABL

Bowdoin College Mu.eum of Art
Walker Art Building. Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. The museum is open to the
public free of charge. Houm: Tues-Sat
10-5, Sun 2-5. 725-3275.
"Maln...,..pea
An examination of Maine landscapes
through a selection of wor1<s from the
permanent collection. Through Aug 30.
°Rec.nt Acqul.ltlona II
Selections of recent additions to the permanent conection at the Twentieth Century Gallery - paintings, photographs,
wor1<s on paper and sculpture. Through
Sept 26.
Ceaco Bay Art League
Bailey Island library Hall, Route 24, Bailey
Island. Summer show and sale. Aug 1724. Gallery houm: daiy 10-6. 865-1152 .
Th. Center for Creative I .... glng
51 Mechanic St, Camden . "Allegory" the
photos of New York photographer
Ryszard Horowitz. Through Oct 12. Gallery houm: daily 9-5. 236-7400.
Th. Chocol.te Church Oall.ry
804 Washington St. Bath. Exhibits: The
mixed media installation of Maine artist
John Baird through Aug 22; the "Miniature Juried Invilational Show" through
Aug 29. Gallery hours: Tues-Fri 9-4. Sat
12-4. 442-8627.
Elementa Gallery
19 Mason St, Brunswick. "Farewell
Drums," a group show of handmade
drums, rattles and other percussion instruments. Throug h Aug 29. Gallery houm:
Tues-Thuml0-4, Fri-Satl0-5. 729-1106.
Freeport Historical Society
45 Main St, Freeport. "An Island Sampler:
Bustins Island People and ArchHecture,"
late 19th century and 20th century photos, showing through Sept 30. Hours:
daily 10-5. 865-3170.
Freeport Town Hall
30 Main St, Freeport. Paintings of Heather
K. Baker. Through Aug 13. Houm: MonFri 7:30-4:30.
Oallery at Portland Playera
420 Cottage Road, S. Portland . ms, watercolom and mixed media by Frieda
lundberg, AI Waterman, Michael Wjlis
and Robert Demem. Showing through
September. Gallery houm: Mon-Fri 10-2
or by appointment. 799-7337.
Th. Oallery at Wldg_n Cove stud I...
Route 123. Harpswel. Metal, wood and
paper sculptures by Georgeann and
Condon Kuhl and fused glass by Laurie
DehIer1<ing. Through Aug. Galery houm:
Fri-Sat11-5. Sun 1-4. 833-6081.
OI.....nGaIl.ry
15 Oak St, Boothbay. Paintings of Mitch
BiHis through Aug 22. "William Muir in
Pempective," an exhibit of SCUlpture,

°Artlsta You Love: Monet, Ranolr and
Other Meat.,.
Wor1<s by European masters of the past two
centuries from the Joan Whitney Payson
Collection and other private lenders.
°Sllent Wltne. .
Judy Ellis Glickman's photographs of
Polish ghettos and death camps of
Treblinka, Auschwitz and Bir1<enau, taken
over the past foll' yeam. On view through
Oct 18.
OWlnal_ Homer Watercolora
Seventeen paintings from the Museum's
permanent collection . On view through
Sept 6.
°TII. Elegant Auto: Fashion and Deelgn
01 the 111308
On&-of-a-klnd automobiles, art-<leco furniture and jewelry, period paintings and
01 her products from this era of revolulionary industrial design. Through Nov 8 .
Robert J. B.m. . Interlon
1 Monument Way, Portland. Paintings
and handmade paper art by Larry Plass
and Padi Mayhew Bain, showing through
Aug . Houm: Mon-Fri 11-8. Sat-Sun 11-3.
773-3461 .
TIl. st.ln Oallery
20 Milk St, Portland. New wor1< IromRick
Eckard, John littleton and Kate Vogel,
Rob levin, John Nygren, Rick and Valerie
Beck and more, showing through Sepl
15. GaneryHoum: Mon-Sat11-6, Sun 114 . 772-9072.
Th .... M ....r Cablnat.... kera
415 Cumberland Ave, Portland. "Guild of
Maine Woodworkem Juried Show 1992"
and Heidi Daub's acrylic paintings on
paper. Through Aug 22. Houm: Morl'Sat
9-5. 774-3791.

OUT OF TOWN
Bam Gallery
Shore Road & Bouma's lane, OgunquH.
ExhibKs; ''The Great l!1doom," interior
spaces explored by New England artists
through Aug 30; "2Oth Century Master
Prints," through Aug 30; "Men, Women
and Children," figurative bronzes of
SumnerWinebaumthrough Sept 27; Gallery Houm: Mon-Satl 0-5, Sun 2-5. 6465370.

through Aug 24. Gallery houm: Tues-Sat
10-5, or by appointment. 833-6849.
Icon Contemporary Art
19 Mason St. Brunswick. Paintings and
drawingsof Peter McGlamery. Through Sept
25. Gallery hours: Mon-Satl-5. 725~157.
Maine Maritlm. M ......m
Maritime History Bidg, 243 Washington St.
Bath. Gallery hours: daily 9:30-5. 443-1316.
°Th. Maritime Folk Art of A. De Clerck
Paintings by Belgian artist portraying the
coastal and deepwater vessels that entered the ports of Antwerp and Liverpool
in the last days of sal. On view through
the year.
°New World.: North Atlantic a.afarlng
In the Era of Dlacovery
Rare worid maps and nautical charts,
earfy navigation instruments, illustrations
of fine art and archaeological material
bring together the Old andtheNewWorids
in the Age of Discovery and beyond. On
view through the year.
°Bom from Co ••tlng
This exhibH includes watercolor paintings, drawings, sketches and oils by John
Faunce leavitt, focusing on his mad&from-memory renditions of the last generation of coasting schooners that plied
the coast of New England until the late
1930s. On view through the year.
M.lne Writ.... Center
12 Pleasant St. Brunswick. Drawings of
Jane Robinson, showing through Sept 1.
Houm: Moo-Fri 9-5, Sat 9-11 . 729-6333.
MUMum of Art of Ogunquit
183 Shore Rd, Ogunqu~. Houm: Moo-Sat
10:30-5, Sun 1 :30-5. 646-4909.
°Amerlcan Meater
The paintings of American impressionist
Wah Kuhn , through Sept 15.
g . . and Worda
Abstract expressionist paintings and
drawings of Henry Mefoy, thru Sept 15.
O'farrell Oallery
58 Main St. Brunswick. "Whal the Natives
Saw. What the Tour Bus Missed," the
drawings, paintings and ilustrations of
Tim Sample; "The Navy Drawings" of Bill
Muir; and sculptures of Wally WalT8n .
Through Sept 4. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat
10-5. 729-8228.
lebaacodegen Artleta Gallery
Route24,Grealisland. Wor1<sby21 Maine
artists. Houm: Tues-SUn 10-5. 833-5717.
Thomaa Memorial LIbrary
6 Scott Dyer Rd, Cape Elizabeth. "Paintings and Records of the Hayloft Art Society." a group formed in 1922 and disbanded in 1991. Showing through Sept
19. Gafteryhoum: Moo,Wed, Fri9-5, TuesThum 9-9. 799-1720.

o'....
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G
Hear the
music the
Soviet Union
tried to sweep
under the rug.
Subway Culture with
Phil Stewart.
Saturday 2 - 4:30 p.m.

Gee, it's already the second week of
August. Where does the summer go?
Thankfully, it hasn't been too hot this year
so the herbs and lettuce are growing slowly
and are the sweetest in years.
We have been very busy lately. It seems
there is only time to eat, sleep and work.
But, spending so much time here in the
restaurant and in the garden has given us
lots of time to make up lots of new dishes.
In addition to our permanent menu we
have made a fresh salmon fillet - it's
baked on a cedar plank with wild
mushrooms and fresh oregano, a sweet
com and lobster salad served with a cripsy
cornmeal waffle. And returning from its
cold weather retirement - homemade
saffron pasta with chilled seafood and a
red pepper mayonnaise. John and Roxanne
have also been keeping busy in the dessert
department with a new lime pie, wild
blueberry buckle and an indescribable
array of cheesecakes.
Good Cookin' and Air Conditioning!

,~ q «)c.---a774,1740

e

SPR1NG AND HIGH STREET

MON-THURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - IlPM

August 13, 1992
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With Casco Bay Weekly. see page 28.

Adult Screening Clinic

ART
YorI< In8tltute MUHum
371 Main St. Saco. "Kaleidoscope: Maine
Contemporary Artists: an Invitational
show of painting and sculpture, showing
through Sept. Hours: Tues. Wed & Fri 14; Thurs 1-8; Sat 1-4. 283-3861.

~~~:w

OTHER
Air au.11ty Art Show
Artists prepa ring work for the Air Quality

COLLECTION

Art Show should contact the show's coordinator, Roy Rike, PO Box 489.
Brunswick, ME 04011, if they have not
already done so. The show will be held at
the Trove Galery, 112 High St, Portland,
Sept 3-27.

is in at

The Art 0.11ery 8t SIx Deering
is accepting submissions Aug 17-22 from
10-5 of paintings no more than 32 by 38
inches, including frame, forits juried exhi-

,i ,'

bition held Sept 11-26. For more info call

n2-9605.
Art. .nd Artl..n. F.lr
An alHuried amual fair containing ;--

All the Colors
~fAutumn

elry, fabric arts. pottery. baskets. watercolors and more begins Aug 15 from 104 at the New Suncook School, Route 5,
Lovell. I'I'Oceeds go to the Charlotte E.
Hobbes Memortailibrary. For more Info
cal 697-2200.
ArtIata of Augu8t Sh_
An exhibition and sale of wor1c of artists
living in the Bailey Island aree Aug 9-16
and Aug 22-Sept 1 from 11-7 at Library
Hall, Route 24, Bailey Island. For more
Info call 443-3785.

SUMMER HOURS:
Mon thru Sat 9-9
Sun 10-6
, ,

31 Main Street
The Mikasa Building
Freeport, ME e 865-3158

Indlvldu.1 Ar118t fell_hi.,.
This year's cofT1)elition is open to artists
In the performing, media and trad~lonal
arts disciplines. The application deadline
Is Sept I, 1992. For more info call 2892724.

Main. Contempora." Drawing
Danforth Gallery is accepting submissions for its drawing exhib~, judged by
Sigmund Abeles of Utf-l. Submit slides
by Sept 22. For more info send ,to SASE
to: "Maine Contemporary Drawing Exhibit." Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth St.
Portland, ME 04101.

I '
, I

"Migrant Within - Franco-"'-rlcan
Artl.t. of New Engl.nd"

Enter Our 4th Annual

Photo Contest

Portl.nd Public Ubra."

Picture Maine:
1

I

I
1

/

invites aree artists to submit applications
for a one-month exhibition w~hin the
library's Lewis Gallery. Cal 871- t 758 for
more info.

"Replay: 0. ...... Sporta • P. .tl ..... of
Your Youth"

,

I

Juried exhib~ion reflecting aspects of
Franco-American heritage, which will
travel throughout New England and Quebec. AI media accepted. Submit slides
by August 20. For more info. contact The
DanforthGaIery. 34 Danforth Street, Portland, ME 04101, or cal 775-6245.

Danforth Gallery is accepting subnissions from senior artists statewide for ~s
juried exhibition. last day to submit is
Sept 4. For more Info send '10 SASE to
Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth St. Portland, ME 04101.

Grand Prize:

30th Annual Summer Exhibition

Konica Aiborg Camera or
2 Free Nights at the Lord
Camden Inn, Camden ME
(up

to a $500.00 value!)

The Maine Art Gallery inv~es Maine artIsts to submit paintings, drawings, handpressed prints, photographs and sculpture for ~s juried show. For Info call 88275t 1 or write to Maine Art Galery. P.O.
Box 315, WISCasset, ME 04578.

UM Public Art Competition
Approximately $40.000 in Percent for Art

Sale ends August 31

2.59

funds is available to purchesearlwor1c for
the public spaces of the n&N College of
BusinessAdninis11atlon.Artistsinterested
in applying should send a sell-addressed,
stamped envelope by Aug 21 to David
Wilson. AJA. University of Maine System
Architect, 107 Maine Avenue. Bangor,
ME 04401.

10 wallet-size reprints
(regular 4.90)

SENSE
One Hour
Service
Available

30 City Conter, Portl.nd 772-7296
71 U.S. Rout. I, scarborough 883-7363
lIondil)' - Frtdoy 7:30 - .:00
Saturd.oy ':00 - 1:00

Fiction Worbhop

This Is not your father's car - but It could haye been
your grandfather'S: leBaron, 1914 Packard 1160
Runabout Speedster.
Phow/Figo1ti & FQlasehi

Art Deco images bedazzle PMA
But all that glitters is not well-conceived
There's no question about it. "The Elegant Auto: Fashion and
Design in the 1930s," an exhibition of Art Deco and industrial
design, is fun and informative. And it's interesting from a lot of
angles - psychologically, for example. Carl Jung instists that when
man is in the depths of disaster within him coalesces a constellation
of his creative energies. So, apparently, it was in the disastrous
decade of the '3Os.
The decade was ushered in with the crash of the stock market
and ended with World War II. It was the era of the Great Depression, exemplified by suicides and breadlines. But as humanity sank
deeper into its financial and spiritual morass, skyscrapers soared
upward, movie theaters became plasticized, neon-emblazoned
castles, and the stars of Hollywood acquired the mythic
status of gods and goddesses.
As the averag~ American lost
his job and moved to
See "The Elegant Auto:
Hooverville, and migrant
Fashion and Design In the
workers wandered the dust
19105" at the Portland
bowl, industrial designers
Museum of Art, through
created luxury and elegance in
Noy. 8. 775-6148.
jewelry, silver, glassware,
toasters, vacuum cleaners and clocks, and the wealthy (somehow
there were still a few) indulged in golf and elaborate water sports,
and traveled the world in streamlined luxury trains and ocean
liners. They dressed to the nines and drove to the best houses in
their elegant, customized automobiles.
The key words were "streamlined" and "elegant." And the
automobile, as stated by this exhibition, was the hub of the era.
The automobiles of the time looked like flying or ocean-going
machines. The bright red 1938 Delahaye 135-M with chrome trim,
for example, looks as though it might have been designed by
Aubrey Beardsley, with cresting waves of red metal pouring over
the front wheels and just the right amount of chrome spray.
The machines are without question dazzling, superb works of
design art. And so are the other components in the exhibition, the
Art Deco household items; the Peerless vacuum cleaner which
looks more like a futuristic rocket than a humble dust eater; the
glistening circular coffee samovar which looks like the scepter of a
king; the "Diver" stem ware with swirling black lines running down
the outside; the smooth, sleek toasters, radios and hair dryers.
That's what Art Deco was all about: great design put to practical
use.
The exhibition also includes posters and photographic memorabilia of the era - photos of movie stars, of skyscrapers going up in
New York, and of the interiors of movie houses, trains and ships.
There are posters of the big movies with Clark Gable, Greta Garbo
and Marlene Dietrich, and a fabulous display of covers of Vogue
and Harper's Bazaar. There's a mock-up of a movie theater in which
a television screen plays old movie reels. The reel plays, like a
sinister undercurrent, the dark side of the decade; the steel strikes,
workers building the Empire State Building and climbing around
untethered on narrow rafters thousands of feet above ground. Men
were desperate for jobs then, and OSHA didn't exist. There are also
interesting displays of jewelry, silver, and decorative arts.
But the exhibition suffers from a major flaw, one of identity. Like
the museum presenting it, it doesn't seem to know quite what it is.
Originally billed as a car show, it isn't - because there are only
seven cars in it. The exhibition attempts to encompass the design
features of the era - a good idea. But it doesn't really do that either
because it's overly dominated by the cars. By attempting to include
every aspect of the decade, the reach of this exhibition extends its
grasp and results in a hodgepodge (albeit an interesting one).
And finally, the catalogue explains that the '3Os were a decade
of, among all these other things, "intense creativity in .. , painting
and sculpture." But a question remains for this museum of fine art;
Where is this painting and sculpture, the ideas and blueprints
behind the designs - the actual art, in other words? The idea
behind 'The Elegant Auto" has merit, but the show seems to have
been hurried in its conceptualization.

MRrgol Brown McWilliams

on the last Wed of every month, for blood
pressure and testing for sugar, anemia
and cholesterol. from t t :3O am-t pm at
the Peoples United Methodist Church,
310 Broadway. S. Portland. Cal 7673326 for appointment and further info.

Aikido
is a martial art used to increase flexib~iIy.
stamina and a sense of well-being. Adu~
classes: Mon and Wed, 5:30-6:15 pm and
6:30-7:30 pm; Fri, 6 :30-7:30 pm; Sat,
2:30-3:30 pm and 3:45-4:45 pm .
Children's classes: Sat, 1:15-2:15 pm.
Classes held at Portland Aikido. 25A Forest Ave, Portland. For further info call
772-1524.

Astrological Tango
Is your relationship really in the stars?
Find out Aug 15 from 7-9:30 pm at lonta
Institute. Island Avenue and Trefethen
Landing, Peaks Island. Cost: $3O/couple.
For a Peak experience, cal 766-4454.

Buddhl.t-Oriented Meditation
Group meets every Sun from 10- t t amat
1040 Broadway, S. Portland. Small donation. For more info call 839-4897.

C.ncer Support Oroup
A cancer support group will meet the first
three Wednesdays of the month from 23:30 pm at Williston West Church at 32
ThomasSt,Portland. ThefourthWednesday the group joins United Methodist
Church group at 7:30 pm, 280 Ocean
House Road, Cape Elizabeth. Ca. 7730652 for more info.

Ch.knI Energy Workahop
Using tarot imagery and chakra energies.
explore the link between the body and the
unconscious . Formore info call 799-8648.

Childbirth CI.....
Discovery Education offers six-week prepared childbirth classes including
anatomy &physlology ollabor, relaxation
& breathing techniques, pain management options during labor. role of coach
or support person, physical & emotional
changes after birth, and much more.
Classes are held Mon or T ues eves from
7-9 for six weeks. Cost: $60, including
handbook. gift packs and articles. To
register call 797-4096.

"Co-<lependency .nd SpIrituality"
Stephen Andrews discusses how these
issues relate Aug 20 from 7-9 at Unity
ChurchofGreaterPortland,54RiverRoad,
Windham. Cost: $S.For more info call
774-3035.

D.nclng from the In.lde Out
A fun exploration of the body's wisdom,
creativity and freedom. For schedule and
loeation, call 772-7549.

Dhannll Bluely Oroup
Weekly non-denominational med~ation
practice every Tues from 7:30-9 pm at 98
Maine St, Brunswick. AIIhough the group
is aligned with Tibetan Buddhism, general Buddhist med~ation instruction is
available on request. For more info call
666-3396.

Freedom. Energy In Movement
A non-profit dance group meets Mon
eves at 6 pm in the Elm Street United
Methodist Church, 168 Elm St. S. Portland. Chidren are welcome. Donations.
For further info call 799-1902.

Friend. of the W. .tem Buddhlat Order
invite aN interested individuals to a period
of meditation and study of Buddhist concepts and practice. Meetings are on Mon
eves, from 7:15-9:t5 pm. For info about
location call 642-2128.

Oolf for People with DI. .bllltl_
Larry Fournier will teach anyone with a
disability to play goH beginning Aug 19 at
Westerly Winds, 77t Cumbel1and Ave,
Westbrook. For more info call 854-9463.

H. .llng Support Oroup
A safe environment for those experiencing personal trsumas. addiction. grief,
loss of good health. and who seek support within a context of mutual sharing.
Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 pm at Brighton
Medical Center, Surgical Conference
Room, 335 Brighton Ave, Portland. Call
767 -3262 for further details.
H. .1th . . mc.. of IIouth Portl.nd
holds an adult screening clinic -services
include blood pressure. sugar and cholesterol screening - on the last Wed of
every month, from 11:30 am-I pm at the
Peoples United Methodist Church, 3tO
Broadway, S. Portland. Call 767 -3326 for
further deta is.

....rtlln. C.rdlac Reh.bliitation

.... How They Run"

...mer

Jeff Orwig, a
of an auto restoration team, speaks about the innards olthe
elegant autos Aug 19 at 7 pm in the
Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress
Square, Portland. Free with admission to
the show. For more info call 775-6148.

with Dianne Banedict every other Sunday
afternoon from 3-8 in Portland . Cost: $95.
Writing Worbho.,.
For more info call 721-0624.
Maine Writing Fellow Denis Ledoux
Poet." Reeding
teaches a series ofwor1<shops every other
Kate Bames and Gary Lawklss reed origiTuesday from 7-9 pm through August 18,
nal wor1cs Aug 18 at 7 pm in Spindleworks
at SoIeil Press, Usbon Fals. Call 353Gallery, 76 Maine St. Brunswick. Free.
5454 for details.
725-8820.
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USM LHeWne offers an exercise program
for people who have had a heart attack.
angina, bypass surgery or angiopiasty or
are at risk for heart disease. Classes are
ongoing Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 7:30 am and 6 pm at Portland
Campus Gym, Faknouth St. Portland. For
more info caH 780-4649.

Herbal Workahopa
Crystal Springs Farm & Center serves as
a teaming center and provides a variety of
herbal and educational wor1cshops: Aug
16 from 2-4. "The Path of Herbs," $20;
Aug 23 from 1-4 "CookingIDoing w~h
Herbs," $35. Held at 70 Hollis and Buda
roads. Dayton. To register call 499-7040.

Kundallnl Mah. Yoga
Participate in evening meditations and
discussions on "Tools to Still the Mind"
with Asha Ma, master of Kundalini Maha
Yoga Aug 20, 21,27 &28from7-9pmand
Aug 23. 24. 29 & 30 from 6-8 pm at The
Yoga Center, Thompson's point. Portland. For more info call 799-4449.

IS~O~

WINTE

ORT

Making Herb.1 Preparatlona
Leam to make medicinal and cosmetic
preparations using loealy available plants
Aug 22 from 9-3 at Sabbathday lake
Shaker Village, Rural Route I , Poland
Springs. Bring six small jars. Cost: $45.
for more info call 926-4597.

OT5H

Union Station Plaza

Ma.k. of Darl<neaa WorI<ahop
A wor1<shop for menta I health professionals as well as those on a joumey for
increased self-awareness Aug 22 from 9
am-noon at Expressive Therapy Center,
150 SI. Johns St, Portland. Explore the
various aspects of emotional masks and
how the psyche adapts through one's
defenses. Be prepared to create your
own mask. Art experience not necessary.
Cost: $30, includes materials For details
call 879- t 959.

My Cholc. Pregnancy Reaource Ctr
offers counseling, referrals and housing
for women and teens experiencing an
untimely pregnancy. Counseling focuses
on Ihe options of parenting or adoption. A
birth mother support group is offered to
any woman who sUlrelldered a child for
adoption or is considering doing so. For
more info call 772-7555.

LIARDS

~here is a 2 for 'I Special All Day, Every
Day, 7 days A week.
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'. Summer heat got you down?
#;:l!:!':!i.:;~.:'_~
lest spot around.
do on rainy days
. and play pool.

Natural Food. Solution.
Leam all about the purchase and preparalion of whole foods vegetarian meals in
your home. For more details call 774-

8889.
Outdoor Yoga CI. ._
Eariy moming classes in Cape Elizabeth,
Falmouth Foreside and Gorham. Classes
include stretching postures, meditation.
breathwor1c, visualization and self-healing techniques. Cal Noonday Sun Center
at 839-lIFE for more info.
P.rtn.,. In M ....ge
Leam how to give and receive Swedish
massageAug 15,22 &29 from t 2-2 pm at
lonta Institute. Island Avenue and
Trefethen Landing, Peaks Island. Cost:
S201session, $451couple forall three sessions. For more info call 766-4454.

Planned Parenthood
of Northern New England helps teenag-

~ant a free lesson from a state
champ? Ask for info when you

SHOT ~ILLI
240 ST. JOHN STREET
UNION PLAZA
PORTLAND, ME 773-3466

ers at ~s Walk-In Clinic Fri, 1-4:30 pm and
Sat. 9 am-noon, at 500 Forest Ave, Portland. Confidential services include birth
control. pregnancy tests. pap smears,
SID screening and treatment. Fees based
on ability to pay. For further info call 8741095.

Pulmona." Rehabilitation
USM LHeline offers a program designed
for individuals with various lung diseases
Tues and Thurs from 1 1:15-noon at the
USM Portland Campus Gym, Falmouth
SI. For more info call 780-4 t 70.

Sahal. Yoga Meditation
Experience thoughtless awareness
Wednesdays at 7 pm in the Faculty
Lounge. USM at Portland. Free. Formore
info call 799-5749.

"W"here Good Friends, Fine Foods,
& Spirits Blend Together."

81nglng Meditation
Meet T ues from 6-9 in Falmouth to sing
rounds, chants and songs. For directions
cal 78t-0944.

Blretchlng the Spirit
A yoga class of gentle breathing and
stretching ending in deep relaxation . All
are welcome to this creative approach to
body, mind and spiritual well-being . Bring
a mat. Weds from 5:30-6:30 pm, Sats
from 9-10 am at the Swedenborgian
Church, 302 Stevens Ave, Portland. D0nation: $3. For more inlo call 772-8277.

212 DANFORTH ST. PORTLAND, ME
In response to the gripe article in Portland Press Herald
"There's no place to go where you can get a good home cooked
meal & cocktail when your work day ends at 7am." Well.
there is such a place - RUSKl'S! The Closest Thing to Cheers in
Portland! Yes, we even have a Carla & Norm, sorry, no Sam yet...

YO.i Chi Ch'u.n
is an ancient Chinese martial art based on
mental and physical balance.lt'sgood for
spiritual growth, physical heatth and for
reducing the effect of stress and tension.
Beginners through advanced classes
ongoing. For more info call 772-9039.

The Teen/Young Adult Clinic
is a place to go if you have a health
concem or medical problem, need a
sports/school physical done. orhave birth
control issues to deal w~h . Open to anyone 13-21. every Monday from 4-8 pm. at
Maine Medical Center. 22 Bramhall St.
Portland. Walk-ins seen if they arrive by 7
pm. 87t -2763 .

VIIII"'arian Society of M.lne
meets the third Monday of every month at
6 pm at 35 Saunders St, Portland, for a
potluck get together, vegetarian support
group meeting and planning meeting . For
more info caN 773-6132 .

WlahcraftlT. .mworb
Support team of motivated people who
want to make things happen. Through
giving support. ideas, accurate steps and
the faith in one another's ability to succeed, we won'tlet you quit. For more info
call 773-6226.

Women'. Meditation Worbhop
Leam to listen to your inner VOice. For
more infonnetion cal 78t-0944.

Continued 011 page 28

Breakfast Items: Create your own Omelet,
Hangover Special. Chipped Beef on Toast. Country Sausage
& Gravy. Pancakes, French Thast. Ruski Muffin. Fill-Me-Up
Please. Eggs Benedict. Belgian Waffles.
Lunch & Dinner Items: Patty's Homecooked Specials,
Rosie's Pasta Specials. Soup. Chowder. 5 Alarm Meat Chili.
Nachos, Burritos, Appetizers, Pizzas, Calzones. 1/2 Ib. Burgers.
Sandwiches (15 to pick from). Chicken & Steak Dirmers.
Jumbo Shrimp 2 for $1, Fried Clams. All you can eat Fish Fry
Every Friday_

Full Menu Available All Kitchen Hours
Also Full Menu Available for Take-Out!

.. KITCHEN HOURS ..
Monday - Thursday: 7 AM-IIPM
Friday & Saturday 7AM-Midnight· Sunday: Noon-l1PM

27

Entertainment

~~~~..-1(~~____~~\.
Maine's /\ Authentic
Oyster Bar

Og&tep

Cmllinued from PIIge 27

OUT

Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years

SIDE

Our Full Menu served from HAM to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of (1'_.5___

a

5 Portland Pier
772-4828

<

Beck Country Blk. EIlcu ... lon.
These mini-weekends, which run June 13
through Oct 1, will take you through the
loothills 01 the White Mountains. They
start at noon on Sat and end about 2 pm
on Sun. Each weekend includes 0_night tent accommodation. one Pancake
breakfast. one sweat sauna and more.
Cost: $35 single, $60 double. To enrol
cal 625-8189.

<

t(

Bicycle Club '" CalICO Bay
Join the club lor a Oil&- to two-hour ride

lNery Thurs at 6 pm along the ocean and
marshes 01 Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth. Pizza and socia~zing afterwards,
swimming optional on wann evenings.
Meet at Pat's Pizza. Route 1, near Oak
HiM, Scarborough. Cyclers 01 all abilities
welcome. For further info. cal 799-1085.

ave

c..co Bey RowIng Centa.
seeks 10 provide the place, equipment
and people necessary lor a safe and enjoyable rowing experience. Services offornd include storage, a sheltered tidal
river, a gathering space and rrore. Classes
and clinics, suitable for all levels, are
ongoing. For more info call 846-5139.
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Green Mountain COffee
~ free refills wI coupon

I
I
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CAROL'S NAILS

:Jo
I
I

In your home 01' office. For the

1

woman with a busy sc:heduie.
Manicures $ 10. Pedicures If 25.

I

1:

Artlftclall'lails $40. fllI·lns UO.

I
I
I
I
I

Call the professional nail techn/dan
with .5 years e;qJerlence.

1

1
1
I

885 .. 5580
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LUNCH SPECIAL $3,75

:

::) (croissant
Ham • Cheese Sandwich on Pita, Bagel or French
2~) with chips and choice of hot or iced

L_rn to . .11

I
I

coffee or tea ... with thiScoupon - one/customer
25 PEBI'I st. Portland OFFICE DELIVERIES
pm
next to TGI Fridays ($10 min, 1/2 mi radius)
772-7511
Mon-Frj 6:30am-5:30pm' Sat 7-4' Sun 8-4

9-1
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THE SEASON IS SHORTI
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Why walt for repairlr
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NEXT DAY SERVICE ON MOST
SAIL & CANVAS REPAIRS.

I

SAVE 100/0 on
ROLLER FURLING SYSTEMS

1
I
I

I

HOOD.HARKEN-f1JRLEX
PROflJRL-CRVISING DESIGN

I
I

I
IJ

PorllaILd Sail
and RIGGING CO.

I
I
I

I
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58 Fore Street, Portland· 828-0003
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$ 5 0 PP I

I

ANV BICVCLE
'H ELMET

wHh this coupon. expires

8.31 .92

:
I
I

CYCLE I

: ~ 333 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine (207) 773-6906

FOR

KIDS

I
:

~----------------------

Thirty Somethln' Soccer
People 30;. meet to play soccer Sunday
evenings at 6 on Middle School field.
Scott Dyer Road, Cape Elizabeth. Events
include pick - up games, challenge
matches and occasional tournaments. For
more Info cal 799-8669.

USM Ufallna
oilers merri>lnhip to the general public
in its gym activities program. Squash.
weight training facilities, racquetball and
besketball couris, etc., are available. SeIIeral membership options. USM Campus
Gym, 96 Falmouth St. For more info call
780-4170.

at Deering Oaks, Portland. Free. For more
info call 874-8793.
YoIunt_r Coach"
South Portland Recreation is looking lor
"Ktahkomlg, M.lne 14112"
adults interested in coaching youth s0cThis Children's Museum of Maine exhibit
cer. flag football or tackle football this fall .
focuses on kids and their interaction with
Coaches wil be a ble to participete in the
the environment and explores how chilNational Youth Sports Coaches Associadren lived 500 years ago in an exhibit that
tion training sessions. For more detaIls
runs through Oct 12. from 10am-5 pm at
can 767-76SO.
Smiling Hill Farm, 781 County Rd .
Westbrook. For more info call 797 -5483. Women'. Rugby
The Portland women's rugby team welM..... P...... ta for QlltacllTaiante<l
comes new players of all abi~ties and
holds a family picnic featuring an art profitness levels. They practice Mons & Weds
gram for kids and a speaker for adults Aug
from7 :30-9 pm at Baxter Boulevard field .
15 from 11-4. Call 642-3302 for location.
Portland. Call 828-1213 for more.
M....hToddl....
Maine Audubon Society introduces your 2to 4-year-old to the salt marsh through
hands-on. exploration and nature games
Aug 20 from 10-11 am at the Scarborough
Manih Nature Center. Parents must accomGet Vou. Paddla Wat
pany child. Cost: $3 members. $4 nonBring your kayak, paddle and ctaziness to
members. For direc1ions call 883-5100.
Portland's East End beach 8Y9ry Thursday at 6 pm for soma water fun. For more North "'-ric.n 8occ.. Camp
South Portland Recreation oilers a camp
info call 772-5357.
forboysand girisAug 17-21 atSouthem
Herb Walk
Maine Technical Colege campus. For
Jenny Yasi conducts a walk to identify
more info cal 787-7650.
plants and their uses Aug 15 from lO11 :30 am on Peaks Island. Cost $6. Call
lonta Institute at 766-4454 for directions.

I
I

Can_ln.truction

L.L. Bean oilers lessons in solo canoe
lists volunteer opportun~ies throughout
handling Aug 16 from 10:30am-12:3Opm
Maine with 51ate and federal natural ....
at Royall River, Yannouth. Cost: $15. For
source agencies. Opportunities include
more details call (600) 341-4341 .
'adopting" hiking bails and streams, wor1<ing on water quality issues. coordinating Golf Fit
A new 3-month program by USM Lifeline
natural resource voIunt98<S. conducting
combining weight training and cardioenvironmental compliance surveys and
vascular exercises specifically aimed at
worldng as conservation educators.
strengthening "golflllg" muscles. Formore
Projects require volunteers with skills and
abilities ranging from enthusiasm and ininfo call 780-4170.
terest in nature to highly trained profes- Paddling ....Ion.
sionals. Formore information, ortoobtain
Join Saco River Outfitters Wed at 5:30 pm
a copy of the directory. call or write to
lor paddling sessions at Ea51 End Beach,
Libbey Seigars. SERVEIMaine, Maine
weatherpemitting.lnfo, call 773-0910.
Dep't of Conservation, Station 1122, Au- Portl.nd Rugby Club
gusta, ME 04333.Call 287-4945.
The Portland Rugby Club welcomes new
Sunday N.ture 8er1ea
and old playetS to join them In the physiWoHe's Neck Woods State Park oilers
cal and fast-paced game of rugby. Pracdaily nature programs through August.
tice sessions at 6 pm on Tues and Thurs
Upcoming: "Before Our Time." Aug 13;
at the Fox Street field, just 011 exH 7 of 1"Talking Trees," Aug 14; "Edge of the
295 in Portland. We schedule matches
Sea," Aug 15; "Bedrock Geology of Wolf
&Very Sat for two teams. as well as three
Neck," Aug 16; "Hiking for Exercise," Aug
matches for Old Boys (over 35). For more
17; "Talking Trees," Aug 18; ·Osprey
info call 839-3861.
Watch. " Aug 19. Meet at 2 pm at the Road Raca
benches in the second parking lot. For
Run a four-mile road race Aug 15 at 8:45
more info cal 885-4465.
am as your way of celebrating the Spring
YoIka... rch
Point Festival. Registration begins at 7
E'njoy a six - mile non-competitive
am on the Southern Maine Technical
walk.Take a sunset walk Aug 15 at 5:30
College Campus. For info call 761 -2217 .
pm starting at Southern Maine Technical Roiling . . . . kayak R...,ua Clinic.
College. S. Portland, or a survise walk
sponsored by Saco River Outfitters , run
Aug 18 at 6 am starting at the
Sat nightsata cost of$4O. CaIlSaco River
Superintendent's Office. Thorton Road ,
Outfitters at 773-0910 for more info.
Scarborough (Old Oak Hill School). For "nlo. Fltn_ tor M.n • Woman 55+
details call 797-3459.
USM Lifeiine oilers classes Mondays,
Wednesdays & Fridaystrom 10:30-11 :15
am at the USM Portland campus gym on
Falmouth Street. Programconsistsof progressive exercises. Regisbation is ongoing. C~II 780-4170 for more info.

Th. Good Rockln' DIIddl"
perform music for kids Aug 18 at 8:30 pm

'frl,

87 Brackett st ~"':;":" .~ 772-2427 • Exp. 8/27/92

L

BERVElMaln. Yolunt... DINCtory

Hands-on in51ruction all summer long includes evetything from tying knots to
rigging sailsto navigation. Enroflment ~m
Hed to six people per course. Cost: $2751
2O-hour class. To register can 767-9528.

P_ka 1.land Child..... '. F.tl",,1

A day of entertainment, lood. children's
games and crafts Aug 16 from 11:30am2 pm at Greenwood Gardens. Island Avenue, Peaks Island. Co51: $6 families, $2
adults. $1 .SO children. For more info call
766-2854.

Portland Public Ub ... ry

ETC

invites children to enjoy its upcoming
programs : Preschool Story Time, Aug 17
oilers upcoming cruises : Aug 14 from 8at 10:30; Finger Fun for Babies, Aug 19at ACT UPlMaln. (AIDS Coalition To Un10 pm "The August Sky," a constellation
la •• h Power!
9 :30; Tales for Twos, Aug 21 at 10:30.
cruise. $15 non-members. $12 membefs;
Is a diVine group committed to nonvioFive
Monument
Square.
Portland.
For
Aug 18 from 9 am-3 pm "Colonial Emlent, direct action to end the AIDS crisis.
details (;aIl871 - 1700.
pim,· a cruise to Fort Wiliam Henry, $32
Our goals include the establishment of a
non-members. S30 membe,.. Call 443- Rlvarton Library
Maine AIDS Resource Center and lhe
oilers Toddler Time lor 1- to 2-yearolds,
1316 for mom info.
seH-empowerment of People living with
including
games,
stories
and
songs.
Wed
Maine Outdo« .wventuN Club
AIDS CornrTUlity. Meetings open to the
at 9 :30 and t 0:30 am & Fri at 9:30 am;
brings together people who enjoy the
public and held every Mon from 7-9 pm at
Preschool
Story
Hour
for
ages
3
to
5.
Fri
outdoors. MOAC oilers trips and events
72 Pine St. Portland (Andrews Square
at
1
0:30
am.
The
library's
located
at
1600
to people of all skill levels, beginner 10
Building). New members welcome. WheelForest
Ave,
Porlland.
Can
797-2915.
expert. Upcoming: Aug 21 -23. Black /vIchair accessible. For mom info write ACT
gel trail maintenance (883-8788). Ongo- Silly . .turd.,.
UPlMaine.P.O. Box5267,PortIand0410t.
Portland YMCA presents a series of suming: Mackworth Island walk Thurs at 6
tei. 774-5082 or 828-0401 .
mer
workshops
lor
preschool-aged
kids
pm. For updated trip info, call the OutACT UPlPortl.nd
on Saturdays Irom&-12 at 70 Forest Ave.
door Hotline at 774-1118. For club and
Are you angry that people are dying b&Portland. Cost: $15. Call 874-1111 .
membership information call 772-9831 .
cause individuals in the federal and local
Story
Hou.
outdo« Trip Un.
governmant are ignoring the fact that we
Jane
Robinson.
Brunswick
author
and
For the latest bicycling, hiking and other
are in a hea~h crisis - and that because
illustrator, wil reed trom her book "The
outside acUvities Info, sponsored by
of their ignorance. prejudice and fearnothWhale in Lowell's Cove" Aug 22 at 10 am
Casco Bay Bicycle Club and Maine Outing seems to be getting done? Join us.
at the Maine Writers Center, 12 Pleasant
doors AdventLl'e Club, cal T7 4- t 118.
We are a grassroots organization of volSt.
Brunswick.
Call
729-6333.
Ile8rbo1'ough M....h Cent..
unteers dedicated through non-violent
Maine Audubon Societyoll91'8 a selection
direct action to ending the AIDS crisis by
of nature programs at Maine's largest san
dispelling ignorance through education.
marsh: Canoe tou,. daily at 10 am and
Open meetings are Sundays at 7 pm at
Tues and Toors at 8 pm; walking tours
the YWCA, 87 Spring Street. Portland.
Tues and Thurs at 2 pm; mII,.h exploraWheelchairaccessible. For more inlocaR
tion for children Wed and Fri at 9:30 am;
828-0566.
obs9fVation of migrating birds Wed at 7
Th. AIDS Project
am. Upcoming special events: Aug 13-14
has an urgent need for voIunleers with
from8-9:30 pm, "Full Moon Canoe Tours,"
cars who can assist clients who need
adult members $8, child members $6.
transportation to doctors appointments .
adiJlt non-membenl $9, child non-memsupport groups. grocery shopping and
befs $7; Aug 19 from 10 am- 1 pm. 8neb.1I for Men 30+
other ~fe errands. VollKlteers are also
"Interpmting the Salt Marsh Throug h PotPortland's Senior Baseball league is row
needed to cover telephone lines and pertery," members $3, non-members $4, plus
faming lor the 1992 season. Cal 773form ight office work at TAP. For more
$2 for supplies. Fordetails call 883-5100.
inlo call 774-8877.
0767 lor more info.

M.lna Maritima Mu.... m

SPORT

AIDS Walk
MaineAIDS Walk '92. the third annual statewide donation walk to benefrt communitybased AIDS seovice organizations, will be
held Oct 4 at 1 pm. Proceeds will benem
TN'. the People With AIDS Coalition of
Maine and the AIDS Lodging House. Sign
up sponsors this summer and walk in the
fall. For sponsor sheets. call T74~77.

Archltectu ...1 Walking Tou ...
Pejepscot Historical Society and
Brunswick AAU .W. sponsor walking
lours of Brunswick every Friday at 10:30
am. Meet at the Pejepscot Historical S0ciety, 159 Park Row, Brunswick. Cost:
$2, Includes guide booklet. For more info
call 729-6606.

Tha Enrichad Gold.n Age Cent••
invites men and women 60 and over to
daily IlKIcheons at 297 Cumberiand Ave.
Cost: $2 .SO donation. Call 774-6974.

Equal Protection/Portland
Volunteer to preserve Portland's Human
RightsOrdinance. Help guaranteeall Portland residents. wori<ers and vis~ors equal
protection from discrimination in employment, housing , cred~ and public accommodations regardless of sexual orientation . For more info call 87&-5360 or write
EqualProtectionlPortland. P.O . Box 1894.
Porlland. ME 04104 .

Famlnlat. Ag.ln.t Rape (FAR)
meets T ues at 7 pm for discussion and
planning. If you are a feminist determined
to help make Portland a city !rea 01 sexual
violence. call 772-0935 or 772-5941 for
location.

F...t ... a ... ndpaNnt.

woutd like volunleers 10 help plan a large
fund- raising event. Volunteers should be
dependable and have good organizational
skills. For more info call 773-0202.

F.... Stria Dancing Group
Join us every Wed at 7 pm in the Elm
Street United Melhodist Church, Elm
Street 0" Broadway, S. Portland. For further info call 799- 1902.

Frid.y Night FI.h Fry
Ajumpin ' &groovin' ~tterbugdanceparty
on the second Fri of every month . with
dance instruction from 8-9 pm at The
Casco Bey Movers Dance Studio, 151 SI.
John St, Portland. Admission: $4. For
more Info caH 774-2718.

Funk at ....t D.nce CI._
Jam! Stru~ Dothe funky thing . Classes for
beginners and intemoediates at Gotta
Dance. Thompson's Point . For details
cal 772-8351 .

G ....t •• PortI.nd Landmert..
is looking for volunteer guides for the
Portland Observatory. Training provided.
Flexible hours. For info call 774-5561 .

Intentlon.1 Communltl. . Group
If you are looking lora community, come
exchange ideas and meet people Tuesdays from 7-9. 35 Saunders St. Portland.
For details caM 773-6132 .

ltall.n 8t._ F•• U""I
A fantasy cornetrue. Eat all sorts ofltalian
food for two days. Aug 15-16. at 72 Federal St. Portland. Also play games, participate in a road race and buy Italian
clothing. For more info call 773-074B.

Learn to R••d Bett..
Project Link oilers !rea information. referrals and support to all Cumberiand County
residents. For more info call 874-1140 or
1-800-698-4959.

Llght.hlp 1112 Nantucket
The largest American "noating lighthouse"
is open for visitors Wed-Sat 10-4 and Sun
12-4 at the U.S. Coast Guard Moorings,
3SO Commercial St, Portland. Cost: $7
families, $3 adu~s, $1 .50 children and
seniors . For more info call 775-1181.

Main. Animal Sanctuary
is canceling its Aug meeting . However.
the group will hold another flea dip for
dogs Aug 15froml0-2atAgway. Larrabee
Road . Westbrook. Forinfo call 773-S054.

Main. . . lIroom Dane.
oilers foxtrots. waltzes. jitterbugs, rumbas and cha-cha classes. All run in sixweek sessions. The studio a Iso oilers Sat
night dance parties. which are open to the
public. Fees: $5 parties. $30 classes . Call
773-0002 for more inlo.

Main. Coa.t Sola ......

Peak. I"and Wrtt....
Celebrate the release of new works by
Ruth Sargent, /vine Sibley O'Brien and
Kevin Hawkes Aug 15 from 3-6 pm at the
Fifth Maine Regiment Hall. Peaks Island.
For more info call 766-2421 .

Peopl. Agalnat Crima
provides classes in personal defense strategies at 565 Congress St, Suite 207,
Portland. Co51: $10 or $15 for private
in51ruction . Forfurlher infocaIl799-0607 .

portland High School Cia.. Reunion.
Porlland High School class of '72 holds
its 20th reunion Aug 22 . For more info call
839-3678. The class of '62 holds its 30th
reunion Aug 29 at 6 at Verillo's Restaurant. 155 Riverside Drive, Portland. Tour
Pori land High School at 3 :30. For more
info call 774-7274.
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Portland's Largest Adult
Entertainment
Center!
Offering a huge
selection of videos,
magazines and toys
for the discriminating
adult. ..

Portland Wat.r DI.trict
provides information on Sebago lake
water quality during July and August at
the Windham Mall . Roule 302, N.
Windham. For more inlo call 774-5961.

Quee. Nation
is a m~itant group dedicated to the subversion of heterosexismthrough non-violent actions that celebrate and ftaunt
sexual diversity. Meetings are held the
firsl and last Wed of every month at 7 pm
at 72 Pine St, Portland. For more inlo call
828-4024.

Retired Senior YoIunt... Program
is looking for bus trip aides. guides for
writing poetry and library assistant. Training provided. Cal 775-6503 .

Scarborough Lion. Club
holds their annual auction (10 am-4 pm)
and flea market(8am-4 pm) Aug 15atthe
Lions Den. Route 114, Scarborough. Be
prepared 10 buy many valuables. including books. lumrture. appliances, sports
equipment, tools and household items .
Great refreshments too. All proceeds go
to needy individuals and organizations in
the Scarborough area . Call 883-2088.

Se. .hoN Troll.y Mu ....m
Old-Tyme Family Circus comes to the
museum Aug 13 for two shows 5:30 and
7:45 pm. Seeeiephants, aerial acts, bained
dogs, comedy acts and live music. The
museum displays trolleys from all over
lhe wo~d and oilers rides on authentically
restored electric trolley cars. Open daily
from 10-5, at log Cabin Road.
Kennebunkport . Cost: $6 adu~s, $5 senior c~izens, $4 children 6-16 . For info
caM 967-2600 .

Sellual Ha .......ent T... lnlng
The Maine chapter of 9105 presents baining to deal wrth sexual harassment and
leadership d&Vek>pment training Aug 13
at 7 pm in Room 419. Portland Public
Library, 5 Monument Square. Portland.
For details call 284-1910. or 353-5740
after 6 pm.

Newly Remodeled & Newly .Expanded!
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Also in KITTERY
• VIDEO EXPO.

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO •
666 Congress Sl • 774-1377
Open M-Sal. 10-11 • Sunday I-11pm

Roule 236 a 439-6285
Open M-Th. 10-10 • Fri_-Sat
10-11 • Sun. 12-9pm
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II-Alive'. Sld_alk Art. F_Uval
Make a killing in the art wo~d Aug 15 at
Congress Square, Portland, or just enjoy
the works ol350arti51s. For mom info call
828-6666

Small Wond....
Maine Historical Society displays dolls.
doIlhouses and miniatures through Sept
4 at the Maine Bank & Trust Company
lobby, 467 Congress Street, Portland.
For details cal 774-1822.

Spring Point F_Uval
Southern Maine Technical College sponsors a festival Aug 15 at the college.
which includes races, sailboat rides. a
firefighters' muster. an arts and crafts
show and. if that weren1 enough, a demonstration by the First Maine Heavy Artillery of Civil War encampments. For more
info call 767 -9500.

Tat. Hou. .
Home of Captain George Tate. buin in
1755. provides tea and garden tours each
Wed afternoon and archItectural tours
Sat afternoons . located at 1270
Westbrook St. Portland. Hours: Tues-Sat
10-4, Sun 1-4. Closes for season on labor Day. Cost: $3. $1 children under 12.
For more info call 774-9781 .

YoIunt_. Cant...
needs switchboard operators. concert
ushers , and people to mediate consumer
complaints. Call 87 4- 1()()() for furlher info .

is a family-oriented . clothing-optional Varmouth HI.toric:a1 Socl.ty
needs volunteers to heip catalog the colsocial group. They meet regularly in cenleclion. set up displays. stull enveiopes.
tral Maine for swims, saunas and pot luck
conduct research and more- all to propicnics. For further info send your name,
mote intere51 in the history of Yarmouth .
address and telephone r.umber, in confiFor more info cail, 846-6259 . •
dence. to Maine Coast Solar Bares. P.O.
Box 718. Norway. ME 04268.

MalneSha..
needs volunteers 10 represent the group
in the workplace. MainaShare melTber
groups address AIDS. the environment,
hea~h care, violence against women and
more. For more info call 622 -0150.

Performing Aug. 11-15

Multlpl. SCI..... I. Regatta
Bring something to sit on. eat SO-cent
hotdogs and watch a boat race Aug 15
from 11 am-I pm at the Eastem Promenade. Portland. For mom info call 7615815.

N...... Project/AIDS M.morIal Quilt
holds a panei-making workshop the first
and third Sun of each month. For more
info call 774-2198.

Out for Good
lesbian discussion/support group meets
eac h Thurs from 7-9 in Saco to discuss
relevant topics. Meetings are non-smoking. Cost: $1 .FordireclionscaIl247-3461
or write P.O . Box 153, E. Waterboro, ME
04030.

Star of. .. Gent Hustler and D Cup Magazines
Tues- Thurs: 6, 8, 10, 12, Doors open at 4pm,
Fri-Sat: 1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, Doors open at 12 noon,

200 RIVERSIDE STREET • PORTLAND MAINE
(207) 772-8033 • 1-800-992-0006
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real uzzle

~~g!r:'!1io~gs

OPEN HOUSE
Now~
Thursday Aug. 20· 6pm to 8pm ages 2 /2-6
Saturday Aug. 22 • 10am to 12pm
772-2833
14 Locust St.·

Bl/ Don RlIbin

Computer Models
What a relief! Until you came along. we thought no one
would unscramble the names of these four well-known
models.

portl'ianidl·i!ii~iiiii.

1)

HEAVY
WON'THU
YOUR
UNL
THEY'RE

2)

JAIKSTAKlSANSNS

UOTHERAUNTNL

3)

4)

SILKORHEDSBOE

RAGNOSEJEC

.1. , .

1

,

TOU FREE 1·800·7&1-6891 OR 766-5501
romANO, MAINE

Casco Bay Montessori School
7:30 a.m.,flexible scheduling

.: -Morning Session *

8:30-11:45 a.m.,
2, 3 or 5 day scheduling
noon-3:30p.m.,
3 or 5 day scheduling
-FuUDay* 8:30-3:30pm,
2, 3 or 5 day scheduling

Fall Semester On"Joing Personal Growth
Therapy Group: FROM SURVIVAL TO
THRIVING. New groups beOin the week
of Sept. 2tst call Michael Dwinell at
7* 1024. ResidentialWookend RetreaV
Workshop : IMPERATIVES OF THE
HEART: AUTHENTICITY ANO VOCATION. Sept 25-27 at Geneva Point Conference Center, Lake Winnipesaukoo,
NH. call (603)253-4366

2,

-AJterScboolArts & Crafts*
3:00-5:30 p.m., flexible scheduling

Famllies are invited to see our
Environment & Gather Information
for the Fall Sessions.

FIMl YOUR MYTH; Rnd Your Life's Purpose. Introduction to the ancient knowledge of earth and sky throt.r;lh which to
identify your own personal mythology.
Slide show and axperiential. Sun. Aug.
23rd. Wen<tt Ashley, 766-5108.

continued
on
page 32.

INFANTS and TODDLERS
100% catIOn layette, baby bags,
snowsuits, hooded Polarplu!i!>
jackets. 100% couon long johns,
rainboots. winter boots, sox.
100% catIOn sweatsuits & turtle
necks. lycra and COllOn leggings,
canvas sneakers, booties, winter
jackets galore
plus much much more .. .

BIG KIDS

sizes 4·6" 7·14 .

i

I

I

ASTROLOGICAL REPORTS- Birth chart
with interpretation, apx. 12pgs.
Co~atibilty report, compareschartsot
two people; 3 roonth daily horoscope
prepared from your birth data. $15.!Kl
each. Send name, address, phone. birth
date. time. location to: TM Enterprises,
P.O. Box70S2,Scarborough, ME 04074.

ElJlOPEAN PSYCHIC- Jonathan Marks,
MSf}. Predicting & analy7ing past happenings, present problems and future 8IIen1s.
112-hour/ hoor sassions. Psychic, Tarot &
Counseling. Portland, 775-2213.

. . -Afternoon Session *

I

body & soul

Rainwear, windbreakers, rain boots,
winterboots, Polarplu!i!>jackets. lU\.'7t><_
cotlOn sweats and turtle necks, Iycra
cotton leggings, sox. tights, flannel
dresses, winter jackets galore, hats,
,,-.-- -- - mittens. snow bibs, fun jeans and
overalls, 100% catIOn long johns
plus more...

over 100,000 readers

MYTHOlOGY & ASTROlOGY-with inlBrnational ilacher, Y/enrif Ashley. Aug. 2326: Astral Myths of 8000 years. At.r;l. 'IT30: Planulary Archetypes: DNA of the Human Psyche- Elements of Consciousness,
AlchBrr¥ of LM and life, The Inherited
Wot1d, Facing the Unknown. School at
Mythic Astr<*Jgy. 766-511X1.
SCHOOl.. OF MYTHOlOGY & ASTROI.OGY- Mid~~e Passages, Rndi ng You rPersonaf PMh. Planetary Archetypes, Astral
Mythology d 8000 years. Aug. 22-30. FIJI
details. WBnCti AsHIIti, 766-511X1.

SHIATSU OR SWEDISH MASSAGE.
Shiatsu Is Japan95&-style massage.
Special introductory offer of 20% off
regular foo. Keith Hintz MST 828-2023.
Portland license.

roommates

Jungian Orientation

$25O/MO Housemate, MIF wanted for
Meeting House Hill in S.P. home. includes all utils. Furnished room and
bath room. Close to bus lineand beach.
call after 6PM. 799-2513

Cheryl Aronson
M.A., L.C.P.C.

774-4436
Glenn Morazzini
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~'''rYWCA
QUALITY

CHILD CARE
SERVICES
Infant/loddler
Child Care at ,h. YWCA
Drop In Hours, too

Pr.school,
••for. & Ift.r School,
Iindergar'en Car.
Hall School,
23 Orono Rd., Portland
Fully licensed full and
part time care

.7

Spring St • Portland
.74·1130

Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
certificate from Alberta's for
the first-prize winner. The
second -prize winner receives
two free passes to The
Movies at Exchange Street.
Winners will receive their
prizes in the mail. Drawings
are done at random . Contestants are ineligible to win
more than one prize in a
four-week span. Only one
entry is allowed per person
per week.
All entries for this week's

puzz le must be received by
Wednesday, August 20. The
solution to this week's puzzle
will appear in the August 27
issue of Casco Bay Weekly . Send
your best guess to:
Real Puzzle #135

Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
.
Portland, Maine 04101
This week, Bud Sewell and
a friend will dine at Alberta's.
S.R. Werner and a friend will
take in a movie at The Movies
at Exchange Street.

Solution to Real Puzzle # 133
(Easy as pi!)

355/113 =
The calculator didn 't have a
square-root key. Even if it
did, finding the square root

of 9.869606 would have
required nine keystrokes).

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, WOIS rtcently publishtd by Harper and
Row.)

IXNERGUIDE:

L.C.S.W.

Hours by appointment.

KIM MATHEWS
ATTORNE Y AT LAW
• Sexual Ha""osmenVAbuse
• Environmental Law

772-2790

Ilona Silverman, RMf
Therapeutic Massage
Swedish
Neuromuscular Technique
871-1300

Dr. Kathy fuupeles
Psychologist

SHIATSU (@
-.....
--'

ACUPRfSSURf

CJUide to
tile Healing Arts
773·1782

Gmt/t, ,,/axing, htltling.
An aptrim« of deep blt/ltn«
..,.,. ACUPUNCTURE
WlTHOtrT NEEDLES

MEN'S THERAPYISUPPORT GROUPAvailable openings in on"Joing group
led by stephen Aronson, PhD. For roore
i ormation call 772-3176.

ILisa Bussey, M. A., C.E.D.T.-

MID-lIFE PASSAGE Worl<shop. Move
toward wholeness using your own 5
planet cycles as tools to build your new
self. With Mystic Astrologer Wendy
Ashley. Sat. Aug. 22nd. 766-5108.

• Food
• Body lmage
• Sexuality
232 SI. John 51.
775-7927

Indivi jual & Grou p Therapy
for Women Focusing on

DURHAM- Housemate to share quiel
home. Respectlul, clean, holisticallyoriented male HIS preferred. 25 mins. to
Portland. $22S1roo. + 1/3 utils plus security. 353-2392.

EASTERN PROM, OVERLOOKING HARBOR- Share spacious, sunny apt with
professional 40s 'Mlma!l . Lo1s of plan1s,
cat, and roomforyourthings. Easy-ooing,
erwiroorrenlally aware HIS preferred.Parking. S32S1roo. ,utils. 775-4941 .
EASTERN PROM- Roommate wanted by
older law student Wttl, firstfloor. Contact
7n·!1138 ;iter 6 and weekends.

6S 1 I'orest Ave.
forttand. Me 0410 1
(207) 772-8011

I~REE

DEERING OAKS- MlF HIS to share large
apt. on first floor of great old house in
beautiful, quiet neighborhood. Mustlike
cats. 774-1183.

EAST END- Mature, responsible, reasonably neat person wI healthy lifestyle
wanted to share roostiy turnished 2 BR
apt Hdwd firs, WID , parl<ing. $25O/mo.
heat incl. + 112 utils. 772-2563.

Currently
Welcoming
NewCUents
Lloensed

BEAUTIFUL HOME, PORTLANf}.Looking for2 housemates. HIS, NJI), to share.
Lovely neighborhood, $350/roo. includeseverything. Must love dogs. 772- .
2427 or 871-9065.
CONDO LIFE? Looking for aresponsible HI
S roommaIB to share a 2 BR pID off
BrightonAve. Wttl,par1<ing, nopets.S27!>'
roo ,112 utils. Available now. 774-4916.

• Diy""",, Custody, Support
• Wills, Pmbate

.......

SuutilCl'll Maine's

ARTIST TO SHARE sunny CumbeMand
Ave. apt Prefer quiel, clean, responsible, HIS, chem-froo person. Skylights,
hardwood floor In own large BA. Share
kitchen & bath. $25(),1roo. includes utils.
Available 9/1. call ChaMes, 775-6301 .

879-1981

TRANSCENOENTAl MEDITATION- TM,
the most scientifically researched, effective technique to reroove stress and
to untold full potential. Classes can be
offered in your home. Call Oon at 8653467 for roore intormation.
WANT TO CHANGE Relationship patterns that no longer work? Try group
therapy! New groups starting in September. Call now to save your place:
Jane Gair 77Hl633. Also available for
individuals and couples.

775-1234

Adult Intensive
Psychotherapy

DREAM GROUP FORMING-Ifinterested THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE and Bodyin sharing and unraveling the various work for body awareness, recovery isimages that. on an almost nightly basis, sues, stress reduction. Getbackintouch
present themselves to us, call Mr. Nishit withwhoyou reallyare!AndreaE. Price,
Mehta for roore Information. 772-4126. l.M.T. 87H)121

Southern Maine's Only Affiliated Member of the
.
American Montessori Society
.... -Before School Care*

J

ELL

TAl CHI CHUAH is an ancient Chinese
Martial Art, based on mental and physical balance. One learns to blend w~h an
CONTRACEPTIVE BLUES? The tried & opponen1s force to control it TAl CHlis
true cervical cap is here! FDA approved. a fluid system based on meditation in
Comfort. Spontaneity. Ellective. Afford- movement Excellent for spiritual growth ,
able. Abarrier method renaissance. For radiant physical health and u~ualed in
information call Casco Bay Midwifery reducing the effects of stress and Isnand Well Women care. 799-4467.
sion in ones life. Beginners through
advanced classes, including PushDEEP t.lJSClE MASSAGE- Karen Austen, Hands. Visitors welcome. For informaMA, LM T., Licensed Massage Thera- tion call Gene Golden, 772-9039.
pist. AlkMate chronic bad<aches, headaches, neck and shoulder stillness, sci- TAROT & ASTROLOGY readings from
atica, stress, irT1Jl'OYIl ftexibilitf, muscle 112 hour up. Aug. 23 - Sept 2 by visiting
tone. cm:ulatJon, athletic performance. &j readers. Call for rates and appoi ntments.
appointment. ~72.
766-5655.

AmI .... Allordahl •• fasI. " ...0.....<11"

,.
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CLEANSE & PURIFY THYSElF- Our
si~le focus is to offer a warm, supportive space for those whose sincere
desire is to deloxily the physical body,
e~hasizjno the natural cleansi no properties of organic wheatgrass and other
fresh juices. 878-8673.

LEAD DETECTION SERVICES

.

F:

CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL
GROWTH. call Tyler 892-9540.

Eating. d!ewing, brealhing lead pcint is a serious problem. Call us.

:

• •

ELEGANTVICTORIANTOWNHOUSEon
Deering Ave. $2831roo. +1/3 utiIs. Has
WID , om, yard, storage, beautiful
rooms. LooIIing for health-conscious
female roommates. 879-6007.
GMSooks HIS roommate for 2BR intown
apt $5S/wk includes all (inc. cable).
Avail. immed. call St8ll8, 874-OOOS, leave

message.
GM, 30, seeks srooke/chem free roommate to share 2 BR security apt. $275,
112 uti Is. Quie~ convenient, pool/tennis .
(Must like cat.) 797-2680.

Ann Foster T abbun, AOBTA
799-9258

GREAT LOCATION IN The Heart of the
Old Port! M/Fto share 2 BR condo. Rent
$245 + 112 utilities. HIS preferred. call
anytime! 874-0691 .

pass this paper on
to a friend

INTOWN- FHlS to share 2 BR apt Conv.
location. 3rd floor in clean building.
Must like cats. S237.5O/mo. call Lori,
773-3657.

LOOKING FOR ro-SOMETHING M/F to
share 2 BR apt. tour blocks from USM.
Lots of sun with hardwood floors. casual roommate also included. call Alex,
775-li935.
167 DANFORTH ST.- large, light, I'Ml'My
redecoratEli studio,hardwood floors, S3751
MY ROOMMATE MARRIED AN AlIEN- roo. AlSO 1 112 BR, $4S(),1roo. Both inNow we need a human subject to ()(;- ciude heaVutils. Gal Stuart, 87~24 78.
cupy the void in this 3BR Washington
Ave apt 2nd floor, spacious, WID, off- 54 STATEST-Large 1&2 BR apts. Nicely
street parking. $225/roo + 1/3 uti Is. decorated. $475-S5251mo All uti Is incl.
Sec. dep. Avail 811. 879-6088.
Lease, deposit. call 76H)557 or 7727'117.
NEED A FOURTH- MlF, 30ish. Great
house, nice neighborhood. Avail. WI . ATIRACTIVE, CLEAN, QUIET, SUNNY
$155/mo. , sec. , 1/4 utils. call Bill ROOM in Westend Townhouse. Shared
871-7028 after SPM
kitchen and living space. Avail. immed.
Security
dep. + references. $310/mo.
OCEAN FRONT- Looking for laid-back
roommate for South Portland house call 775-7022.
right on the water. Hardwood lloors, COUNTRY NEIGHBORHOOf}. New modsunny, incredible views, friendly people. ern 2 BR townhouse. wm carpeting,
$241/mo. ,1/3 uti Is. 767-3350.
Wttl, garbagedisp., parl<ing, quiet KeroOOB SHARE HOME WITH MATURE sene monitor supplement. $625 +utils.
WOMEN, enjoy privacy of furnished 2nd Lease & security. to/I . 797-2938.
floor, bedroom & bah, $65 week includes FAlMOUTH- 2 Rm., kit. & bath. Short
everything. Mature, chem-treefemalepr&- walk to beach. Laundry, no pets. $4651
farred. Refs rBlJLired. 934-4742.
roo heat & utils incl. Call 781-5205.
PORTlANf}. M/F, HIS, genume log cabin HUGE 1 BR in Briel< Victorian. Hardon dead end stree~ nice yard, comes woodfioors, tonsofsun. Largefull bath,
with cat &dog, fireplace, WID , storage.
unique kitchen, laundry, storage in
$3OO/mo. +112 utils. 775-1379.
homey building.All utilsincluded. $4801
ROOM & OFFICE in exceptional 3 BR roo. call 828-1426.
South Portland house. Fireplace, OR, 2
baths, 2cargarage, all appliances,great MAINE MED/uSM Area-Large 3 BR apt
Avail. WI . Parl<ing for 2 cars, laundry in
yard. $3251mo. +utils. 7*1073.
building, oil heat, hdwd firs, storage
ROOMMATE- HIGGINS BEACH, YEAR- room, no pets. tease & Sec. Dep. $5851
ROUNO. Famale35-5Oyearsold, no pets, roo + utils. 363-5544, leave message.
$300 aITllnth +utilities +sec.deposit. Gal
NEAR MERCYIMMC- Cozy newly reno·
Donna at 885-5107 by Sept 1st.
vated, 1 BR, third floor apt. Skylights
ROOMMATE- Large 3 BR House. 5 min. throughout. Oil-stroot parking . S37S1
from USM on bus route. Off~root parl<- roo + utils. call 766-2385.
ing and storage. S24S1roo + utils. S5&PEAKS ISlAND- 2 BR, year round on
7315.
waterfront. 10 nin. walk to ferry. $6O(),I
SCARBOROUGH-HIS M/Fto share house roo. incl. utils. References, lease. Sec.
wI garage with 4Osomething female and dep. 766-5103.
cat. Nice neighborhood. Near beaches.
PINE POI NTYEAR ROUNO-La rge pleasSllOIroo includes utils. 883-6967.
antfurnished room. Super area, seeking
SCARBOROUGH- Person to share responsible female, non-srooker (prehouse on Nonesuch River. 5 mi ns.from ferred), parking , pool, beach, sharEli
Portland. Must be community spirited, kitchen, $350 roonth utilities included.
health conscious and environmentally 883-li589.
concerned. call Liz at 883'{)076.
PORTlAND West End-Sunny 2 BR apt.
WEST END- Beautiful 3-story Victorian in2family. Yard, parking.S500/mo incl.
townhOuse w/ tireplace, hdwd firs to heat, HW. Deposit. Avail. W92. 865share. Thoughtlul, progressive NfS 1129 or 772-8397, eves.
housemate wanted. Avail. 9/1. $300/
roo. ,112 utlls. 87~1553.
PORTlAND- 98 Pleasant St. Spacious 2
BR, 2 baths, hdwd flrs, parl<ing, laundry.
WEST END- Lewis St. 2 BR duplex. $575/mo, utils. call Chris at 774-6881
Avail. 9/1. $267.501roo inludes heat. days, or 829-4411 , 8IIes.
call for further info. 773-2440.
PORTlAND: TWO BEDROOM, FIRST
WEST ST - 3 BR, hardwood floors,
sunny, spacious, rocking Nauglhyde flOOR apartment, comfortable colonial
loveseat, bay wi ndows. Avail. 9/1. 87~ home on KENT STREET. Spacious yard,
8705. Female, NfS, wit and huroor prlr dining & living room plus basement. NO
PETS 773-5144 for appointment
ferred.
WOODFORD- HIS Fto share Ig. sunny, TORENTYOURAPARTMENT FAST, and
1stllr apt in old Victorian. Great porch, to the highest caliber tenants, call 775hdwd firs, yard, nice neighborhood. 1 1234, THE SURE SEll CLASSIFIEDS,
ni . USM. 1 ni. Bax Blvd. $275 heat and reach over 100,000 peoplethroughout Greater Portland!
incl., , 112 utils. 828-1495.

apts/rent

Try the Sure Sell: 775-1234
CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM

categories
o body & eoul
o l'Oonvnat..
o aptsIrent
o housel/rent
o offtc.I/rent
o bulllne.. rental.
o studios/rent
o ..asonal/rent
O real ......
o bulllnaw property
Oland ..Ie

BY PHONE: 775-1234

your ad:

the sure sell
o dining
o .tull for .ale
o $82 stull for sale
O yn ••Ie.

o art. & crafta
o garden.
O Wlrltad

25 words .. . $11 per week
additional words •. • 50¢/wordlweek
Phone it In: 775-1234 (visa/mc)
FAX it in: 775-1615 (visa/mc)
Walk/Mail it in: Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
Attn; Classifieds

o compute...
o music

deadlines

O whaala

Una ads: Monday at 6PM

Obom
o thMter .rts
D reaming
o publication.
O .. lrnaI.
o IoIIt & found (free)

o .,ctlon.
o chid care
o halp wanted
o job. wanted
o bualnaw MrVIeH
o bualnaw opportunltlea o legal notfc:e.
o bulletin board
o financial
o dating .ervIcea
o ride board

,-.

Display ads; Friday at 5PM
Call 775-1234 for display rates.

fine print
a.aIed ado IJ'IJsI be paid rer kl adYa-1ce wIh caoh. peroonoI
_
""""'V ordeo; I0Il8 or Mastercwd. Lost & Fo..nd ttom. listed
M a _ ado .... non-rert.ndatM.
not be Mallie ror
ok:aI erronI. oniHiono, or cI\8'lge6 klthe ad ~ do
not oct the ..... or coni.... or
dlongo tho m-*'g
01 tho ad. Cnldil wi be lnued """" _
""'" has been
delerminod \M~ one _
01 pubIicaIion. T.... shoal. _able

-.y:r.:,....
ror$2Jcq>y.

Phone It·

Number of words:

Name:

Number of weeks:

Address:

caw.,..,.

'-anl",

o visa

0 melt

expodate

Rrst 25 words
$11 per week: $

+ add. words 0 50¢ ea.: $
Total: $
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apts/rent

sbldlos/rent

real estate

WEST EN(}- Exceptionally clean & sunny

ART STUDIO SUBlET· Available Sep.

BY OWNER· 7ROOMS,2 CAR GARAGE,

OCEAN AREA· YEAR·ROUND CAPE

$55(Ymo+ util. SID & refs raquired. No
dogs. Non-srrol<ers. Avail !VI. 879-7120

cure building. 275 sq.ft. S200'mo. Gall
774-7021, eves.

tor heater. $139,900. Country Gardens,
So. Portland, phone 773-9783.

houses/rent

STUDIOS: ARTISTS ON.Y building. All
inclusive, tin ceilings. artists sinks, high
energy environment Dari<lOOms to su~es

HIGGINS BEACH· Furnished 3 BR, mod.
kitchen, 1 112 baths, oil HW hea~ well
inSUlated. Avail. Sept ·June.$850+ utils.
Refs., deposi~ no pets. 929-6909.

~h views.

BY OWNER· FALMOUTH FORESIDE. 4
BR,livingroomwlfireplace, dini ng room,
remodeled kitchen, 2 bathrooms,
sunporch, private beach, and mooring
OOts, 2 cargarage. $160,000. Call 7819..

range $9:I's, willing to exchange for
cottage or home in the Belgrade Lakes
area 873-4171.

2BR. wi hardwood floors, parking, gas tember and October. Intown location, Heatolater fireplace, zoned hea~ coal COTIAGE. 2 Br.;, fireplace, completely
heat and decl<w/attractiveyard. Offered at large windows, hdwd floor.;, clean, se- stoyein famly room. Will Install Monl· furnished, town water & sewer, price

PEAKS ISLAND· Charmng 2 BR ocean
view. RecenHy renovated. Well insu·
lated. limit 2 people. $55OImo + utils.
772-1404.
SCARBOROUGH, PINE POINT· Ocean
breezes, prime location, temporary
housing, 6 or9 months, completely and
nicely frunished, cape, 2 br, fireplace,
central hea~ ample parking, available
Sept 1st, $4501mo + uti Is. 873-4171.

Try our
Wheels Deal!

$95 to $25(Vmo. 799-4759.

seasonal/rent
SEBAGO LAKE· 3-4 BR House avail.
Sept.·June. 2 112 baths, sandy beach,
oil heat & 2woodstoves. Fully insulated.
20 mns. to Portland. $750/000. 8921185, eves. 761-2267, wkdays.

real estate
2BR HOME· 112 acre, nice starter, good
location on Scarborough. VA assumable or use own financing, by owner.
Gall after 4pm weekdays or Weekends.
$722,500. 883-2421.

CHINA. MAINE· NECK RD, prime residen·
tial 1 and 2 acl8 lois, owner financing,
across the straet from the lake 873-4171.

SCARBOROUGH, 3BDR T·RANCH.
Master bdr, has cathedral skylights &
enclosed jaccuzi room. 2 lull baths. DR
has French door.; to deck, car & half
attached garage, hardwood floors, great
neighborhood $137,000. GaIl8~909.

COTIAGE5- LAKESIDE HOME5- COT·
TAGE LOTS. Good selection, call SO. PORTLAND, BONNEY BRIAR RD.·
CosgroyeRealty873~181 or873-4171. Newly updated 2 BR Ranch w/attached
carport and screen house, $89,900. By
DID YOU SELL YOUR REAL ESTATE and owner 767-7273.
hold a mortgage? We purchase mort·
gages on which you receive payments. SOUTH PORTlAN(}- Ranch or expand·
able Cape to be bui~ on quiet wooded loL
Call American Gapital 774-65n.
Room for 2 car garage. Very convenient.
DO YOU HAVE A HOUSE FOR SAlE? Packages available. SOO,900 774-1242.
Why not advertise itthrough THE SURE
SELL? Call 775-1234 or 883-4149.
W. SCARBOROUGH-5MINUTES FROM
BEACH, 4 BR home, wooded lot, quiet
GORHAM· 3 or 4 BR Country Gape. 2 neighborhood, fireplace, woodstoye,
full baths, very private. 13 mles from $115,000, all reasonableoffersconsid·
downtown Portland.$119,900. Call 773- ered, save broker.; fee, call 883-2466.
0275 days, 781-5202 eves.

Classified,:
775-1234

MOVING
SAl,E!!!
We're moving to Auburn.
And all homes have got to go.
- 70' #3257 $14,495 - 56' #2971 $17,637
- 80' #3615 $19,907 - 70' #3958 $22,599
- 80' #3282 $26,211 - 72' #0282 $26,282
- 76' #0480 $29,990 - 70' #7150 $29,337
Double Wides
- 44' $22,465 - 52' $25,760 - 44' $29,314
-48' $31,320 - 68" $46,283
homes from Champion, Fleetwood, Imperial,
Norris, Sterling, Mansion
Rt 26, Oxford, ME
207-539-4759
Daily 11-7, Sun 11-5
Closed Tuesday

LUV
; HOMES

.:.':.

ESTABLISHED 1919
• Indoor Gym &
Large Playground

• Sliding Fee Scale
• Home·Cooked Meals
• Professional Teaching Staff
• Convenient Downtown Location

"Quality Child Care Close 10 Home & Work"

Monday· Friday 6:30am to 5:30pm

Enjoy refreshments, meet and talk with our Staff. and tour our
facility. See first hand why Building Blocks is known as one of the
area's finest child care facilities. Plan now for fall enrollment!

just oil Route 302, Windham

Fully state licensed
ProfeSSional, caring staff
Enriched curriculum

LIGHTHOUSE

Looking for a loving
extended family
environment for your child?
That's what Wee Care
is all about. Exc. refs.
Fait
846-1422

Nursery School - Kindergarten - Day Care

~1k. .

CHILDREN'S PlAYHOUSE

the Developmental Status of

._ '

:~~~v;;~:v..D'~

525 Highland Aue .
South Portland, Maine
Call· 767-2127

PLAYMATES
FAMILY DAY CARE

Motberof2
will carefor your

~~

Burrlbam R9-; Gorham
839'0'.190

Your Infant or Young Child?

- Providing Creative Learning Experiences
- and Qutllity (Are for Children
- in Partnership With Parents.
Open: 6:30am to 5:30pm
Ages: 18 Months to six years.

,

NURSERY SCHOOL
.
Liscensed Family Day Care '
• lJerJelopmenUJ/ Programs
• Bratiltfas~ Lunch and
Dinner Provided

Are You Concerned About

' J\~"I\'."

FREE DEVEWPMENTALSCREENINGS
MONDAYS
BY APPOINTMENT

the chi ~reris expresS

MASTa.INIC
884 Broadway
South Portland

In Home
Day Care
Full Time/Part TIme
Occasional

Playground, fenced in yard.
LunchesDAYCARE
and snack. provided

REGISTERED

in accordance with the

Weekends/OVernights
or when you just want
to getaway.

\1:illIlI~1

Child care Food Program
• References Given •

856-6092
Easy access to Exit 8

Just off Stroudwater Street.

iilllliiilcWl
Developmentally
Age Appropriate
Programs for 1 to
5 1/2 year oIds.

· Musk . FWd Trips· Science
· Creative Mooement
· Arts 6' CraJb

Hours: 7:30 am-5:30pm

Location (Aug. 19, 5 . 7pm)
Before!After Kindergarten
(Transportation Available)
Preschool • Nursery School
1359 Washington Ave.
Portland, ME 04103
797-8837

OU1HERN MAIN$' An Organization ror .

CHILD CARE

~"'DERS' ASSOCIA#

$85f_k or $2Ihour

775-2714

po

S

Full and Part Time

Poeitiona Available.

Limited Openings Available

o~
OPEN HOUSE at Wash. Ave.
Infant. Toddler
Preschool
Nursery School
535 Ocean Ave.
Portland, ME 04103
761-3922

cbUd hi ...,. bottu.

AND PRE-SrnOOL

Pre-school Center

WESTBROOK

Family Day Care
Providers

We Cover The Globe To Find You The Best
Live-In ChiJdcare In The WorJdJ
To Jearn about how
EF Au Pair can meet your
chiJdcare needs, caU
your local commun~ rep:

• EngUsh.speaJdng
European au palr8
with legal U.s. visas.
• lboroughly saeeoed.
• Red-Cross certified
• $170/wk.1nc:. full·tIme
cblJdcare, airfare,
stipend, inlIUJ'ance.

MimiMaslan

207-767-7281

/-~4~

.
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BEFORE AND AFI'ER SCHOOL

C~'

799·5308
Food Program
CPR Certified

SMAlL SCHOOL
8 Yean in Busine"
Open: 7:30 am-5:30 pm

Maine's Most Experienced Nanny Service

PORTlAND NANNIES
• Full-Time and Part-Time
• Live-In and Live-Out
• Babysitting

Monday· Friday

772-4453

761·0655

Corner of Forest Ave. & Coyle

Portland

FRESH, THOROUGH CLEANING· "you
enjoy returning from wori< to aspari<ling
clean house, I can help! Weekly, bi·
weekly, monthly. Call 871-938S.

MUST SELL: CUSTOM BUILT
BURLINGTON OF ME HOME. lived in
summers only, handy location, South
Portland/Scarborough line. 2 Bdrms12
baths. Asking $45k with furniture. Mo·
bile Home Broker.; Unllmted 1-800439-8474.

lITILE PEOPlE DAY CARE· Deering
High School area. Before and after school
accepted. Gall 773-8839.
OVERNIGHTTUESDAYS IN OUR HOME
with delightful 13yearoldgirl. PorHand.
Garnecessary. Weare looki ng for someone who can be a reliable, lively companion. Gall 773-1332.

help wanted
S40,OOOIYRI READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out simple 'Iike/don't like'
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home.
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
24-hour recording reveals details. 801379-2925, copyright IMEl14EB.
ARTIST SEEKS models to sit for paint·
ings & drawings. Flexible hours. PT, no
experience necessary. 925-2848.

EXCITING CONCEPT in home party
plans. Seeking kitchen conSUltants to
demonstrateunique/llgh quality kitchen
products. Earn extra $$S. Low start
costs. No deliveries. Call Dot for inter·
view,897-5698.

ATTENTION

HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE
to do odd jobs and moving, locally or
long dislance. Experienced & depend·
able with references. Gall for low rates,
774-2159 anytime.

Architects, Builders, Cabinet

I FIXcold·hot·steam pressure washers.
Karcher, Alkota, Power·Master, Landa,
etc. Factory trained serviceman. Also
new &used machines for saie or lease.
Gall 846-1405.

Makers, Carpenters, Decorators,

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING- Wall·
papering, 15 year.; experience. Free estimates. Call Goorga, 773-7953 anytime.
LIGHT TRUCKING· Hauling rubbish,
brush, wood, demolttion, misc. 7 days!
week. Gall 772-7719.

Restorers, Heating & Cooling Experts,

Designers, Electricians, Furniture
Landscapers, Painters, Plumbers,
Security Systems, Window I Door
Installers, Wood Floor Refinishers,
Sheetrockers, Siding Specialists,
Tree Doctors ...

LOTS CLEARE(}- .1(Wsq.ft., stump removal, wood harvesting. 37 yearsexpeFORMORE INFORMATIONANDASSI5- rience. Will pay top dollar for standing
TANCE regarding the investigation of timber or logs. Call for your free esti·
financing, business opportunities and .mate.943-208&'893-1043.
work at home opportunities, Gasco Bay
Weekly urges it's reader.; to contact the MASTER ELECTRICIAN looking for ex·
Better Business Bureau, Inc., Maine Di· tra work on weekends. Quality for rea·
vision, 812 Stevens Ave., Portland, ME sonable rate. Call John 883-0254.

04103-2648.
GALLERY ASSISTANT Wanted Part·
Time. Sales experience, willing to wor!(
weekends and evenings. Send resume
to caw Box 121, 551A Congress St
Portland, ME 04101.

MIKE'Z LANDSCAPE & TREE ServicePruning, removals, bracing, surgery,
planting of gardens, trees, lawns, hedge
trimming , stump grinding, retaining
walls, fences installed. Maintenance
available. 883-8746.

HELPWANTED·STYLlST··Boothrentai
or commssion available in small busy
shop. Good location. Gall 773-2558,
Mon-Sat 8-5.

MOVING? D.C. PACKING SERVICE·
HousehoidJoHice goods, light hauling.
Insured. Reliable. 15 years experience.
Freeestimates. Donald, 823-5417. meso
sage. Gall between 9am & !!pm.

AUSTRALIA
WANTS YOU

Full & part time child car.
Nursery School! Pre·sehool
Before I After school care

96 Danforth Street, Portland

Fun and love for ages
6 weeks to 8 years.
FuU or Part Time Care

EXPERIENCED DAY CARE PROFES·
SIONAL would like to babysit your chil·
dren In rrf'/ home. Close to park. Lunch
provided. Any time, any age. Mon-Fri &
weekends. 874~536.

PICTURE FRAMER Wanted· Experi·
enced. Part Time. Send resumetoCBW PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE· Pain
Box 121, 551A Congress SI. PorHand, in muscles relieved before it becomes
___________ME;.;,;.04;..;.10;.,1,;.._ _ _ _ _ _...., disabling. Valerie Blais, RN, Certified
r
NeuromuscularTherapist.773-121510r
appointment or information.

Sunday, August 16, 2:00·5:00

874-1115

892-0946

HOLLIS 1983 WINDSOR· 72' x 14'
mobile home. 2 car garage, fireplace, 7'
x 21' addition, spacious lot in ooovile
home par!(, appliances, WID, $37,000.
Gall anytime nl-3557.

EXCITING CAREER Opportunity· Teach·
ing skin-care and make-up classlls for
an international cosmetics company. Full
training avail. Immediate openings. For
interview contact Tom at 773-9063.

Bul/ding Blocks Learning Center
South Portland

2 1/2 to 5 years.

DANDY-LION LICENSED
FAMILY llAYC4RE

business services

CRUISE SHIP JOBS- Up to $9OOIWeekly.
Free lOOrn'board, now hiring skilled!
unskilled, men/women. No experience
necessary. 818-960-9144, ext. C909.

Catherine Morrill Day Nursery
• Quality Full Time Child care
• Developmental Curriculum

child care

ATIENTION SCARBOROUGH RESI·
DENTS·PARTTIMEJOB·Earn$20-$30
per week for 4-5 hours delivering
Penny$aver.; and Magazines. Walking
and driving routes available. Gall Ad·
vanced Delivery 883-1735.

eU¢).ild IT Q.re
;:: :::::

mobile homes
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SHEET METAl· QUALITY WORK. GUAR·
ANTEED lowest rates, all types. ductwork.
gutters, rework. repairs. 10 years experi.
ence, 883-3453 leave message.

ALL OCCUPATIONS

'f

Earn up to 50 0/0 more
Many Extras & Benefits

Call 714-573-9247
General Services Center
Open 8 AM to 4 PM P.S.T.

~===================~

Is your
job fun?

mi
"rlJ

Do your goals match your skills?
Do you know how to
,
market yourself? Are you
__ ~
tongue-tied at interviews?
There is a job for you.
2071799·3344
SECRETARY/RECEYI10NISI'
40 HOURS PFJI WEE/(

business services

Looking for energetic, team-oriented
indivicioal who enjoys working with
people. Previous experience with
children preferred. Excellent
secreu.rial a.nd telephone

CAN BUILD THAT SPECiAl PIECE of
furniture or cabi nets to your needs. Also
remodeling work. Free estimates and
designs. Gall Roy 773-0372.

communication skills required,
including computer and dictaphone.
Qualified candidates send Ietler of
application and
three references to:

CARPENTRY & CABINETRY· Projects
detailed and styled for your home or
business. Gall Paul Keating 846-5802.

DIRECTOR
catherine Morrill Day Nursery
96 Danforth St •
POrtland, ME 04101
Pooition will remain open until
suitable candidate is found t .o.£.

business services
AlL TYPES WORDPROCESSING· Resumes, coyer letter.;, termpapaers, Itan·
scriptio n, ganeral correspondence. Rea·
sonable rates, laser printer. 799-8731 .
BAKER & HALL· Professional wallpa·
pering and painting. Ceilingspecialsplus
mu"~room discounts. Experience and
references. For your free estimate, call
767-5752 or 799-0231 .

SMAlL HOUSE CLEANING BUSINESS·
We clean your home the way you want it
cleaned, and we'll do the extras! Reli·
able. hard·wori<ing, trustworthy. Call
839-3885 for referencos.

Don't miss an opportunity to put
your business name in front of this
important audience,
Call Casco Bay Weekly now to be included
in our annual Home Services Directory,
a special feature our Home Issue.
Call 775-1234, ask for Sheila or Michael.
Issue date is September 10.
Deadline is September 2.

STONEWALLS: DRY STACKED OR MOR·
TAR. freestanding or retaining. Walkways.
Patios: flag stone or brick. Shrubery, tree
and lawn installation. All aspects of land·
scape maintenance and restorations. Lou
642-4128 or B39-462f .
SUNSHINE CL EANER5- Housecleani ng,
weekly or bi·weekly, by professionally
trained staff. 16 year.; experience. Af·
fordable rates, excellent references, in·
sured! bonded. Free estimates. Greater r.;;~:;:;;;;:;
Portland. 799-5323.
I!.
TREESCAPE· Natural landscape com·
pany specializing in naturalistic land·
scaping, trailwork, brushcuttlOg, thin·
ning, pruning, chipping, bush hogging,
fences, wildlife planting, birdhouses,
lawns, and lotcleari ng. Sabsfaction guar·
anteed.761-0480.
WHAT ABOUT BOB!· EXTERIOR PAINT·
ING SPECIAlISTSI No job to big no job
to small! House, jusl trim. garages,
decks, porches. The summer season Is
coming to a close! Quality work, honest
prices 767-4945 Bob, 773-9788 Ed.
YARD WORK· Grass cutting, pruning
limbs. Free esti mates. Call George, 7737953 anytime.

CHARLES B. MELCHER
PHOTOGRAPHER

1-800-540-1455
773-1455
Special Summer Rates
on Chimney Cleaning

NASTY~NEAT
COMPULSIVE (CLEANING
. . . and other life support services
If you've ever cleaned up for the cleaning people ...
.
or worse, cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life.

COlMTRY FRESH CLEANING- Your leisuratimecan beyourCfNn when you rBl1Jm
to a Country Fresh Home! 767.&Q
DYER'S REMODELING· Kitchens, baths,
additions, vinyl siding, Windows, roof·
ing, repairs. Quality wor\(manship. 18

More than half of all Casco Bay Weekly readers own
their own homes and 42% of those have begun
redecorating or remodeling in the past yearl

Katherine Clark

772-8784
residential

commercial

~-"iiiiri~RIii.iiii~;-r,~~~~~~~~~

year.; experience. Call 761-7967.
FOCUSING ON LEAK5- Roofs, chim- '
nays, gutters, etc. Repair or replace.
Painting & carpentry. No job too small.
Low prices! 27 yr.;. of references. Gall
775-2511.

TOUCHDOWN REMODELING
Kitchens &
Bathrooms Installed
• Tile Roor.
• Ceilings
• Painting

FREECO·OPformanygroupdiscounted
services: Driveway paving, lowest
around, $.81 sq.ft., 3yr. written guaran·
tee. Heating monitor.;. Therma Pride
carpet cleaning. Wood, $75 green, $90
dry. And roo18. 247-5015 .

No job too Big or Small

774-2568

business opps

stun lor sale

BARBER SHOP· OAK HILL PLA2A.SCAR·
BOROUGH. High traffic location, 22 years
in business, establishEIJ clienteleandgrow·
iog. Byowner,pleasecall between5-7pm,

CRAFTS AND GIFTS FOR SAlE in our
barn at 85t Saco StreeL Westbrook,
Maine. Tuesdaythru Sunday, 9:30-Spm.
839-4374 .

leave message. 7~3B80 .

stuUlor sale
BEDROOM RJRNITURE, SOLID WOOD,
double bed ~h mattress and springs,
$50. 3 drawer dresser $1 5. SIt till 4 shelf
storage chest W/door.; $1 5. 83~5943 .
BLUE l~SPEED BICYCLE FOR SAlE.
Huffy 'Team America' in excellent condition. Asking sse orbest offer. Stained
wooden bookcase for sale, $10. Call
761-0886 during evenings or leave a
message.
CHAIR WITH MATHCHING SOFA· light
beige wI small floral, good condition.
883-6124.

Help Save a Tree: Recycle this Paper

FOR SALE· U2 Tickets. 8120, Foxboro.
Good Seats. Call 774~502.
GUARANTEES ARE ONLY AS GOOD as
the company that oHer.; them. Watch
out for 'money back' offers from un·
known companies.
LIKE NEW Ward Brother.; stroller mnk
size 10-12, beige. Value $1500.
Sell lor $399. 772-2427 or 871-9065.
co~

LOOK LIKE A PRO! Officially licensed
Nfl, NHL. NBA, MLB and COLLEGE
apparel and novelties. Free catalog. New
EnglandSportsConnection, SSLorraine
Terrace, Dept·PS, Middletown, Ct
06457.
MATIRESSES & BOXSPRINGS &
FRAME5- New and used. Also washers
and dryers and appliances. We also buy
unwanled items. Credit available
5737.

m·
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stuff for sale

yard sales

wheels

TWIN BOX SPRING, MATIRESS $45. FENDER GEMINI II Acous1H: Guitar. Like
Excercise bench/weig htsSSO. Excercise new condo Only $92. Great starter gu~
bicycleS75. Kitchen tablel4chairs$100. tar!! 799-9040.
2 paneled interior door.; 560, 2 plain
solid door.; $40, all w/knobs. Double- FOOZ-BALL TABLE lor sale. $92. Call
Greg at 282-2100.
sided desk $60. 799-5643.

4 QUARTERDECK LANE- RT 1 TO
PLEASANT HILL RD to Gunstock. Huge
sale, gon clubs, tennis racket, tv's, luggage, fronts for kitchen cabs., pi netablel
6 chairs, walnut secretary desk, swivel
chair. Sunday, August 16, 9-5pm.

$$ CASH CASH CASH $$- WE HAUL

WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL?The"56WGAN
Tag Sale" !Nery Sunday, 9am-l1am.
BUY, SELL or TRADE! Tune your radio
to the "56 WGAN Tag Sale".
WOODSTOVE- DOVRE HORIZON w/
catalytic combuster and bypass damper.;. Heats 1500sq ft, lront and side
loading, includes black slate 1I00r matt
and brass accents. Used one winter.
I
I
,..
: I
I II
•

$92

FOR SAlE- Oak cest 01 drawers w/ 3 MOVING SAlE- GOODIES GALORE!
drawers. $92. 892~17.
August 15th, 9-4pm. 319 Foreside Rd,
Falmouth.
GAS GRILL- Like new, hardly used. Moving must sell. $92. Call 773-4334.
GE REFRIGERATOR- 9.5 cU.ft. Works
like new. Moving and must sell. $92.
775-{)119. Leave message.
HIGH VOLUME Direct Drive Squirrel
Cage Blower moves 1180 CFM. with
capacitor motor. $92. 926-4608.
IBANEZ GUfTAR with soft shell case.
Must sacrilice. $92. Marl<, 828-{)576.

Stuff
for Sale

KODAK Carousel or Rollei Carousel
35mm pro jectorwith lens, excellent conditio n. Either lor $92. 967-5607.

19' RCA Color TV, older nnodel. Good
condition & working order. (VHF only)
592. 799-3056.
'
19' SANYO B&W TV- Complete with
antenna and packing materials. Works
great! $92.854-2989.
ACOUSTIC GUITAR- Honda six string
with case. Sounds great! 92 smacker.;,
please. 839-8359.
AIRLINE TICKET- one-way, WF, 911,
Portland - N.Y.C. - Ashville, N.C. (Tenn.
border) $92. 737-8536
AIRLINE TICKET- One-way, M/F, 8127.
Portland-Denver-EI Paso. $92. 854-'
4622, leave message.

wanted

1976 MGB- Excellent condoFull service
records. Must sell! $4500. Call 879-0499.

AIRLINE TICKET-Portland to Sacramento one-way, male, after 7/28, $25
change lee. $92. 865-{)4tO, 865-3811 .

RED SIX FOOT SOFA & Medium Futon
with mattress. $92 each. 775-4938.

Apartment SizaGas Range- 592. Pedestal Style Steel Office Desk w/ formica
top- $92. 774-2012.

SOMMA QUEEN SIZE Water Bed mattress, cover, liner &tubes. Great shape,
great deal. $92. 926-4608.

WANTED: ROOM FOR SERVICE- NlS,
NIO, quiet male seeks pleasant room in
your home in return for service of any
kind. Talented in many areas. Let's talk.
775-{)547.

BlENTON SPRUANCE Lithograph- "The
Fencers, "1937, signed in stone, American Artists Groupseries.$92. 767-2984.
CAPTAINS BED- Twin-size (drawers fit
underneath) includes mattress. S92.
998-4228.
COMBINATION BUFFET and Dining
Table. Sell-contained six leaves. Seats
12. Light oak. Perfect condo 797-5537.
COMPUTER DESK- 49 x 24 with lull
book shelf, good condo $92. 772-2249.
COUNTRYTABLE w/6 chairs-darkpi ne.
Moving must sell. $92. Call 773-4334.
DENVER, CO- Roundtrip ticket from
Portland. August 12-19. F9male. Only
$92. Must Sell! Call 874-{)803.
DOUBLE RlTON BedlCouch-Pinelrame,
$92. 781-2396.
ELECTRIC GUITAR-with hardshell case
plus Quantum afll) with built-in chorus.
$92.774-1418.
EXCELLENT Running Maytag Washer,
$92. Moving, must sell! Pleasecall 7738525. Leave message.

FREE

music

1973 CHEVY NOVA2SO- SI 00 firm, has
rust. 883-9133.

CHEAP! FBVU.S. SEIZED: '89 Mercedes,
S2OO; '86 VW, $SO; '87 Mercedes, 5100;
'65 Mustang, $50. Choose lrom thousands starting $25. 24-hour recording
reveals giveaway prices. 80 t -3 79-2929,
copyright IMEII4JC.
CHEVROLET CHEVETTE- Red. Runs.
Best offer. Call Larry DaviS, 774-5520.
FORD ESCORT PONY, 1991- 22,000
miles, standard 5-speed , $5,000.
Brunswick, call Diana, 725-6062 after 4,
725-3800 before 4.
GMC 112 TON, 1986- 60K mi les, V-6, 4
new tires, bed-liner, runs great! $3,300.
Portland, 828-{)952.

--------------------

Just caJI1-900-370-2041 any time, 24 hou's a day, from any touchtone phone! Enter the four-digit 1t runbel' 01 the ad you wish to respond
to, listen to the greeting, then leave a response. (An advertiser may not
have recorded a greeting by the time you call. You may stil leave a
message on thai perwn's Nne.) The date althe end of the ad is the last
day to reply to that ad. You may aloo choose 10 "browse" through all ads
InaspeciflccategOl)/(companionaandotheranolavailableto"browse").
Calls cost $1 .49/min. You must be 18 or over.
To respond to a CBW Box " address mail to Casco Bay Weekly, 551A
Congress St., Porl/and, ME 04101, making sure to print the three-dgit
eBW Box /I clearly in lhe lower lett-hand comer of the envelope.
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Casco Bay \lVeekly
551 A Congress S[ . Portland. ME 04 101
TOYOTACAMRY ox 1992-Excellentconctlon, light blue,S spd, AC, CD player,
8300 miles. $14,500, B.O. Moving, must
sell. 773-{)806, leave message.

work receipts. Call Elizabeth 774-1539.
$1500 or b.o. I need atruck.

SUBARU '89- Red, 4 dr, 5 spd, 4WD ,
59,000 miles. Excellent condoStereo,S VW BUG, 1977- Mint metal lic green wi
year/100,000 mile warrantee. $4795 or ,-nroof. Excellent condition, but needs
some work. $2000 or B.O. Call Rob at
b.o. 775-2166.
799-4879.

boats

W RABBIT, 1981-Runs great, but needs
f'llChanicai owner. $2SO. Call 775-7515.

adult services
CROSS-DRESSERS: Complete HIM-2FEM resources- Catalogs, ficbon, boutiqUes, true experiences, advice, personals, events, much more. t -900-9004843, $19.90120 mins. OR 1-900-4462336, S1.99/min.• $2Iconnection lee.
18./or parental permission. ATS, Box
::.6065, Atl, GA 31156, 404-333-6464.

AD

DROWN IN THE ECSTASY! 1-800-72ERICA, Sweet Agony! Aduns, $2.991
min. Visa/M.C. Do It! No credit card? 1OO(}'77-ERICA.Alegend! $2Irnn. (E.P.S.
708-882-7873)

bulletin board

·PSYCHIC-ASTROLOGICAl" Readings,
predictions, ESP, "Crystal Clear" views
into your zodia sign and "news 01 economic situation, job change-move, famIly, marriage, your future! 883-3223.
BEAHOST FAMILY. Makeaforeign high
school student happy. Participale di·
rectly in improving international understanding, and start wonderful relationships. Call Francis Parkman, 871-0682.
HEADJNG FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet there anytime lor only 5169
with.AIRHITCH(r). Call 212-864-2000.
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU
HELPED save a life? Do it this week IPf
donating blood at the Red Cross. For
more inlormation call us at 1-80(}'4280734 or 775-2367.

HEAR TAlKING PERSONAl8- 1-000884-8500, $2Imin. (18.) OR: TALK TO
LIVE GIRLS- 1-000-884-1220. 52.991
min. (18.). CONNECTIONS USA, Ft.
Laud., FL.lnlo: 305-525-5433 (x9122).
I WANTTO WET YOU UP! Call meforthe
hottest conversation: Live 1 on 1 and
uncensored, Lisa. 1-800-726-5567,
S1.7!>'min. Visa/Mc/AmEx.
LOCAl WOMEN- With phone numbers!
1-900-884-DATE, ext. 428., S31min.,
18+. (T.V., Fort Myers, FL., tt)
MILD OR WILD! Portland'sll Dateline.
Meet exciting women and men. Alternativel~estyles also. 1-900-443-3004, ext.
22, S2.4!l'rnn.

-FREE HAlRCOLORmodels needed for advanced
salon workshops.

For more Information, call

LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET
YOUR PAST, PRESENT &
FUTURE THROUGH THE POWER
OF THE TAROT

1-900"'54-1444

$t.79trn1n: 18. only

Panache Salon

1-800-955-5580

Portlarl!l'. Haircolor Specialist.

Inlo,t.c: sJrrembelShlp

772-5767

WITH

25·Character Headline: includes spaces, be creative!

0000 00000000000 0000000000

Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal CaJI~

Whu~wlnd,

PERSONAL

Inc.

CALL®

o women" men
o men " women

Omen" men
o others
o companions

Owomen"women

f:I'Ie camot print your ad without it.)
phone:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
name: _______________________________
address: _ _---'_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

•

c~: __-------------------------state: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

zip: _ _ _ _ __

First 25 words & headline
with Persona) Call®;

FREE
_~='--_

add'i words @ .50 each; ______

Guidelines:
P"""",al ad. are available for single people ..... king relationships. Ad$ _
ing to buy or oellse.ual
services will be refused. No full narr.e.. street addresses or phone numbers will be publ ished. Ads
containing explicit sexual or 8I1stomicallanguage will not be published. We reserve the right to edit,
refuse or recategorize arry a:L Advertise~ must be ovar 18 years of age.

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO
(Calls cost 1.49/mjn. Must be 18 or over TOUCh-tone phones only ACaNY BCBWW PERSONAL

women .. men
33 YEAR OlD SINGlE MOM seeks male
COrJl)anionslip. Prefer: Tall NIS bearded
man, oIderthan me. Ukes should include
hiking, ca~ng, boating ofanysort, good
cooking, Wine & lull moon nights on the
beach. My son is 10 mas. old, so ijinfants
scare you, save us the time and aggravation of meeting. 'l!'S008 (8124)
CASUAL, A WAlK IN THE PARK, a kiss
In the dark! No mountain climber.; no
skiers, no suits & ties. "5936 (8124)
CHUNKY, IMPERFECT, &'MOM seeks
husky(?) guy (with beard?) who knows
good tlings come in liI'gerpackages, too.
Maybe we could help each other with
weight-loss goals? 'I!'S!l;1 (!l'14)

o WOMAN OF SUBSTANCE, 37, S88ks
soul mate to share life's journey who is
intelligent, sensitive, loving, secure,
emotionally available. I'm vibrant, intellectual, spiritual, creative, attractive
socially/politically conscious, healthy:
EnlOY the arts, books, stimulating conversation, nature, outdoor activities
animals, children, gardening, antiques:
travel, country lilestyle near city music
dance, singing, laughter. Let's'let ou;
light shine joyously together! CBW Box
115. 'l!'S919 (8124)
DECISIVE DWF, 31, delightlul, downto-earth, looking for love in all the wrong
places, hoping to meet some great new
laces. One call could do it now. 'lrS922
(917)

DWF, 40, VERY ATTRACTIVE, slim, blond
hair, green eyes, small shop owner seeks
educated, well-mannered, wefl-grOOmed,
thoughtlt,j, professional gentleman (SO59), who enjoys beaches travel chess
reading and dancing. CBW Box lia. '

.
RELOCATING SWF, 37, NlS, athletic, DWM, 42, LOOKING FOR W, NIS, 34loves animals, versatile, wide variety 01 45, lor iono-term relationship. If you like
Interests, hones~ canng, old-fashioned, cuddling IPf the fireplace but donl mind a
marriage-minded, seeks correspon- walk on the beach, ij you like movies but
dence to relationship, men 27-37. For plays are fine to?"~ you are more conmore details call "5945 (!l'14)
cemed with what s In a person's head and
heart than having a trophy at your side, il
SWF, 24-11 you're looking lor a fun gal you like candlelight dinner.; at home but
with a fulHigure, then I'm lor you. lIike eating out is OK too, ij you can accept a
to dance, movies, long walk and BIG person who beli!Nes in himsen but is
Willing to listen to you, ~you want somemen. "5927 (!l'OB)
one to share your li1Bwith notsirJ1)ly exist
TAlL, SLENDER, WWF SEEKS Single with, then let's get together and S88 what
tall man, 55-65, to share honest, healthy happens. CBW Box 116.
lnendship.ls there magic inthe"Golden
Years"? 'l!'S944 (!l'14)
THIS 44, PlEASANT, attractive, 5'3',
Independent, easygoing lady wants to
meet ajack-{)l-all-trades, good temperament SOCiable, witty, intelligent, who
can linanciallyafford to go out and share
good times. Must be over 5'9', 45-55,
Portland area. "5918 (8124)
WANTED: TAll, BlACK ADONIS, (24-35)
by strawberry-blonde Venus (27). WE are:
educated, open-minded, independent, ag_
grBSSlV8, sensiM, clean-shaven, alhletic,
muscular, sensual, primal, disease and
drug free. 'I!'S!l;S (!l'14)

sea

ay

eekly 207-775-1234)

WOLF-LIKE EYES- RomantiC artist, 6'1·,
1851, lit European features, good hands,
seeks fawn-like wood nymph, 20-30.
Hear music, leave message, I'll call.
"5967 (8131)

others

31 Y.O. SWM NUDIST looking lor a
~oman, 30s, who is interested in nudSWM, 34, 5'10', 1601bs., athletic, biond
hair, blue eyes, NlS, tID, professional ZYGOTES!?! Someoneislookngloryou! Ism. Please call because I am a truly
looking lor a college educated, prafes: And they're searching in the Personals! great guy. "5932 (8124)
SlOnai SWF, 2S-35, lor pleasant conversa- Place your own Personal Ad now and
tion, lriendship/possible relationShip, receive a 25-word ad and FREE PER- 33 y.o. M seeks couples or MF only.
candlelight dinners, dancing and sharing SONAl CAlL lor 4 weeks! Use the cou- Dlscre~on assured. Call to assure comIn vanous outdoor activities. Scarboroug IV pon provided to place your ad & dis- patibility. Open, honest and open to
lantasies. "5941 (8131)
Portland area. 'l!'S843 (8124)
cover that love is only aphone call away!
ATTRACTIVE 25 Y.O. MAlE seeking lesbian couple wishing to involve handsome man into their plays. Age not
Important. "5957 (8131)

VERY HA~DSOME, WELL"BORN SAILOR says "Help,
my well-trained stage voice was ruined in a car crash five
years ago, I seek women fair of voice (British? Irish?) and
face to read "The Oxford Book of English Verse" or "The
House at Pooh Corner" aloud as we sail Casco Bay, I've
the boat if you've the voice! 11'5962 (8/31)
Each week, ~ c~co Bay Weekly personal is chosen as caws .Person
of the Week and IS awarded two free nno'Wie rentals, compliments 01
Vldeoport. All personal ads are entered in the drawing.

715-1615

(~WOmen

SWM, 28, PROFESSIONAl athletic
good-looking,NlS, newtothearea. Wish
to meet fun, anractive SWF 22-42
interested in litness, baath, m~sic, cra-:
atlve entertainment. "5970 (8131)

.

person of the week

WOMAN SEEKS MAN TO INDULGE on
journey 01 life. Amusing, articulate 40
y.O. attractive Fwants to meet monoga- DWM, 44, 5'8", 1601- Hiking, golf, dinmous beau who likes her and her pas- Ing out travel, kids and critter.; classicalor rock music, Sunday morning coftimes: Beginner goll, intermediate pho- lee. If you like these things too and are
tography, advanced ethics. DesIre man slim and attractive, NlS, let's get toof substance: good conversation, better gether. "5956 (8131)
humor, best lrlend. Please be HIS.
HELP WANTED- DWM, 33, 5'8", lather,
"5920 (8124)
runner, handyman looking lor NlSF 2636, around5'8", weightprop.Need sOmeFAX FREE
one to share lites ups &downs. 'l!'S963
THURSDAY!
(8131)

men

.

I'M LOOI(ING FOR .. YOtH verylriendly
outgoing, affectionate, shapelyfigure bru:
nette, Clean,. beaUtiful hair and Smile.' You
mght be Insll-nalian? About 5~1/2"?...
ME? DWM, mid-40s, BaSy\lOing, NIS, active, lun, lit Welikebeach, dancing music
coastal, scenic interests, count~ fairs'
'lrS921 (8124)
.

SWM, 35, TAlL,ATTRACTIVE who's been
down life's road enough to find value in
COrrpassion, honesty, cormtitment, leetIngsand nature and unders1andsit doesnl
happen overnight, looking for a woman kl
share similar values, and beoome solid
friends filSt. trs943 (8131)
THE GLOBAl GROOVE is sought by you
and I. We both: arewacko liberals, enjoy
alternative music and good java.l'm20,
heavyset, stable and hopeless romantic. Call! "5954 (8131)

NEWLY EMERGING LESBIAN, 41 , lookIng lor an intimatelriendshipwith alikeminded woman. Passionate about all
things spiritual, gardening and the natu~al world. Are you interested in explorIng your female relationship with me?
"5009 (8124)

Bi MAlE NEEDS YOU- Me: 29, slim,
macho, handsome, novice, shy but very
affectionate. You: BiM or BiC, 18-50,
slim, cute all around and discreet. Will
answer all calls. "5953 (8131)

COUPlE LOOKING FOR FEMAlE- We
would like to fulfill our fantasies and your.;.
Should be 35-4S and attractive. We will be
SEEK UNTYPICAl F- Younger attrac- discrete & fun. 'lrS925 (8124)
tive BiF looking for younger <18-3Ds),
sensual, anractive, "feminine"femaleto COUPlE SOUGHT- Fascina~ng, imagiexplore lusty desir8S=-yoursand mine. natlVeSWM,43, 5'8", 1701wantslriendNo commitments. Express your.;elf! ship, sensual joy, salety and fantasy w/
nice pair, over 30 please. Petite Fapi us
"5924 (8124)
No pain. "5934 (8124)
.
s,HORT 'N SWEET- MBiF seeks siim,
SIncere, sensi~ve, spirited sidekick. Mid- HUG A TREE FOR JIM HENRY!
30s to mid-4Os, married, magnetic and JMK- OUR TIME HAS COME AND IT IS
mirthlul a prelerence. CBW Box 114. NOW! Your lOving wile- KSK.

"5916 (8124)

men .. men

MWC, 3Qs, SEEKS SAME for intimate relationship. Discreet, happy, professional
coLlllB looking to meet same to e<pIOf&
lantasies together. 'lrS949 (8131)

AVERAGE GWM, 25, straight acting and
looking hQlhcareprofessionai S88kssimilarwith a positive outlook. Take achance,
average can be exciting. 'l!'S960 (8131)

OTHERS MASSAGE- Leaning the art of
massage? Learn on me- Mseeks M, 22-35
to glV8 full-bociy massage at m,r coastal
home. Please call 'l!'S931 (8124)

THE GOOD lIFE- Fun, 32 yr.old male
DWF, LOOKS YOUNGER than her
seeks open-mi nded chick lor occasio nal BiM, 26, in Brunswick area, seeks STRAIGHT TALK- Tall attractive pro40s0mething, is quiet, not shy, open- 1970s SWM- Smokes alinl. but otherH-D putts, beer, rock-Noll, good smoke,
minded, wants SlDWM, 37-45 over wise inexcellent running condition. Take
younger straight-acting GlBiWM for lessional, straight DBM, 38, edu~ated,
romance. No strings, just good times wi lriendship and outdoor activities. CBW world-traveled, ISO attractive, well-buil~
5'10·, with sense of humor, fina~ciallY me on atest drive! Seeks attractive SWF
good people. "5912 (8124)
cukured, SID anglo lemale (30-45) or
stable, can smoke. "5917 (8124)
Box 117. "5928 (8124)
lor friendship/relationship or B,O.
MWClorclean, intimate lun. Friendship
"5959
(8131)
TIRED
OF
BlEING
AlONEI
need
someLONELY
DWM,
4Ds,
6',
1951bs.,
dark
DWF, NIS, tID, professional looking for
BiWM, 5'9", 185#- Help, needs play_ of utmost Importance. Discretion un.
similarSlOWM, 3O-45.l'm36, fiesty,work- 3WMs SEEKS 3WFs, 21-29 must be hair, blue eyes, shy, smoker, looking lor one romantique to share my interests mate, affection, intimacy, lust & safe questionably assured. Let's discuss over
down:to-earth woman, 35-55, for campIng on seff-actualization. Must enp! Chil- attractive and Physically lit, ldr weekday InQ, hlkmg, fishing, movies, VCR, walks, with: I'm 25, SSM, 140Ibs., 5'5". 1enjoy sex. Any GWM, 25-60. Love lite bond- cocktail&ldinner. "5948 (8131)
dren. Friendship first, romance possible. afternoon boat excursions. 11 interesled qUletllmes, driVes, tired 01 being lonely moVies, dancing, kiSSing, etc... Call! age, games, massage. Give me a call
"5961 (8131)
CBW Box 113. 'lrS906 (8124)
will answer all. "5911 (8124)
, SWM, 25, ATIRACTlVE, 5'10', 155Ibs.,
.
in an afternoon of lun and sun give us a CBW Box 120.
very physically lit seeks one or more
VERY HANDSOME, WELL-BORN
DWF, PROFESSIONAl, 41, 5'6'. Inter- call. "5947 (8131)
OTHERS SAY I HAVE the most genUe SAILOR says "Help, my well-trained CUTE GUY WANTED- I'm honest, car- curvacious bi-lemales to share erotic
ests mclude theater, walking, camping,
touch; thai I am loving, caring giving
Ing., secure (mentally/financially), lun- lantasies, express uninhibited lust and
movies, etc. Looking for SlDWM, 41- ATHLETIC MUSIC LOVER w/passionate easy to Hve with, great dancer,' Cuddly: stage voice was ruined in acar crash five lOVing and straight in appearancelac- enjoy intimatelun wijh. Warm, lriendly,
culinary
interest
S88ks
lady
w/simil~r
SO. You have similar Interests and are
interesting,. look 15-20 years younger years ago. I seek women fair of voice tion. Anyone out there who's the same lemale companionship needed. Discrehonest, sensitive and emotionally avail- interests to cook and bake for- your than my rmddle age, intelligent, Spiri- (British? Irish?) and face to read "The and 25-35 With weight in proportion to tion,cleanlinessassured. CBWBox 119.
choice 01 wine. Me? DWM, 40, dad, tual, sensuous, and know how to please Oxford Book of English Verse" or "The height? "5929 (8124)
"5952 (8131)
able. "5930 (!l'08)
Bath/Brunswick area "5950 (8131)
a woman. I need someone who is all of House at Pooh Corner" aloud as we sail
HONEST, OPEN, ATTRACTIVE IWman of
the above, beautilul, well-endowed (for Casco Bay. I've the boat il you've the GWM, 27,5'11", 165Ibs., clean-Shaven SWM, 30, LOOKING for local swingers
rrany inlBrests wishes to meet non-trad~ ClASSICAL GUfTAR PlAYER- 27 6' cuddling), and wants to be needed and voice! "5962 (8131)
straighl-acting, NIS, not into bar scene: club to join. I want to ad some excitetiona! male who is emotionally open and ~!Ner married, blonde, lriendly, se'nsi: loved. NIS, NlD. "5968 (8131)
Seeks similar guy lor friendship and ment to my lile! I have BRlBL, 5'tO',
200lbs. "5958 (8131)
WARM, GOOD-lOOKING, happy, tall, more. "5923 (8124)
in-tOUCh, evolving on aspiritual path, pref- tive, outgoing, seeks friendshi!l'Possible
relationship sharin~ music, dancing, SUMMER'S AlMOST OVER, where are monogamous man, 30s, secure, sucerably vegetarian, 'I!'S964 (!l'14)
biking , outdoors, Whatever is lun! you? ThiS attractive, profeSSional, cessful physiCian would like to meet GWM, 3Ds, WHO LOVES LIFE, dancing, THREE IS RIGHT- BiWM, 45, tall, athhealth-conscious, NlS,SWM, l8, would warmand tender lady, 25-34, spirited, weekend getaways, romance, quietdin- letiC.' looking for couple to explore. HeI'M LOOKING FOR ANDY- I think! The "5935 (8124)
hke 10 meet outgoing, energetic, attrac- slim, Interested in outdoor exploring, ners and intimate coovers;ltion seeks donistic adventure lor ladies or men.
mUSIC was loud at Raoul's 811 (Broken
Men) so I didn't catch your name. I'm DWM, 36, LOOKING FOR A FRIEND and tive SWF, 21-35. Interests include: children,Intellectual pursuits, travel. You special man to share it all with. You: 30- "5933 (8124)
Christine; You're friendly, gorgeous, and possibly a lover. I'm honest, love pets, sports, dancing, beach, worl<ing out mI~ht be supportive, understanding, 45, .emotionally/financially secure, not
Recycle tbis Paper
new to the area (lrom Boston). Hope to kids, walks on the beach. I'm 5'5·, slim, hve muSIC, dining In/out movies, golf. patient and NIS. Quiet moments and afraid to haveo( express feelings, sense
Call for ladies choice night on the town
hear lrom you! "5966 (!V14)
NlS. Seek same. "5955 (8131)
"5915 (8124)
. hours to beCeiebrated, not avoided. I'm of humor, spontaneous and playful.
absent-minded, gentle, enthusiastic, "5942 (8131)
IMJEPENDENTOWF-Tiredofbelngalone?
SWM, 27, EASY-GOING, humorous, at- creative, almost comical, well-liked,
Me, too. Attractive 40 y.O. would like to
tractIVe, athletIC, NlS, prolessional un- cross between Harry on "Night Court" RESTLESS ENERGETIC MAN wants to
meet friend who appreciates lifWnature. I
comlortablewith
bar scene romanc'e. In and Jimmy Stewart in "It's a Wonderful meet zany young men from allover. BE MYMOM!! S~bstitutemomwantedl
love the beach, SWimrnng, racing, Lei's
search
01
something
meaningful with Lile". Please write. CBW Box 104. Shallow blah-bla.hdoes not interest me, I'm24. Bethe mom I nB\Ierhad. Let'spai
get together! 'I!'S946 (!l'14)
pretty, college/career SWF, 20-35. "5848 (8124)
but close encoumers of all kinds do. around together. I'm home all day.
"5914 (8124)
"5913 (8124)
"5910(8124)

I

companions

category:

COnfidentiallnformatfon:

To place a FREE ad with Personal Call~, fill out the coupon and mail
or FAX it \175-1615) to us. (11 faxing, please photocopy the coupon lirst
and then fax it. The newsprint doesn't reproduce wei.) The cieadine for
placing personal ads is Friday at noon, FREE personals ads are 25
words or less Qncluding headline), and run four weeks. No personal ads
will be accepted over the phone. Personal CalI~ ads with more than 25
wordscost50¢ peraddHIonaJ word. We'll send you alour-<ligit 1t number
(to appear in your ad) and a security code for exclusive access to your
responses through an 8OO-line at no cost to you. Ads wHhout Personal
call~ cost.50 per word plus mail-forwarding or P.O. Box charges.
eBW Box Ms and P.O. Box lis cost S20 per two-week ad. Ads may be
paid for with Visa, MasterCard, local check or cash.
After you receive your 1t runber and private security code, you may
record your personal introduction. Use your introduction to tell more
about yoursell than your ad does. Give your first name, but DON'T give
your last name, phone m.mberor address. Make sure you ask your callers
to leave their names, phone numbers and the best times 10 call them. All
introductions are reviewed by caw and go on line within 24 hours.

Ad changes are $5. No refunds.
Private party only

SAAB 1980- Two door, 100,000 miles,
very good condition, two owners, all

HOW to place your personal ad:

How to use your Personal call® mailbox:

Classifleds 775-1234

T" I I E

BOAT/MOTORITRAILER 18' FIBERGLASS. Inboard 120hp, merc. crUiser,
FOUND: puppy DOG- Mixture 01 yellow vinyl canvas cabin & rear cover. Fast,
lab and beagle. Tan patch above eye. excellent running, all-around boat.
Black, tan & white tail. 828-4847
52,800 625-3021.
LOST A PET? Call The Animal Refuge
League, 854-9771 .

animals

How to respond to a personal ad:

FOR ONLY $251
If your vehicle doesn't sell, just
notify us in writing after the fourth
publication and we' ll run your ad
again FOR FREEl There's no limit!
S2 5 really does sell your car.

lost &found

I

PERSONAL

Describe your car. truck. or cycle in
25 words or fewer and we'll run
your ad for four weeks in front of
over 1 00,000 readers

15FT FIBt:RGLASS BOAT- W/28hp
NISSANTRUCK-I989black, king cab,S Johnson motor. Runs excellent, $BOO 01
spd, 29,000 miles, chrome package, besioner. Call between 5-9pm 879-5418.
stereo. Exc. condo$6700. Call 773-21 07.
BOAT SLIP FOR SAlE- at Jordan Bay
River Condo, Sebago Lake, up to 26 '.
call Roger 892-2612.

TRAILER Full of Yard Sale Stuff. $92 DRUMMER & SINGER (rhythm guitar
and songwrijing skills aplus) needed to I Recycle Ibis Paper
takes Hall. 282-9202, days only.
round out new power-post-punk-fokTRUCK BED TOOL BOX- Rts small truck, funkoutfijto horrify Portland with mostly
SearsX-cargo, excellent condition, $60; originals. In the spirit 01 Husker Du,
Pixies, L7 , FugaZi, Chilis, Lemonheads.
Sears Excer-cycle, $32. 871-7232.
Lady bashers encouraged to respond.
TRUNDLE BED with I'M> mattresses, two Call Harold or Ralph at (207)TRY-PEPA. 2 DMF (DESCENTED MAlE FERRETS)
bolster.; and bed COYer. $92. 775-3665.
nice home in Maine. We can't stand
.wz PIANO LESSONS- Begin with the itseekanymore
In Boston. Please take us
TWIN BED, cherry(?) spindled lrame, Bluesand advanceto ConterrwrarystYles.
nice mattress & box spring, comlort- CoIlegelnstrucklrgr.;ng lessons in Theory, home! n5-2566.
Technique and lfll)rOVIsation ~ students ATTENTION CATS: Club Purr offers Ul)able! Corrpiete for $92. 998-4133.
01 all tevas. David Ubby, 773~.
scale boarding for cats only. Enjoy your
TWIN MATTRESS & Box Spring- Frame
w/ cherry spindled head & loot Great PORTtAND LOUNGE- Currently accept- own window in immaculate, air condiing audition tapes. Interested in Jazz, tioned comlort. Purrsonal pampering.
shape! S92. 998-4133
Blues, Acoustic, etc. Talented individu- Vet approved. ({all Gorham, 839-2037.
WINDOW-SIZE AIR-CONDITIONER, als please send tapes w/ contact name
Kenmore. Great buy! First $92 takes it! and phone number to ELC, 42 Market DOUBLE YOUR PlEASURE and double
799-0090.
St, Portland, ME 04101. Ann: Michael. your fun with two adult cats lrom the
Animal Reluge League, 854-9711.
WOMEN'S Pendleton Suit- Red jacket ROLAND RD300 Electric Piano with
plaid skirt, perfect condition, sill! 22. arrpiilier, stool and stand. Full keyboard. GOLDIES PET SUPPLY CO. SPECIAlIZ,
MIDI. Professional sound and quality. ING IN Leads, Collars, Cable Dog Trol$92.772,9068.
leys, Tie-outs, Choo-Hooves, etc. "Co m$1800 or B.O. 282-3256.
WOOD hanel-seasoned Iyr. 1cord far sale.
pare and Save". For a lree brochure call
MASTER OF.NlJ5IC. BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Moving rrust sell. $92. Call 773-4334.
879-6063.
MUSIC STIJDIO
YAMAHA 80cc Trail Bike- Starts, but
TEACH YOUR DOG TO OBEY- 6 week
VOICE/PIANO INSTRUcrOR
needs 1 gear in the clutch. Great parts
beginner courselS25. 5 week puppy
bike. 79'H044.
cu..s#clll, O~r.... JUt
classl$l5. Your dog deserves the best.
~~-----------.
Br9adw",y M.u~clJls
Instructions with S-30 year.; experience.
TRY OUR
871-8859
.!'! 3n Fore St., Dogs In Training. Portlandl693-6212,
WHEELS DEAL!
879-2606
...,
Portland
774-3792 or 892-8374.

FOUR-WEEK

W~"II keep it. running
. 1 ' l'~
. ,; ~
'.-'11
"t S.:~"'L"LS'

1968 CAMARO, BLUE WIWHITE ROOF.
New paint new tires, small block 4OOCI,
PSlPB, auto trans, solid car, stored winters, must sell!! $5,000 883-2642 leave
message.

DESPERATELY SEEKING WATERFRONT LAKE CAMP to rent lrom Sept
2(}'27. Must be within 15 miles of Portland. Please call 767-7777 anytime &
leave message.

WANTED: PINE LOGS- Will pay top dollar! Ask for Candie, 893-1043.

BACKPACK- Gregory PolariS, medium
harness, excellent condition, $92. 7727579 after SPM or leave message.

1966 BUG- rust-free body, engine needs
minor, interior semi-major work. $4000
or B.O. Call Elizabeth, 774-1539.

1968 CJ5, 4 CYL, JEEPWIPLOW, runs
good $750. Maytagwasher &dryer coinopse!, great shape S3OO, call 642-3292.

MOVIE HOUSE MOVIE- Mystic Pizza, JJNK CARS & TRUCKS wanted. Free
$92. 839-5469.
pickup. Call Dumbo EilllrPrises854-2068.
- - - - -- - - - - NURSE'SSHOE8- siza5, Weight Bench, NON-PROFIT GROUP Needs meeting
Typewriter, Stereo. $92 takes all. 998- space Must be safe, handicapped acces4133.
sible, and fme. Call 284-1910 after 6pm.
- - -- - - - - - - OAK DOUBLE BlED-Platlormstyle, ideal TEACHER looking lor House Sitting arlorfuion (not incl.) $92. Please call 871- • rangement. I'm tidy, flexible, NlS and
9341 .
handy. Have peace 01 mind while your
- - - - - - - - - - - house is safe and warm. 725-2068.
ONE-WAY AI~ine Tickst- Portland, ME
to Lansing , Michigan. September 12. WANTED: INFORMATION ON "Foreign
$92. Must Sell! 775-1332.
body response" to artificial irrpiants. AcONE-WAY TICKET- Portland to Minne- cumulating data from any soun:&'patients.
apolis 8117 (F) Northwest Ai~i nes. $92. Writs: IMPLANTS, ClO BIEAN, Box 286,
665 Saco St, Westbrook, ME 04092.
761-8260.

THULE ROOFRACK- Fits mostsmall cars.
$92. Call 773-0578. Leave message.

AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any
condition, seven days aweek, 9-9. 7736878

ADOPTION- We have hugs and laughter
for your newborn. Coastal Mainecouple
with adopted daughter want to adopt
again. Please call Lynn and Peter collect
at 244,5862. In compliance with Title
22, chapter 1153.

QUEEN SIZE Waterbed with bookcase
headboard. $92. 642-5871 , !Nes.

AQUARIUM- 20 gal. high, fullyequipped.
Needs fish and gravel. 592. 799-2881.

wheels

Without Personal Call®
all words @ ,50 each; ______
CBW Box or P.O, Box (add $20): ________
Total; ________

, ... - 36 o.sco Bay WukIy

ITS TIME FOR PORTLAND TO GET
IN ON PEAI(S ISLAND'S SECRET

Me. Sunday Telegram
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Appetiser.
• Pate - Mousse Truffee 6.95
• Shrimp cocktail 6.95
• Nachos"5.95

f '

hand cut with howe .aUa

• Smoked Seafood Sampler 7.95
• Rumaki - Bacon Wrapped Scallops 7.95
• Please ask about our homemade
soups, Btews and chowders
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Entree.
• Scallops du jour 12.95
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fre.h .ea ICaJlop. prepared &0 the chef" choice. always delidou.
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From The Grill-Fresh Fish
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• Prime Rib (12oz) 14.95

j

Friday & Saturday Evenings

I

f I

Served on an eggwashed bullcie with choice of
potato Jalad, tOSJed salad or cole slaw
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• Please ask about our Daily Dinner Specials

Fresh Ground Coffee, Herbal Teas, Beer, Wine & Spirits Available
Reservations for parties of six or more Sorry no Credit Cards
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HOLID,AYS

5 45CF

5'5

645CF
7:45 CF

6.15
7.45

5,45 CF
64SCF
i:45CF

545CF
645CF
74SCF

.00

~:15CF

11;15

10:15 CF
11;15 CF

915 CF
10:15CF
11:15CF
1215 CF
2:15CF
3:15CF
4;30 CF
5·35 CF

91SCF
10:15 CF
11:15CF

535

12.15 CF
2:15CF
315CF
4"30 CF
5:35CF

7.15

7·,5

i 15CF

815
9 '5

815

815CF
9'15CF
1015CF

1130

11 ,30

12.15CF
2:15CF
3:15CF
4:JOCF
5:J5CF

12:15
2:15
315
4:30

915

8'15 CF
9.15CF
10:15CF
1u5eF
12:15CF
2·,5CF
3:15CF
430CF
S.35 CF
635CF

7:15
8,15
9:15

815
9 '5

11.30

11.30

12"15

PM
MONCAY
TUESDAY wEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

If.;

HOURS:

78 Island Ave
Peaks Island
766-3322

Monday - Friday
5:30am-lOam Continental Breakfast
10-2 Lunch

DAILY:
2-5 Soups, Burgers, Nachos

,I

615CF
7:15CF
815CF

AM

Saturday and Sunday
7am-10am Breakfast
10am-2pm Brunch

5-9 Dinner (till 10 on Fri. & Sat)

9.:.5CF
lO·45CF
1145CF
1245 CF
245CF
3.45 CF
SOOCF
6.00 CF

• Chicken Burrito 8.95
Boneleu Breast ofChlclcen
,erved with shredded leuuce, house salsa. lour cream and 8uacamole

f

I!
f

• Basic Burger 4.75
• Cheese Burger 5.50

.U:L

1.

1
f!

AM

Great Burgers From The Grill

1,':1'

1

f

'I ,UNUA<,

SATURDAY

SUNLJAY~

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

•

HOliDAYS

DEPART PEAKS

f 1

•

I

DEPART PORTLAND

• Salmon Steak
• Sword Steak
• Yellowfin Tuna

I I

FRIDAY

THURSOo\Y

Priced Daily

I

t •

I

I TUES04Y
"""DA~J.."EONeSOAY.vI

• Sirlion Strip (lloz) 12.95
• Broccoli Mushroom Pasta 9.95

r
u
It .:'

!,.

Passenger and Car Service

boneleu breast of chlc1uJn (80&) prepared special everyday

I

f

PEAKS ISLAND

• Shrimp Scampi 11.95
• Chicken du jour 10.95

I

PM

6·'5
7.15

815
10-10
11:45

'40
245
5:00

600

740
.40

7:40

11:00
1155

1100
11.55

8·40

6.1SCF
715CF
8:15 CF

6.1SCF
7.15CF
8·,5CF

945CF
10:45 CF
11·45 CF

9:45 CF
10:45 CF
11;45CF

845CF
945CF
1045Cf
11 45 CF

12:45CF

12.45 CF

1245 CF

245CF
345CF
5:00 CF
6:00 CF

245CF
345 CF
500 CF
6;00 CF

245CF
345 CF
5:00 CF
600 CF
7.00 CF

740CF
840 CF
9'40 CF
1040 CF
1140
12:40

7.40
840
11.00
11.55

8.40
11 ·00
11 .55

